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Susan Kahle 

Materials Management Division 

112 Administration Building 

50 Sherburne Avenue 

St. Paul, MN  55155 

Reference: RFP:  Minnesota WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement for Computer Equipment 

 

Dear Ms. Kahle, 

Nimble Storage is pleased to submit a fully compliant proposal in response to the referenced procurement.  Nimble Storage is a relative newcomer in the 

storage industry, beginning in November, 2007.  Our mission is to provide our customers with the industry’s most efficient data storage platform. We have 

designed and sell a flash-optimized hybrid storage platform that we believe is disrupting the market by enabling significant improvements in application 

performance and storage capacity with superior data protection, while simplifying business operations and lowering costs. At the core of our innovative platform is 

our Cache-Accelerated Sequential Layout file system software, which we call our CASL technology, and our cloud-based storage management and support 

service, InfoSight. 

 

We were incorporated in November 2007, and we initially focused on the development of our CASL file system software and our storage platform. We shipped 

our first product line, our CS200 series, in August 2010. In August 2012, we introduced our CS400 series of products and a number of scale-to-fit products, 

including expansion shelves and controller upgrades. In April 2013, we launched InfoSight. 

 

Nimble Storage products are uniquely appropriate for the State and Local Government and Education marketplace.  Lower cost, higher performing storage with 

simplicity of configuration and implementation is what we believe Nimble Storage has achieved.  One of Nimble Storage's early and prominent customers is Santa 

Clara County, California.  On Friday, December 13, 2013, Nimble Storage submitted its Initial Public Offering (IPO), which was extremely successful.  Nimble 

Storage now is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) under the trading symbol of NMBL. 

 

Nimble Storage understands the importance of the WSCA contract for State and Local Government and Education, nationwide and we intend to utilize the contract 

(should we be awarded a contract) in a fully compliant manner.  Nimble Storage does not have an extensive background in responding to government  
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PROPOSAL SUMMARY 
 
Nimble Storage is pleased to submit a fully compliant proposal in response to Band 5 requirements of this procurement.  We strongly believe that our technology 

and innovative approach will provide WSCA with a viable option for the storage needs of its customer base. 

Nimble Storage was founded in 2007 by industry veterans responsible for groundbreaking technologies and architectures around primary storage, backup storage, 

and data protection. We've built a tight-knit culture of innovation focused on changing the data storage game. Nimble Storage has taken a unique, bottoms-up 

approach to reinventing storage for the next-generation datacenter, coupled with a deep commitment to supporting customers that is exemplified by our 

technologically groundbreaking and powerful support-InfoSight.  

Nimble Storage mission is simple: Give customers the most efficient storage platform on the market. Nimble Storage arrays can easily handle all your applications, 

user data, and server and desktop virtualization projects. Based on the CASL™ architecture, Nimble Storage solutions accelerate applications, protect more data, 

and empower IT to take on new projects and drive growth.  

Nimble Storage is proposing its entire product lines to accommodate varying requirements from end-users.   

 The CS200 Series is ideal for midsize IT organizations or distributed sites of larger organizations, supporting workloads such as Microsoft 

applications, VDI, or virtual server consolidation. 

 

 The CS400 Series delivers higher performance and is ideal for larger-scale deployments or IO-intensive workloads, such as larger-scale VDI or 

transaction processing supported by Oracle or SQL Server.  

 

Nimble Storage has provided configurations for both the CS220 & CS240. Both configurations exceed the standard configurations that were requested.  Both 

configurations provide equal to or greater than the total amount of raw storage requested without needing to upgrade the configurations (i.e, the CS220 initial 

configuration includes 12TB raw storage; the CS240 initial configuration includes 24TB of raw storage;  therefore, no upgrade is required to meet or exceed the 

upgrade capacity requirements).  

 

Nimble Storage view the WSCA contracts as a pillar to drive its strategy to empower State, Local and Educational (SLED) organizations in efficiently fulfilling 

their storage requirements with great innovative technology. It is our intent to strongly market the contract to end-user leveraging our VARs ecosystem that is 

serving those customers today. Marketing will be core focus for Nimble Storage as we educate WSCA customers on our solutions.  The plan will include a 

combination of online and email marketing, collateral targeted at the customer base, user groups and events and advertising. Our detailed marketing plan will be 

http://www.nimblestorage.com/products/architecture.php
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reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure that we are reaching the targeted audience and providing relevant information.  

 

Nimble Storage in hyper growth mode is continuously updating and developing processes to facilitate operational efficiency.  In that vein, we will actively develop 

the required website and will be ready to demonstrate our website capabilities as required.   It is the intention and mission of Nimble Storage to simplify the 

complexity of architecting and configuring storage systems.  A typical Nimble Storage quote includes three lines items:  product, support and installation.  Nimble 

Storage will have technical support to assist customers on an ongoing basis both from a product, installation and support. 

As the fastest growing storage company in the industry, Nimble Storage looks forward to a very successful business relationship utilizing our WSCA contract.  We 

believe that the innovation we have brought to the market place will be a great asset to the customer base as they endeavor to support the citizens of their states. 
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A. RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS  
 

Confirm the responder meets, understands and will comply with the requirement by checking YES. Mandatory Requirements are indicated with “M” 

need to be checked yes. Describe FULLY and provide detail how the proposal satisfies each item. 

 

 

A RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS 
M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAND & 

WILL COMPLY? 

1 

 

PROPOSED BANDS. Responders may respond to any or all bands. Responder must identify the bands they will be 

proposing (check all that apply): 

  Band 1: Desktop    

  Band 2: Laptop 

  Band 3: Tablet 

  Band 4: Server 

  Band 5: Storage 

  Band 6: Ruggedized Devices 

Responder must verify they are a manufacturer of each band proposed and describe their manufacturing process and 

facilities. 

 

 

M 

YES   NO  

2 

 

MANUFACTURER VERIFICATION. The manufacturer’s name shall appear on the computer equipment. The 

Contract Vendors shall provide the warranty service and maintenance for equipment on a Master Agreement. 

Describe proposed warranty in accordance to WSCA-NASPO warranty term. 

 

M YES   NO  

3 

 

THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS.  Products offered may be manufactured by a third party; however, Contract Vendor 

must provide the warranty service and maintenance for all third party products on the Master Agreement. Contract 

Vendor may not offer another manufacture’s product holding a Master Agreement without prior approval. Warranty 

documents for Products manufactured by a third party are preferred to be delivered to the Participating Entity with the 

Products. Contract Vendor can only offer third party products in a band they have been awarded. Describe proposed 

warranty in accordance to WSCA-NASPO warranty term. 

 

M 
YES   NO  

4 

 

 

PRODUCT RESTRICTIONS. Responder must agree to adhere to the restrictions in the Scope of Work throughout 

the life of the Master Agreement. Describe thoroughly how Contract Vendor will manage product restrictions for 

Participating States. 

M 
YES   NO  
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A RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS 
M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAND & 

WILL COMPLY? 

5 

 

MAINTAINING THE PRODUCT AND SERVICE SCHEDULE (PSS). Contract Vendors will develop and 

maintain an electronic Product and Service Schedule (PSS) which identifies a complete listing of all products and 

services included in the awarded Master Agreement as well as individual Participating State’s PSS’s. It is understood 

that manufacturer’s pricing models will vary and final negotiation of how the PSS is presented will be finalized upon 

award. The PSS will be available for audit purposes and end users to verify pricing based on the minimum discounts 

provided off a designated base line price list. The minimum discounts and designated price list must be provided upon 

request. The PSS may contain the following information: 

 Band number 

 Category 

 Product Brand 

 Item number 

 Item description 

 List Price 

 Discount provided 

 Discounted price 

 

PSS is to be maintained as follows: 

1. The PSS prices for Products and services will conform to the guaranteed minimum discount levels  

2. The Contract Vendor may make model changes; add new Products, and Product upgrades or Services to the 

PSS.  

3. The Contract Vendor agrees to delete obsolete and discontinued Products from the PSS 

4. The Contract Vendor will work with each State to develop a satisfactory PSS reflecting the individual States 

restrictions. 

 

The state reserves the right to make PSS format changes throughout the life of the master agreement.  

 

Contract Vendor will request changes to the PSS utilizing an Action Request Form (ARF). A sample has been 

provided in the Section 6. This ARF will be finalized upon negotiations and reaffirms and tracks changes made to the 

Master Agreement. Changes may be made quarterly. 

M YES   NO  
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A RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS 
M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAND & 

WILL COMPLY? 

6 

 

WARRANTY AND MAINTENANCE. The Contract Vendor shall ensure warranty service and maintenance for all 

equipment, including third party products provided.  Describe in detail how the responder will secure warranty for all 

products and services. The Contract vendor agrees to facilitate the Manufacturer or Publisher warranty and 

maintenance of third party products furnished through the Master Agreement. Describe in detail how the responder 

will secure warranty for all products and services. 

 

M YES   NO  

7 

LEASING. Individual Participating States and Participating Entities may enter in to lease agreements for the products 

covered in the Master Agreements resulting from the RFP, if they have the legal authority to enter into these types of 

agreements. The Participating Addendum by each State will identify if and how leasing agreement terms will be 

conducted.  

 

YES   NO  

8 
DELIVERY. Delivery of ordered product should be completed within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of an 

order, unless otherwise agreed to by the ordering agency.   
 YES   NO  

9 

 

FREIGHT. All prices shall be FOB Destination, prepaid and allowed (with freight included in the price), to the 

address, receiving dock or warehouse as specified on the ordering agency’s purchase order, In those situations in 

which the “deliver-to” address has no receiving dock or agents, the Contract Vendor must be able to deliver to the 

person specified on the PO without additional cost. If there is a special case where inside delivery fee must be 

charged, the Contract Vendor will notify the customer in advance in order for the customer to determine if the 

additional cost will affect the decision to utilize the Contract Vendor. 

 

M 
YES   NO  

10 

 

VENDOR PERFORMANCE MEETING. An annual vendor performance meeting may be held each year with the 

WSCA-NASPO Sourcing Team. Participation by the Contract Vendor is mandatory.  Historically vendor 

performance meetings have been held in the State of Minnesota. 

M 
YES   NO  

11 

 

AUDITING. Contract Vendors agree to audits, including but not limited to the Lead State or 3
rd

 party to ensure 

products sold, pricing and administrative fees are compliant with Master Agreement terms and conditions. 

Responders must describe: 

 how the responder regularly self audits the Master Agreement to ensure compliance 

 how an end user will be able to self audit to ensure quotes provided are at the minimum discount off list price  

 how often the web pricing and invoicing is audited to insure contractual compliance.   

 reporting mechanisms available such as Invoice reports which will assist in State’s ability to audit the Master 

Agreement through vendor supplied reporting tools.  

 

 

 

M 

YES   NO  
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A RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS 
M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAND & 

WILL COMPLY? 

 how the responder ensures that States with multiple Master Agreements are monitored to ensure purchases 

are correctly booked with the correct Master Agreement.  

12 

 

 

SELF AUDIT: Vendors are required to conduct at a minimum a quarterly self-audit, unless approved by the Lead 

State. The audit will sample a minimum of one tenth of one percent (.001) of orders with a maximum of 100 audits 

per quarter conducted. For example:  Up to 1,000 sales = 1 audit; 10,000 sales = 10 audits; Up to 100,000 sales = 100 

audits. This will be a random sample of orders and invoices and must include documentation of pricing. Summary 

findings are to be reported to Lead State with actions to correct documented findings.  

 

M YES   NO  

13 

PREFERENCE PROGRAMS. Describe experience and capacity to meet minority and women business enterprises 

and other local purchasing preferences that vary among potential Participating Entities, including but not limited to 

the use of these businesses in their partner relationships. 

 
YES   NO  

14 

GEOGRAPHIC OFFERING. While the primary purpose of this solicitation is to select a Responders who can offer 

all products and services within a band for all Participating States, to encourage small business participation 

Responders are permitted to submit a proposal on more limited geographical areas.  

Clearly describe the geographical limits (e.g. by State name) if proposing a geographical area less than that of all 

Participating States.  Identify at least one State. If a Proposer elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the 

Proposer will be willing to supply the entire State. The option to grow the business to other States may be allowed 

upon approval of the WSCA-NASPO Management Board. 

The proposer will be evaluated on the same criteria as all other vendors and referred to the identified State for 

consideration of a Master Agreement. 

 

YES   NO  

 

15 

MASTER AGREEMENT TERMINATION. Upon termination or expiration of the Master Agreement awarded 

from this RFP the following will occur: 

 All websites, on-line offering systems and Electronic Catalog functions supported and/or available as part of 

the Master Agreement will cease and be removed from public viewing access without redirecting to another 

website. 

 If approved by the Lead State, Customer data/user accounts acquired during the term of the Master 

Agreement shall be destroyed or returned to the State at the request of the Participating State’s administrator 

 

YES   NO  
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A RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: BUSINESS 
M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAND & 

WILL COMPLY? 

unless required to maintain per audit. 

 No references to the Master Agreement shall be made on the Contract Vendor’s commercial website without 

permission by the Lead State. 

 If approved by the Lead State, hard copy catalogs and promotional literature shall be destroyed or returned to 

the Participating State at the end of the Master Agreement term upon the request of the Participating State.  

16 

PREMIUM SAVINGS PACKAGE PROGRAM. Contract Vendors who participate in the PSP program commit to 

maintain and upgrade (keep pace with the advance of technology) the standard configurations for a stated period of 

time or intervals, as determined by the Participating Entities.  Provide marketing plan of the PSP Program including 

leading with PSP Program and displaying prominently on websites to market aggressively to all States.  

 YES   NO  

 n/a for server 

storage vendors  

17 

PROMOTIONS. Contract Vendors are allowed to provide promotions for deeply discounted products based on their 

inventory and sales. Promotions will also provide increased savings to States. The Contract Vendors will be 

responsible to market these offers. Describe what kind of promotions will be available and how marketing will be 

conducted. 

 

YES   NO  

 

Detailed Responses to the above table follow: 
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A.  Response Requirements:  Business  

A-1  PROPOSED BANDS.  

Responders may respond to any or all bands. Responder must identify the bands they will be proposing. 

Responder must verify they are a manufacturer of each band proposed and describe their manufacturing process and facilities. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is proposing Band 5 Storage.  Nimble Storage is the manufacturer of the products proposed in Band 5 Storage 

which entails assembling various pre-manufactured components. Our current facilities for manufacturing are Flextronics located in Milpitas CA and Synnex 

located in Fremont CA. These are standard component assembly facilities (no clean rooms, etc.).  

 

 A-2  MANUFACTURER VERIFICATION.  

The manufacturer’s name shall appear on the computer equipment. The Contract Vendors shall provide the warranty service and maintenance for equipment on a 

Master Agreement. Describe proposed warranty in accordance to WSCA-NASPO warranty term. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage’s name appears on the proposed Storage products.  Nimble Storage will provide warranty service and 

maintenance for equipment on a Master Agreement.  

 

A-3  THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not proposing any third party products. 

 

A-4  PRODUCT RESTRICTIONS.  

Responder must agree to adhere to the restrictions in the Scope of Work throughout the life of the Master Agreement. Describe thoroughly how Contract Vendor 

will manage product restrictions for Participating States. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage understands and agrees to adhere to any restrictions in the Scope of Work throughout the life of the Master 

Agreement.  Nimble Storage will manage product restrictions for Participating States as negotiated in each Participating Addendum.  This is not expected to be any 

issue for Nimble Storage and the Nimble Storage WSCA Program Manager. 

 

A-5  MAINTAINING THE PRODUCT AND SERVICE SCHEDULE (PSS). Contract Vendors will develop and maintain an electronic Product and Service 

Schedule (PSS) which identifies a complete listing of all products and services included in the awarded Master Agreement as well as individual Participating 

State’s PSS’s. It is understood that manufacturer’s pricing models will vary and final negotiation of how the PSS is presented will be finalized upon award. The 

PSS will be available for audit purposes and end users to verify pricing based on the minimum discounts provided off a designated base line price list. The 

minimum discounts and designated price list must be provided upon request. The PSS may contain the following information: 

 Band number 

 Category 
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 Product Brand 

 Item number 

 Item description 

 List Price 

 Discount provided 

 Discounted price 

 

PSS is to be maintained as follows: 

5. The PSS prices for Products and services will conform to the guaranteed minimum discount levels  

6. The Contract Vendor may make model changes; add new Products, and Product upgrades or Services to the PSS.  

7. The Contract Vendor agrees to delete obsolete and discontinued Products from the PSS 

8. The Contract Vendor will work with each State to develop a satisfactory PSS reflecting the individual States restrictions. 

 

The state reserves the right to make PSS format changes throughout the life of the master agreement.  

 

Contract Vendor will request changes to the PSS utilizing an Action Request Form (ARF). A sample has been provided in the Section 6. This ARF will be 

finalized upon negotiations and reaffirms and tracks changes made to the Master Agreement. Changes may be made quarterly. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

A-6  WARRANTY AND MAINTENANCE.  
The Contract Vendor shall ensure warranty service and maintenance for all equipment, including third party products provided.  Describe in detail how the 

responder will secure warranty for all products and services. The Contract vendor agrees to facilitate the Manufacturer or Publisher warranty and maintenance of 

third party products furnished through the Master Agreement. Describe in detail how the responder will secure warranty for all products and services. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted.  Nimble Storage, as the manufacturer and provider of warranty and maintenance of all proposed 

equipment, will provide these services.  Nimble Storage is not proposing any products Nimble Storage does not manufacture. 

 

A-7  LEASING.  
Individual Participating States and Participating Entities may enter in to lease agreements for the products covered in the Master Agreements resulting from the 

RFP, if they have the legal authority to enter into these types of agreements. The Participating Addendum by each State will identify if and how leasing agreement 

terms will be conducted. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not proposing any leasing options. 
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A-8  DELIVERY.  

Delivery of ordered product should be completed within thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of an order, unless otherwise agreed to by the ordering agency.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

A-9  FREIGHT.  

All prices shall be FOB Destination, prepaid and allowed (with freight included in the price), to the address, receiving dock or warehouse as specified on the 

ordering agency’s purchase order, In those situations in which the “deliver-to” address has no receiving dock or agents, the Contract Vendor must be able to 

deliver to the person specified on the PO without additional cost. If there is a special case where inside delivery fee must be charged, the Contract Vendor will 

notify the customer in advance in order for the customer to determine if the additional cost will affect the decision to utilize the Contract Vendor. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

A-10  VENDOR PERFORMANCE MEETING.  

An annual vendor performance meeting may be held each year with the WSCA-NASPO Sourcing Team. Participation by the Contract Vendor is mandatory.  

Historically vendor performance meetings have been held in the State of Minnesota. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

A-11  AUDITING.  

Contract Vendors agree to audits, including but not limited to the Lead State or 3rd party to ensure products sold, pricing and administrative fees are compliant 

with Master Agreement terms and conditions. 

 

Responders must describe: 

 how the responder regularly self audits the Master Agreement to ensure compliance 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  All resellers will sign a contract with Nimble stating all PO’s related to WSCA must be submitted prior to shipment.  The 

PO’s are checked to see if pricing is compliance with the agreed upon pricing.  Also, on a monthly basis, a listing of all invoices by the reseller to the end user 

are collected by Nimble and checked for compliance. 

 how an end user will be able to self audit to ensure quotes provided are at the minimum discount off list price  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  End users are provided the standard discounting per the WSCA contract to verify if reseller of Nimble is charging 

appropriately. 

 how often the web pricing and invoicing is audited to insure contractual compliance.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Auditing will occur at least once a month. 

 reporting mechanisms available such as Invoice reports which will assist in State’s ability to audit the Master Agreement through vendor supplied 

reporting tools. 
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NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  All monthly invoice listings are saved in Nimble Storage’s share folder by specific file names and reported month. All are 

available upon request.  

how the responder ensures that States with multiple Master Agreements are monitored to ensure purchases are correctly booked with the correct Master 

Agreement.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble will be requiring that every reseller provides a copy of the PO prior to authorizing shipment of product.   Nimble will 

verify the PO references the Nimble Master Agreement. 

 

 

A-12  SELF AUDIT:  

Vendors are required to conduct at a minimum a quarterly self-audit, unless approved by the Lead State. The audit will sample a minimum of one tenth of one 

percent (.001) of orders with a maximum of 100 audits per quarter conducted. For example:  Up to 1,000 sales = 1 audit; 10,000 sales = 10 audits; Up to 100,000 

sales = 100 audits. This will be a random sample of orders and invoices and must include documentation of pricing. Summary findings are to be reported to Lead 

State with actions to correct documented findings.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   

1. At the end of each quarter end, all WSCA invoice listings from Nimble resellers during the quarter are analyzed.  Nimble reviews a random sample of 

deals (minimum 0.001% of all monthly orders) including verifying the invoice to the PO during the quarter, and check for any non-compliance for both the 

Master agreement and State Master agreements including discount levels, delivery terms, etc.   

2. If any order is not in compliance, the order is sent to sales and corrected with the customer. 

 

A-13  PREFERENCE PROGRAMS.  

Describe experience and capacity to meet minority and women business enterprises and other local purchasing preferences that vary among potential Participating 

Entities, including but not limited to the use of these businesses in their partner relationships.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage’s Partner Program includes Value Added Resellers that fall under the category of minority, women, veteran 

owned and other socio-economic categories that conduct business with Federal and State Agencies today.  As part of our on-going Partner recruitment, we target 

those VARs that have expertise and experience in doing business with these targeted customers.  

 

A-14  GEOGRAPHIC OFFERING.  

While the primary purpose of this solicitation is to select a Responders who can offer all products and services within a band for all Participating States, to 

encourage small business participation Responders are permitted to submit a proposal on more limited geographical areas.  

Clearly describe the geographical limits (e.g. by State name) if proposing a geographical area less than that of all Participating States.  Identify at least one State. If 

a Proposer elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the Proposer will be willing to supply the entire State. The option to grow the business to other States 

may be allowed upon approval of the WSCA-NASPO Management Board. 
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The proposer will be evaluated on the same criteria as all other vendors and referred to the identified State for consideration of a Master Agreement. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not limiting our product offerings to any particular geographic area. 

 

A-15  MASTER AGREEMENT TERMINATION.  

Upon termination or expiration of the Master Agreement awarded from this RFP the following will occur: 

 All websites, on-line offering systems and Electronic Catalog functions supported and/or available as part of the Master Agreement will cease and be 

removed from public viewing access without redirecting to another website. 

 If approved by the Lead State, Customer data/user accounts acquired during the term of the Master Agreement shall be destroyed or returned to the State at 

the request of the Participating State’s administrator unless required to maintain per audit. 

 No references to the Master Agreement shall be made on the Contract Vendor’s commercial website without permission by the Lead State. 

If approved by the Lead State, hard copy catalogs and promotional literature shall be destroyed or returned to the Participating State at the end of the Master 

Agreement term upon the request of the Participating State. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

A-16  PREMIUM SAVINGS PACKAGE PROGRAM.  

Contract Vendors who participate in the PSP program commit to maintain and upgrade (keep pace with the advance of technology) the standard configurations for 

a stated period of time or intervals, as determined by the Participating Entities.  Provide marketing plan of the PSP Program including leading with PSP Program 

and displaying prominently on websites to market aggressively to all States. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Not applicable to Storage Vendors 

 

A-17  PROMOTIONS.  
Contract Vendors are allowed to provide promotions for deeply discounted products based on their inventory and sales. Promotions will also provide increased 

savings to States. The Contract Vendors will be responsible to market these offers. Describe what kind of promotions will be available and how marketing will be 

conducted. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage may from time to time offer special promotions due to specific market conditions.  These promotions 

documented are summarized and published to our customers as well as our VARs using web-casts, mailings and other marketing tools we have available such as 

our Partner Portal.  These promotions may but are not limited to special pricing, special discounting or other incentives. 
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B. RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: ENVIRONMENTAL  

 

Confirm the responder meets, understands and will comply with the requirement by checking YES. Mandatory Requirements are indicated 

with “M” need to be checked yes. Describe FULLY and provide detail how the proposal satisfies each item. 
 

B 

 

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: ENVIRONMENTAL  

 

M 

= 

MANDATO

RY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

1 

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE PURCHASING COMMITMENT. Explain commitment to 

environmentally preferable purchase specifically in the areas below. 

a. End of life management:  Include detailed information regarding take back, recycling and trade in programs 

available  

b. Environmental solutions: Provide detail on how additional value is provided regarding environmental solutions 

such as selling refurbished/remanufactured toner and equipment. Outline how your company is willing to work 

with the State and the manufacturers to minimize impact on the environment. Specifically address: 

MATERIALS - manufacturer declaration on reduction / elimination of hazardous materials i.e.; mercury 

and lead.    

PRODUCT – In general how does the responder identify product longevity, percent of packaging and 

packing materials that are recycled/reusable, availability of replacement parts for life extension, cost, and 

complication to upgrade.  

CORPORATE – detail if company has in place regarding sell/procurement of refurbished/remanufactured 

products. 

c. Environmental certifications. Describe how certifications/registrations are identified on the website; as well as 

labels on equipment and/or packing list. 

 

YES   NO  

2 

 

EPEAT REGISTRATION. Responder agrees that applicable products offered that have EPEAT Standards 

provided under the Master Agreements resulting from this RFP are to have achieved a minimum EPEAT 

Bronze registration.    

M 
YES   NO  

3 

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP.  Describe how your company can provide users information to assist in 

evaluating the Total Cost of Ownership in utilizing products. E.g. equipment that runs more efficiently, with less 

supplies, etc. 

 
YES   NO  
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B 

 

RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: ENVIRONMENTAL  

 

M 

= 

MANDATO

RY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

4 ENERGY STAR COMPLIANT PRODUCTS.  Describe manufacturer commitment to EnergyStar Program.  YES   NO  

5 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM. Describe Product environmental improvement program 

for products that have not yet received the applicable standards or certification.  In addition, describe 

environmental efforts in each of the following areas: reduction/minimization/avoidance of the use of toxic and 

hazardous constituents (cadmium, chromium, mercury, and/or lead); compliance with international directives 

such as the European Union’s WEEE Directive on reduction of chlorinated plastics (PVC) and brominated flame 

retardants. 

 

YES   NO  

 

Detailed Responses to the above table follow: 
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B.  Response Requirements:  Environmental 
 

B-1 ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE PURCHASING COMMITMENT.  

Explain commitment to environmentally preferable purchase specifically in the areas below. 

a. End of life management:  Include detailed information regarding take back, recycling and trade in programs available  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is not offering any take back/recycling and trade-in programs.  

 

b. Environmental solutions: Provide detail on how additional value is provided regarding environmental solutions such as selling refurbished/remanufactured toner 

and equipment. Outline how your company is willing to work with the State and the manufacturers to minimize impact on the environment. Specifically address: 

MATERIALS - manufacturer declaration on reduction / elimination of hazardous materials i.e.; mercury and lead.    

PRODUCT – In general how does the responder identify product longevity, percent of packaging and packing materials that are recycled/reusable, 

availability of replacement parts for life extension, cost, and complication to upgrade.  

CORPORATE – detail if company has in place regarding sell/procurement of refurbished/remanufactured products. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is not a manufacturer of components. Our product uses all commodity materials.  

 

c. Environmental certifications. Describe how certifications/registrations are identified on the website; as well as labels on equipment and/or packing list. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) compliant and includes a label on each array and expansion 

shelf we sell. 

 

B-2  EPEAT REGISTRATION.  
Responder agrees that applicable products offered that have EPEAT Standards provided under the Master Agreements resulting from this RFP are to have 

achieved a minimum EPEAT Bronze registration.   

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: So Noted and Accepted. 

 

B-3  TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP.   

Describe how your company can provide users information to assist in evaluating the Total Cost of Ownership in utilizing products. E.g. equipment that runs more 

efficiently, with less supplies, etc. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage currently has an internal tool our systems engineers utilize to produce TCO information for customers.  

Nimble Storage is currently evaluating if this tool could be made available for customer self-use. 

 

 

B-4  ENERGY STAR COMPLIANT PRODUCTS.   
Describe manufacturer commitment to EnergyStar Program. 
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NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  At this time, storage products are not covered under the EnergyStar Program.   However, Nimble Storage is aware of a working 

group on this and is following its progress.  Once standards are established, Nimble Storage fully intends to either meet or exceed the standards necessary for 

EnergyStar certification. 

 

B-5  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM.  
Describe Product environmental improvement program for products that have not yet received the applicable standards or certification.  In addition, describe 

environmental efforts in each of the following areas: reduction/minimization/avoidance of the use of toxic and hazardous constituents (cadmium, chromium, 

mercury, and/or lead); compliance with international directives such as the European Union’s WEEE Directive on reduction of chlorinated plastics (PVC) and 

brominated flame retardants 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage’s products are RoHS compliant and Nimble Storage component suppliers are likewise RoHS compliant.
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C.  RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: QUALIFICATIONS 

 

Confirm the responder meets, understands and will comply with the requirement by checking YES. Mandatory Requirements are indicated 

with “M” need to be checked yes. Describe FULLY and provide detail how the proposal satisfies each item. 
 

 

C RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: QUALIFICATIONS 

M 

= 

MANDATOR

Y 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

1 

 

COMPANY HISTORY. Responders must provide a brief history and description of their company detailing 

how they will support this Master Agreement: 

Facilities. Responders must indicate number and location of manufacturing plants, distribution outlets, and 

support centers, as appropriate. Provide information on facility production volume in Calendar Year 2012. Please 

indicate which facilities have been ISO 14001 certified. 

Personnel. Responders must include a map or other documentation that indicates by state the number and type of 

sales, support personnel, or other resources that are employed to service purchase orders and/or equipment for 

non-federal governmental customers.  

Organization. Responders must include an organization chart and a thorough narrative describing how the 

Master Agreement will be supported from senior management down to field technicians including the use of any 

wholly owned subsidiaries or subcontractors.  

 

 

 

 

M 
YES   NO 

 

2 

 

CONTRACT VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY. Contract Vendors shall be responsible for successful 

performance of the Master Agreement and also for the successful performance of any and all of their partners. 

The Contract Vendor is to be the sole point of contact as applicable by Master Agreement with regard to 

contractual matters, payment of any and all charges resulting from the purchase of the equipment and 

maintenance of the equipment for the term of the Master Agreement unless otherwise specified by a Participating 

State in a Participating Addendum and/or the Master Agreement. 

The Contract Vendor must be able to receive, process, and invoice orders unless the Participating State has agreed 

to assign these functions to a partner. The Contract Vendors will be responsible for compliance with requirements 

under the Master Agreement, even if requirements are delegated to partners.  The Contract Vendors and partners 

 

 

 

 

M YES   NO 
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C RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: QUALIFICATIONS 

M 

= 

MANDATOR

Y 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

must not in any way represent themselves in the name of the Lead State, WSCA-NASPO or Participating States.  

3 

PARTNER UTILIZATION.  If utilizing partners, the Contract Vendor is responsible for the partners providing 

products and services, as well as warranty service and maintenance for equipment the partner provides.  

 

Each state represented by WSCA-NASPO that chooses to participate in this Master Agreement independently has 

the option of utilizing partners. Only partners approved by the Participating State may be deployed.  The 

participating State will define the process to add and remove partners in their participating addendum. 

 

If partners are proposed, describe: 

 process to qualify partners and sales personnel to represent the product.   

 business relationship between partners and the manufacturer and services to be performed; for example, 

if partners will only be used for assistance in locating products/services; or if partners will be used to 

accept orders and payments (with the agreement of the Participating State).  

 how partners are certified  

 how partners are contractually bound to the Master Agreement terms and conditions; and  

 how partner sales will be accurately tracked and reported.  

 Remedy plan if the partner or sales personnel are not in compliance. 

 

 

YES   NO 

 

 

4 

 

EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES OVERVIEW. Describe ability to provide computer equipment and the 

services related to supporting the equipment. Include an overview of how the equipment is delivered and 

serviced. Thoroughly describe  offerings and the ability to provide these services (not all services may be 

applicable to each band): 

 Warranty - Break Fix – Non-Warranty 

 Standard non customized Training 

 Installation/de-installation 

 Support 

 Migration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M 

YES   NO 
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C RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: QUALIFICATIONS 

M 

= 

MANDATOR

Y 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

 Asset Tagging 

 Staging/Deployment 

 Image loading 

 Image Consulting 

 System and Server Configuration 

 Rack and Stack Configuration 

 Maintenance 

 Custom service solutions 

 Asset Management 

 Recycling/disposal 

 Training and Certification 

 Other services available as allowed in the solicitation 

5 

 

REFERENCES. Submit five (5) examples of current or previous states or other larger governmental entities 

and/or large educational institutions that have or are currently receiving similar products and services to those 

proposed by the Responder for this solicitation. List any contracts where the responder has been awarded a 

statewide price agreement for computer equipment by a central purchasing authority. These must be for Contracts 

that have been in place during the past three years. The information required in response to this specification 

should include the name and telephone number of the Contract Administrator, the dollar value of the Contract, 

plus the effective dates of the contract(s). The State reserves the right to contact these entities. 

 

 

M 
YES   NO 

 

6 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION. Describe success in customer satisfaction. This could include current customer 

satisfaction statistics or survey results concerning the quality of the Products and services offered.  

 
YES   NO 

 

 

Detailed Responses to the above table follow: 
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C.  Response Requirements:  Qualifications 

 
C-1-A Company History. 

Responders must provide a brief history and description of their company detailing how they will support this Master Agreement: 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage was founded in 2007 by industry veterans responsible for groundbreaking technologies and architectures 

around primary storage, backup storage, and data protection. We've built a tight-knit culture of innovation focused on changing the data storage game. We have 

taken a unique, bottoms-up approach to reinventing storage for the next-generation datacenter, coupled with a deep commitment to supporting customers that is 

exemplified by our technologically groundbreaking and powerful support 

Nimble Storage mission is simple: Give our customers the most efficient storage platform on the market. Nimble Storage arrays can easily handle all your 

applications, user data, and server and desktop virtualization projects. Based on the CASL™ architecture, Nimble Storage solutions accelerate applications, protect 

more data, and empower IT to take on new projects and drive growth. 

Nimble Storage has created the industry's only flash-optimized storage architecture designed to leverage the best of flash performance and the price/capacity of 

high-capacity hard disk drives, and to provide unmatched data management functionality. 

Since launching our first flash-optimized storage products in 2010, over 2,000 customers have benefitted from Nimble Storage's award-winning products, 

integrated data protection, and world-class support.  

C-1-B  Facilities.  

Responders must indicate number and location of manufacturing plants, distribution outlets, and support centers, as appropriate. Provide information on facility 

production volume in Calendar Year 2012. Please indicate which facilities have been ISO 14001 certified. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Our current facilities for manufacturing are Flextronics located in Milpitas CA and Synnex located in Fremont CA. Our 

distribution facility is Crane Logistics located in Hayward CA. Our customer support centers are located in San Jose, North Carolina, England, and Singapore. 

 

C-1-C  Personnel.  

Responders must include a map or other documentation that indicates by state the number and type of sales, support personnel, or other resources that are 

employed to service purchase orders and/or equipment for non-federal governmental customers.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  

http://www.nimblestorage.com/products/architecture.php
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State 
Total # of 

Available Staff 

Breakdown of 

Sales  

Focused Staff 

Breakdown of 

Support 

Focused Staff 

Alabama (AL) 1 1 0 

Arizona (AZ) 5 5 0 

California (CA) 315 150 165 

Colorado (CO) 6 6 0 

DC 1 1 0 

DE 1 1 0 

Florida (FL) 5 5 0 

Georgia (GA) 4 3 1 

Illinois (IL) 8 8 0 

Indiana (IN) 2 2 0 

Iowa (IA) 2 2 0 

Kansas (KS) 1 1 0 

Kentucky (KY) 1 1 0 

Maryland (MD) 8 8 0 

Massachusetts (MA) 4 4 0 

Michigan (MI) 3 3 0 

Minnesota (MN) 6 6 0 

Missouri (MO) 4 4 0 

New Hampshire (NH) 1 1 0 

New Jersey (NJ) 4 4 0 

New York (NY) 8 6 2 

North Carolina (NC) 47 17 30 

Ohio (OH) 4 4 0 

Oklahoma (OK) 2 2 0 

Oregon (OR) 4 3 1 

Pennsylvania (PA) 3 3 0 

South Carolina (SC) 1 1 0 

Tennessee (TN) 2 2 0 

Texas (TX) 11 10 1 
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State 
Total # of 

Available Staff 

Breakdown of 

Sales  

Focused Staff 

Breakdown of 

Support 

Focused Staff 

Utah (UT) 3 2 1 

Virginia (VA) 6 6 0 

Washington (WA) 10 9 1 

Wisconsin (WI) 2 2 0 

 

 

 

C-1-D  Organization.  

Responders must include an organization chart and a thorough narrative describing how the Master Agreement will be supported from senior management down to 

field technicians including the use of any wholly owned subsidiaries or subcontractors. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  

 

NIMBLE STORAGE will have a comprehensive organization to support the requirements of a WSCA contract.  Below is a top-down organization chart, focusing 

on the top.  At the top of the organization is Michael Munoz, NIMBLE STORAGE’s Vice President for Sales.  Mr. Munoz is the key executive leading the team 

focused on WSCA efforts.  Reporting in to Mr. Munoz will be a WSCA Program Manager; The WSCA Program Manger's organization includes all partner and 

program office activities for the NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA efforts.  Under the WSCA Program Manager, the NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA organization 

includes a WSCA Contract/Legal Resource, Colleen Lam, who will be Nimble Storage’s lead person for WSCA contract’s compliance.  Assisting Ms. Lam is a 

dedicated WSCA Administration Manager who is responsible for tracking all orders, organizing any ad hoc report requests, and filing all required reports.  Also, 

Nimble Storage has designated a WSCA Customer Support Manager, Rod Bagg to be the main contact for service-related issues.  Rod will also ensure that the 

service organization is prepared to provide world class service to all of Nimble Storage's WSCA customers.   

 

In addition to pure contracts and program management responsibilities, NIMBLE STORAGE has designated WSCA Business Development Managers, organized 

into two geographic areas.  These specialized Business Development Managers are responsible for interfacing with the NIMBLE STORAGE field sales 

organization directly to assist in understanding and driving SLED sales through the NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA contract.  In addition, these Business 

Development Managers engage and manage our regional and national partners that have been qualified and certified by NIMBLE STORAGE to utilize the 

NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA contract.  This geographic relationship allows direct interface to the gamut of sales professionals promoting and utilizing the 

NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA contract.  The Business Development Managers also provide direct support to the states that enter into Participating Addenda with 

Nimble Storage. 
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NIMBLE STORAGE WSCA Program Organization Chart 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C-2 CONTRACT VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY.  

Contract Vendors shall be responsible for successful performance of the Master Agreement and also for the successful performance of any and all of their partners. 

The Contract Vendor is to be the sole point of contact as applicable by Master Agreement with regard to contractual matters, payment of any and all charges 

resulting from the purchase of the equipment and maintenance of the equipment for the term of the Master Agreement unless otherwise specified by a Participating 

State in a Participating Addendum and/or the Master Agreement. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So Noted and Accepted. 

C-3 PARTNER UTILIZATION.   

If utilizing partners, the Contract Vendor is responsible for the partners providing products and services, as well as warranty service and maintenance for 

equipment the partner provides.  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage intends to utilize partners on this contract and fully understands and accepts all outlined responsibilities in this 

 
John Sapone 
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procurement.  Only Nimble Storage provides warranty service and maintenance for the Nimble Storage products our partners will be providing. 

 

Each state represented by WSCA-NASPO that chooses to participate in this Master Agreement independently has the option of utilizing partners. Only partners 

approved by the Participating State may be deployed.  The participating State will define the process to add and remove partners in their participating addendum. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage understands and will fully comply. 

If partners are proposed, describe: 

 process to qualify partners and sales personnel to represent the product: See response below 

 business relationship between partners and the manufacturer and services to be performed; for example, if partners will only be used for assistance in 

locating products/services; or if partners will be used to accept orders and payments (with the agreement of the Participating State): See response below 

 how partners are certified: See response below 

 how partners are contractually bound to the Master Agreement terms and conditions; and See response below 

 how partner sales will be accurately tracked and reported: See response below 

 Remedy plan if the partner or sales personnel are not in compliance: See response below 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: As part of Nimble Storage’s Partner Program, VARs need to apply and be accepted into the Program.  The program has specific 

training requirements for Sales and Technical Staff that need to be completed and a test is administered to confirm knowledge transfer. WSCA Partner will also be 

required to show their expertise in selling to the States and past performance. 

 

Partners that are teamed will be required to sign an addendum to their Nimble Storage reseller agreement with specific flow down terms and conditions as 

necessarily required by the Master Agreement.  Teamed Partners will have access to our Partner Portal WSCA Section where they will be required to report their 

sales and certify that their data is accurate.  Nimble Storage will track the accuracy and reporting timeliness of each Partner and may place them on probation or 

terminate agreement if it is determined that compliance has not been met. 

 

C-4 EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES OVERVIEW.  
Describe ability to provide computer equipment and the services related to supporting the equipment. Include an overview of how the equipment is delivered and 

serviced. Thoroughly describe offerings and the ability to provide these services (not all services may be applicable to each band):  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  
World-Class Support to Ensure Your Success 

Nimble Storage offers customer support that helps you get the most from your storage investment. As a Nimble customer, you can expect: 

- Support delivered by experienced Technical Support Engineers 

- Support teams that are co-located with software and hardware engineers to ensure rapid resolution of customer issues 
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- Deep visibility into overall storage health, automated actionable reporting and fast, proactive troubleshooting of issues with Nimble Storage 

InfoSight 

- Built-in Proactive Wellness that constantly monitors and analyzes system parameters for optimal operations 

- 24x7 service for customers who require around-the-clock support resources, including the new 4-Hour Onsite Parts Replacement service 

- A commitment to deliver the highest level of support and customer satisfaction in the storage industry 

- A vibrant online community of Nimble Storage users, partners and product experts worldwide — NimbleConnect 

  Warranty - Break Fix – Non-Warranty – Answered in the above. For parts delivery and onsite engineering when a replacement part is required, we use Flash 

Logistics and Source Support.  

 Standard non customized Training – Currently, Nimble offers a 1-day training entitled NTSP (Nimble Technical Sales Professional).  The course has an 

optional exam at the end for those who wish to get accredited.  Currently there is no charge for this course. 

 

The course covers: 

 Overview of the Hardware  

 Review of the “Scale to Fit” Architecture  

 Basic Installation Instructions 

 Operation Procedures including 

o Creating Volumes 

o Connection to Hosts 

o Protecting Volumes with Snapshots and Replication 

 Installation/de-installation:  

Nimble Storage’s preferred installation / de-installation vehicle is our value added resellers (VARs). 

 

Basic implementation training for VARs is provided via the Nimble NTSP – Nimble Technical Sales Professional course.  This course has a knowledge 

check to verify the student is able to perform basic implementation tasks. 

 

However, installation (Delivery) / de-installation can be provided via different types of installation engineers.  These different organizations who perform 

http://www.nimblestorage.com/infosight/overview.php
http://www.nimblestorage.com/infosight/overview.php
http://www.nimblestorage.com/infosight/proactive-wellness.php
https://community.nimblestorage.com/
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the tasks are customers, distributors, VAR’s, and Nimble Systems Engineers. 

 

The installation documentation starts with the Quick Start Guide, and is supported with documentation from Hardware Guide, Release Notes, User Guide, 

Installation and Configuration Guide. 

 Support: Please refer to above answer. 

 Migration: The preferred delivery vehicle for migration is our value added resellers (VARs). 

 Asset Tagging: This is not a service Nimble Storage offers. 

 Staging/Deployment: Please see Installation/De-Installation topic.  

 Image loading: Image loading is performed during the initial manufacturing process at Nimble Storage.  This occurs prior to shipment of the asset. 

 Image Consulting: Not applicable to Nimble Storage. 

 System and Server Configuration: The Nimble Storage array ships configured from the factory.  The implementation is ready to start with the Quick Start 

Guide once the gear is at the customer location. System configuration starts with the Quick Start Guide, and is supported with documentation from Hardware 

Guide, Release Notes, User Guide, Installation and Configuration Guide. 

 Rack and Stack Configuration: Rack and Stack configuration starts with the Quick Start Guide, and is supported with documentation from Hardware Guide, 

Release Notes, User Guide, Installation and Configuration Guide. 

 Maintenance: All systems are monitored via or InfoSight Proactive Wellness service. Any issues requiring preventative maintenance or reactive problem 

resolution will be flagged and appropriate support cases created. Nimble Support will assist with remedy which may include Hardware replacement, software 

update or configuration change. 

 Custom service solutions: 24x7 Customer Service with Next Business Day or 4 Hour Parts replacement is offered for all systems. Details of service offering is 

documented here: https://www.nimblestorage.com/support 

Support delivered by experienced Technical Support Engineers  

Support teams that are co-located with software and hardware engineers to ensure rapid resolution of customer issues 

 Asset Management: Provide via the InfoSight Customer Portal which allows end user to: 

- View all assets under management 

- View current Support Agreement level and expiration dates for each asset 

- View current installed version of Nimble OS on each asset 

- View configuration information on all assets 

- View Capacity and Performance information on all assets 

- View Wellness health checks on all assets 

 Recycling/disposal: Nimble Storage does not offer any recycling/disposal. 

 Training and Certification: See the description of the NTSP program above in the Standard non-customized training. 

Other services available as allowed in the solicitation 

https://www.nimblestorage.com/support
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NIMBLE STORAGE Response: See bullet points above for responses. 

 

 

C-5 REFERENCES.  
Submit five (5) examples of current or previous states or other larger governmental entities and/or large educational institutions that have or are currently receiving 

similar products and services to those proposed by the Responder for this solicitation. List any contracts where the responder has been awarded a statewide price 

agreement for computer equipment by a central purchasing authority. These must be for Contracts that have been in place during the past three years. The 

information required in response to this specification should include the name and telephone number of the Contract Administrator, the dollar value of the 

Contract, plus the effective dates of the contract(s). The State reserves the right to contact these entities. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: 

Nimble Storage currently does not directly hold any state contracts. Current government contracts are held by our master aggregator, Carahsoft. Nimble Storage is 

may elect to enter into more prime government contracts in the future.  Nimble Storage is steadily increasing its focus on state and local government and 

education. 

 

Name Customer Contact Number Value of Contract Date of Deal 

Chris Leuder City of Madison  608-266-4193 $124,766  10/30/2013 

Josh Soffe State of Wyoming 307-777-5083 $268,124  6/7/2012 

Lance Merritt State of MN Lottery 651-635-8124 $60,033.30  11/18/2013 

Kelvin Ho CA Department of Education 916-263-6502 $105,532  10/31/2013 

Robert Dixon  University of Colorado 303-492-5121 $503,000  6/5/2012 

 

C-6  CUSTOMER SATISFACTION.  
Describe success in customer satisfaction. This could include current customer satisfaction statistics or survey results concerning the quality of the Products and 

services offered. 
NIMBLE STORAGE Response: We currently do not survey our customers. This is a program that will be put in place in CY2014.  However, Nimble Storage 

understands success in customer satisfaction is seen in minimal negative responses.  It is our experience that positive responses are difficult to solicit via normal 

survey techniques (i.e., if the customer is not satisfied they will let you know far more often than satisfied customers letting you know they are satisfied).  As such, 

soliciting positive responses is problematic.
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D. RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

 

Confirm the responder meets, understands and will comply with the requirement by checking YES. Mandatory Requirements are indicated 

with “M” need to be checked yes. Describe FULLY and provide detail how the proposal satisfies each item. 
 

D RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

1 
ORDERING AND PAYMENT PROCESS. The ordering and payment process for Products or Services is to be 

defined in the Participating Addendum. This process may be unique to each State. 

 
YES   NO 

 

2 

 

SALES SUPPORT TRAINING. Detail how the responder will train sales staff and partners to ensure they are well 

versed in the terms and conditions of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement. Detail a remedy plan for sales staff and 

partners who do not comply with Master Agreement terms and conditions. 

 

M 
YES   NO 

 

3 

 

CONTRACTING PERSONNEL. Responder must provide contracting personnel to assist states with the completing 

and processing Participating Addenda. Experience has shown that an adequate number of trained contracting 

personnel are key to the success of a Master Agreement. Detail how many personnel will be dedicated to provide 

support to States in securing Participating Addendums with contracting personnel who understand the cooperative 

purchasing concepts and challenges of signing participating addendums with States who have a variety of additional 

terms and conditions. Detail how the Contract personnel are chosen and provided training. 

 

 

M YES   NO 

 

4 

 

PRIMARY ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE. Responders must provide a Primary Account Representative to 

work with the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator on all aspects of the Master Agreement. This 

account representative is responsible for the performance of the Master Agreement and must provide timely response 

to all requests from WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator and Participating State. Detail how the account 

representative is chosen and provided training. 

NAME: Tiffany Lu 

TELEPHONE #: 408-240-7450 

EMAIL ADDRESS: tlu@nimblestorage.com  
 

 

 

 

M YES   NO 

 

5 

 

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION. Responders must thoroughly describe their procedures for addressing and resolving 

customer problems and complaints regarding service, equipment, or billing. Include timelines and escalation process. 

M YES   NO 

 

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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D RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

6 

 

REPORTING. Describe how Contract Vendor adheres to reporting requirements as stated in the Terms and Conditions 

and ensure accurate reporting to each State. The goals of reporting include: 

1) Summary Reporting to calculate Administrative Fees to WSCA-NASPO and as required by Participating Entities 

2) Detailed Product Reporting to manage contract to WSCA-NASPO and as required by Participating Entities 

   

Participating States may require additional reporting requirements and will address through their Participating 

Addendum.  Responders must identify below a primary contact responsible for providing the mandatory usage reports 

NAME: Tiffany Lu 

TELEPHONE #: 408-240-7450 

EMAIL ADDRESS: tlu@nimblestorage.com  
 

 

 

M 

YES   NO 

 

7 

COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF AND OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE. Upon request the Software 

License Agreement is to be presented to the ordering agency at the time of quote. Provide updated releases of licenses 

originally purchased through the entire contract term if applicable. Provide details regarding operating system and 

maintenance updates on products sold  and detail process to communicate updates to users. 

 

YES   NO 

 

8 

 

WEBSITE. Contract Vendors shall develop and maintain a URL to a web site specific to the awarded Master 

Agreement that may provide: 

 Copy of Solicitation & Response 

 Signed Master Agreement 

 Signed Participating Addendums  

 Designated Baseline price list (MSRP, List, Education) 

 Product and Service Schedule (PSS)  

 Product specifications, pricing, and configuration aids for the major product categories proposed that can be 

used to obtain an on-line quote, 

 Online ordering capability with the ability to remember multiple ship to locations if applicable to product 

 Service options, service agreements 

 Contact information for order placement, service concerns (warranty and maintenance), problem reporting, 

and billing concerns 

 Sales representatives for participating entities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M 
YES   NO 

 

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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D RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

 Purchase order tracking 

 Links to environmental certification, including but not limited to take-back/recycling programs, EPEAT, 

Energy Star, etc. 

 Information on accessibility and accessible products 

 

Responder to provide listing of item that would require a secure sign-in option e.g. reprinting of invoices, or purchase 

order tracking. Responder to provide completed VPAT forms found in the FORMS section of the RFP. 

 

The Master Agreement website shall offer twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week availability, 

except for regularly scheduled maintenance times.  The website must be separate from the Contract Vendor’s 

commercially available (i.e., public) on-line catalog and ordering systems.  No other items or pricing may be shown 

on the website without written approval from the Lead State 

 

Within 30 calendar days of Master Agreement award, the Contract Vendor must provide a sample URL of the Master 

Agreement webpage to the Lead State for review and approval.  The Lead State will review and determine 

acceptability of the website format and data.  If the information is determined to be unacceptable or incorrect, the 

Contract Vendor will have 15 calendar days to provide revisions to the Lead State.  Once the website is approved, the 

 

 

Contract Vendor may not make changes to the website without notifying the Lead State and receiving written 

approval of the changes. 

Describe commitment to maintaining a website in adherence to the above requirements. 

9 

 

EMARKETCENTER. The Contractor agrees to cooperate with WSCA-NASPO and SciQuest (and any authorized 

agent or successor entity to SciQuest) with uploading a hosted catalog or integrating a punch-out site. Review the 

eMarket Center requirements provided on next page and confirm adherence. 

 

M 
YES   NO 

 

 

10 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND MARKETING METHODOLOGY. Describe a thorough implementation  YES   NO 
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D RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS: CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

 rollout plan for the first year as part of the proposal.  At a minimum, the response should include a description of the 

methodology (mailings, meetings, seminars, press releases, personal contacts) proposed, estimated dates and location 

of activities, including tasks to be performed and the timeframe for the completion of each task. Include sample 

rollout and follow-up marketing materials with their proposals. Responders are reminded that once a statewide 

participating addendum is in place, nearly every governmental entity, public school and university within the state 

may use the Contract Vendor’s Master Agreement. 

 

11 

ECOMMERCE. Thoroughly describe the ability or commitment to accept and process purchase orders 

electronically, as well as online payment via a purchase card.  The ability to provide electronic funds transfer and/or a 

seamless electronic interface to governmental accounting systems should be thoroughly described. 

 
YES   NO 

 

12 

EMPLOYEE PURCHASE PROGRAM:   Employee purchase programs are within the scope of this procurement.  

If provided for by an Entity's Participating Addendum, the Contractor may offer discounted products, within the 

scope of the contract, to employees of that WSCA participating entity as Individual Liable (IL) accounts ("Employee 

Purchase Program").  This may include, but not limited to Bring Your Own Devise (BYOD) programs.   All terms 

and conditions, related to the Employee Purchase Program will be detailed in the entities Participating Addendum. 

 

YES   NO 

 

 

 

 

Detailed Responses to the above table follow: 
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D.  Response Requirements:  CUSTOMER SUPPORT AND MASTER AGREEMENT MANAGEMENT 
 

D-1  ORDERING AND PAYMENT PROCESS.  

The ordering and payment process for Products or Services is to be defined in the Participating Addendum. This process may be unique to each State. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So Noted and Accepted. 

 

D-2  SALES SUPPORT TRAINING.  
Detail how the responder will train sales staff and partners to ensure they are well versed in the terms and conditions of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement. 

Detail a remedy plan for sales staff and partners who do not comply with Master Agreement terms and conditions. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: The WSCA Program Manager will be putting together a training and monitoring program for all sales staff and partners to 

ensure compliance with the Master Agreement Terms and Conditions.  

 

D-3  CONTRACTING PERSONNEL.  

Responder must provide contracting personnel to assist states with the completing and processing Participating Addenda. Experience has shown that an adequate 

number of trained contracting personnel are key to the success of a Master Agreement. Detail how many personnel will be dedicated to provide support to States in 

securing Participating Addendums with contracting personnel who understand the cooperative purchasing concepts and challenges of signing participating 

addendums with States who have a variety of additional terms and conditions. Detail how the Contract personnel are chosen and provided training. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: The business development managers provide direct support to the states in securing and negotiating the participating Addenda 

in conjunction with the WSCA Program Manager.  

 

D-4  PRIMARY ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE. Responders must provide a Primary Account Representative to work with the WSCA-NASPO Master 

Agreement Administrator on all aspects of the Master Agreement. This account representative is responsible for the performance of the Master Agreement and 

must provide timely response to all requests from WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator and Participating State. Detail how the account representative 

 is chosen and provided training.

NAME: Tiffany Lu 

TELEPHONE #: 408-240-7450 

EMAIL ADDRESS: tlu@nimblestorage.com  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Mike Munoz, the Vice President of Sales, has nominated Tiffany Lu as the interim lead for WSCA, as we will eventually select 

the Primary Account Representative for this role. That individual will be appropriately trained to respond and handle the WSCA account. Ms. Lu will be providing 

timely responses to all requests from the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator and Participating State.  

 

D-5  COMPLAINT RESOLUTION.  

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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Responders must thoroughly describe their procedures for addressing and resolving customer problems and complaints regarding service, equipment, or billing. 

Include timelines and escalation process. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  

 

Support Level Telephone Support Web Support On Call RMA 

          

Premium 4-Hour 24x7 24x7 24x7 Advance Hardware Replacement 

Premium 4-Hour with On-site 24x7 24x7 24x7 4 hour Onsite Parts Replacement 

Next Business Day 24x7 24x7 24x7 Advance Hardware Replacement 

Nimble Support 

 Process 

o Call 1-877-3NIMBLE (US, Canada only) or +1 408-636-6347 worldwide 

o Email support@nimblestorage.com 

 Coverage Model 

o Telephone Support: 24x7 

o Email assistance: 24x7 

o Support website: 24x7 

o Engineering Escalation: 24x7 

 Priority Definitions 

o P1 - Critical - Not serving data; severe performance degradation; single controller not operational 

o P2 - Non-Critical - Performance degradation, intermittent SW faults, network degradation 

o P3 - Issue or defect causing minimal business impact 

o P4 - Request for information, administrative requests 

https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=0;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=1;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=2;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=3;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=4;table=1;up=0#sorted_table
mailto:support@nimblestorage.com
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 Target Response Time based on Coverage model (above) 

o P1 - telephone response in 30 minutes or less with immediate escalation to Engineering. 

o P2 - 2 hours 

o P3 - 8 hours 

o P4 - Next Business Day (M-F) 

Nimble Escalations 

 Process 

o Call Nimble Support for 24x7 response 

o Indicate nature of issue and business impact. Request immediate escalation as desired. 

o Escalation team, account team and executive management (VP and C-level) notified immediately following problem description and Support case 

creation. 

o Immediate diagnosis via remote diagnostics tunnel and or WebEx with customer by support team and engineering resources as required. 

o Case worked until resolved. 

Emergency Escalation Contacts 

 Process 

o Follow Nimble Escalation Process 

o In emergency where above procedure needs to be bypassed contact the following in-order 

Name Title Phone 

Rod Bagg Vice President, Customer Support 408-636-6347 

Chetan Rai Director, SW Engineering 510-673-0029 

Varun Mehta Vice President, Engineering 415-699-2591 

https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportEscalations
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=0;table=2;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=1;table=2;up=0#sorted_table
https://in.nimblestorage.com/twiki/bin/view/Support/SupportHours?sortcol=2;table=2;up=0#sorted_table
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Next Business Day (NBD) Parts Delivery 

 Part must be identified by 3PM Array-Local-Time to meet NBD 

 Contact Nimble Storage sales team for the latest list. For areas not currently covered, Nimble Storage offers on-site spare parts/kits for purchase. 

4 Hour Parts Delivery 

 Contact Nimble Storage sales team for the latest list. For areas not currently covered, Nimble Storage offers on-site spare parts/kits for purchase. 

4 Hour On-site Parts Replacement 

 Nimble Storage will replace parts within service level. 

 

D-6  REPORTING.  

Describe how Contract Vendor adheres to reporting requirements as stated in the Terms and Conditions and ensure accurate reporting to each State. The goals of 

reporting include: 

1) Summary Reporting to calculate Administrative Fees to WSCA-NASPO and as required by Participating Entities 

2) Detailed Product Reporting to manage contract to WSCA-NASPO and as required by Participating Entities 

   

Participating States may require additional reporting requirements and will address through their Participating Addendum.  Responders must identify below a 

primary contact responsible for providing the mandatory usage reports 

NAME: Tiffany Lu 

TELEPHONE #: 408-240-7450 

EMAIL ADDRESS: tlu@nimblestorage.com  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Mike Munoz, the Vice President of Sales, has nominated Tiffany Lu as the interim reporting lead for WSCA, as we will 

eventually select an individual for this role. That individual will be appropriately trained to respond with both summary and product reporting to WSCA-NASPO.  

 

D-7  COMMERCIAL OFF THE SHELF AND OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE.  

Upon request the Software License Agreement is to be presented to the ordering agency at the time of quote. Provide updated releases of licenses originally 

purchased through the entire contract term if applicable. Provide details regarding operating system and maintenance updates on products sold  and detail process 

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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to communicate updates to users. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. Software updates are provided in accordance with our Software Release Model and End Of Availability 

and End Of Support policies. Notification of software updates are communicated to customer via email when a new release is made available. The software is 

distributed by means of electronic download for installation by the end-user. 

 

D-8 WEBSITE.  

Contract Vendors shall develop and maintain a URL to a web site specific to the awarded Master Agreement that may provide: 

 Copy of Solicitation & Response 

 Signed Master Agreement 

 Signed Participating Addendums  

 Designated Baseline price list (MSRP, List, Education) 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage will comply with URL/website posting requirements.  

 Product and Service Schedule (PSS)  

 Product specifications, pricing, and configuration aids for the major product categories proposed that can be used to obtain an on-line quote, 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply. The Nimble Storage WCSA website will have complete product and solution 

specifications and links to pricing and configuration aids. 

 Online ordering capability with the ability to remember multiple ship to locations if applicable to product 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply. Online ordering and service options/agreements will be managed by distribution and 

reseller partners, but this information will be readily available through a one-on-one human interface we are providing on the Nimble WCSA website. 

 Service options, service agreements 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Complete descriptions of all service options and service agreements will be provided on the Nimble Storage WSCA website. 

 Contact information for order placement, service concerns (warranty and maintenance), problem reporting, and billing concerns 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply.  All Nimble Storage customers are provided full access to a customer web interface 

that provides order information, service requests, problem reporting, and billing concerns. When a new customer issues a purchase order, they receive detailed 

information on how to track an order, how to place a service call, etc.  

 Sales representatives for participating entities 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   A complete list of sales representatives and partner links will be provided to customers so they can contact a Nimble Storage 

or partner sales representative (or both) directly.  This information will be listed on the website. 

 Purchase order tracking 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage will provide purchase order tracking through a one-on-one human interface capability on the Nimble Storage 

WCSA website. 

 Links to environmental certification, including but not limited to take-back/recycling programs, EPEAT, Energy Star, etc. 
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NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Noted and accepted, as applicable to data storage solutions. 

 Information on accessibility and accessible products 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Noted and accepted, as applicable to data storage solutions. 

 

Responder to provide listing of item that would require a secure sign-in option e.g. reprinting of invoices, or purchase order tracking. Responder to provide 

completed VPAT forms found in the FORMS section of the RFP. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply – please see page 87-99 for completed VPAT form. 

 

The Master Agreement website shall offer twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week availability, except for regularly scheduled maintenance times.  

The website must be separate from the Contract Vendor’s commercially available (i.e., public) on-line catalog and ordering systems.  No other items or pricing 

may be shown on the website without written approval from the Lead State 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply. 

 

Within 30 calendar days of Master Agreement award, the Contract Vendor must provide a sample URL of the Master Agreement webpage to the Lead State for 

review and approval.  The Lead State will review and determine acceptability of the website format and data.  If the information is determined to be unacceptable 

or incorrect, the Contract Vendor will have 15 calendar days to provide revisions to the Lead State.   

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply. 

 

Once the website is approved, the contract Vendor may not make changes to the website without notifying the Lead State and receiving written approval of the 

changes. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage agrees and will comply. 

Describe commitment to maintaining a website in adherence to the above requirements. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is committed to maintaining a WCSA website in adherence to the requirements set forward above. 

 

D-9  EMARKETCENTER.  

The Contractor agrees to cooperate with WSCA-NASPO and SciQuest (and any authorized agent or successor entity to SciQuest) with uploading a hosted catalog 

or integrating a punch-out site. Review the eMarket Center requirements provided on next page and confirm adherence. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So Noted and Accepted. 

 

D-10  IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AND MARKETING METHODOLOGY.  

Describe a thorough implementation rollout plan for the first year as part of the proposal.  At a minimum, the response should include a description of the 

methodology (mailings, meetings, seminars, press releases, personal contacts) proposed, estimated dates and location of activities, including tasks to be performed 
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and the timeframe for the completion of each task. Include sample rollout and follow-up marketing materials with their proposals. Responders are reminded that 

once a statewide participating addendum is in place, nearly every governmental entity, public school and university within the state may use the Contract Vendor’s 

Master Agreement. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  

 

Nimble Storage Marketing/Promotion Plan for the WSCA Contract 

 

Online & Email Marketing, Collateral, User Groups & Events, Advertising 

 

Online & Email Marketing 

1. Education product-specific webinars 

2. On-demand webinars 

3. Partner Portal promotions 

4. Partner webinars 

5. Email templates and messaging for industry and local event promotion 

Collateral 

1. Printed brochure for events 

2. Electronic brochure (pdf on website) 

3. White papers 

4. Case studies 

5. Partner solution briefs 

User Groups & Events 

1. Nimble Storage participates in over 500 local user groups and events each year 

2. Nimble Storage participates in large industry and analyst events (e.g. Gartner, VMworld, Cisco Live) 

Advertising 

1. Nimble Storage maintains Google Adwords text and display ad campaigns to promote content and events 

2. Nimble Storage participates in virtual events run by publishers and technology partners 

3. Nimble Storage promotes content and assets through online syndication 

 

D-11  ECOMMERCE.  

Thoroughly describe the ability or commitment to accept and process purchase orders electronically, as well as online payment via a purchase card.  The ability to 

provide electronic funds transfer and/or a seamless electronic interface to governmental accounting systems should be thoroughly described. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage does not have this today, but will implement electronic purchasing and credit cards to support this contract. It is 
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estimated that it will take 3 months to implement. This will include both ecommerce and credit cards. 

 

 

D-12  EMPLOYEE PURCHASE PROGRAM:    
Employee purchase programs are within the scope of this procurement.  If provided for by an Entity's Participating Addendum, the Contractor may offer 

discounted products, within the scope of the contract, to employees of that WSCA participating entity as Individual Liable (IL) accounts ("Employee Purchase 

Program").  This may include, but not limited to Bring Your Own Devise (BYOD) programs.   All terms and conditions, related to the Employee Purchase 

Program will be detailed in the entities Participating Addendum 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage only produces Enterprise-class storage.  As such, these products are not suitable for any Employee Purchase 

Program. Nimble Storage is not participating in any Employee Purchase Program. 
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TERMS, CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS EXCEPTION FORM 

 
WSCA-NASPO COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

 
 

RESPONDERS ARE CAUTIONED THAT BY TAKING ANY EXCEPTION THEY MAY BE MATERIALLY DEVIATING FROM THE REQUEST FOR 

PROPOSAL. IF A RESPONDER MATERIALLY DEVIATES FROM THE GENERAL TERMS, CONDITIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS OR THE WSCA-

NASPO TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND/OR SPECIFICATIONS, ITS RESPONSE MAY BE REJECTED. 

 

The State reserves the right to reject an exception or the entire proposal if exceptions are not provided on this form. 
 

 

 

VENDOR NAME: ____Nimble Storage, Inc.______________________ 

 

INSTRUCTIONS:  

Cleary identify the Section and item number of the exception e.g. Section 2. A. 5 and provide original term and alternate language suggestion 

 

 

SECTION 

REFERENCE 

ORIGINAL TERM ALTERNATE LANGUAGE SUGGESTION 

Pgs. 47-95 (of the 

Narrative Proposal) 

Exhibits A1 – A5 (in general) These are proposed changes to preserve Nimble Storage’s 

opportunity to negotiate the terms and that Nimble Storage 

welcomes the chance to negotiate the terms on an individual 

basis.  Furthermore, Nimble Storage would gladly provide the State 

with a redline of the terms and conditions showing the proposed 

exceptions should the State request it. 

Section 1, H DEFINITIONS –  Proposed alternate language to the definitions of FOB Destination 
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- FOB Destination 

- Product 

- Software 

and Software and a new Product definition are included in Exhibit 

A-1, H. Definition and sections of Exhibit A-4 and A-5 referenced 

therein 

Section 2B-1 Administrative Fees Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-1, Administrative 

Fees. 

Section 2B-2 Agreement Order of Precedence  Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-2, Agreement 

Order of Precedence 

Section 2B-3 Amendments Proposed clause added in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-3, Amendments 

Section 2B-4 Assignment of Antitrust Rights Proposed clause added in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-4, Assignment of 

Antitrust Rights 

Section 2B-5 Assignment/Subcontract Proposed clause added in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-5, 

Assignment/Subcontract 

Section 2B-6 Cancellation Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-6, Cancellation 

Section 2B-7 Confidentiality, Non-Disclosure and Injunctive Relief Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-7, Confidentiality, 

Non-Disclosure and Injunctive Relief 

Section 2B-8 Debarment Clerical edit made in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-8, Debarment 

Section 2B-9 Defaults and Remedies Proposed clause added in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-8, Defaults & 

Remedies 

Section 2B-11 Force Majeure Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-11, Force Majeure 

Section 2B-17 Insurance Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-17, Insurance 

Section 2B-21 Order Numbers Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-21, Order 

Numbers 

Section 2B-26 Records Administration and Audit Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-26, Records 

Administration and Audit 

Section 2B-28 Acceptance and Acceptance Testing Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-28, Acceptance 

and Acceptance Testing 

Section 2B-30 Title of Product Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-30, Title of 

Product and sections of Exhibit A-4 and A-5 referenced therein. 

Section 2B-31 Waiver of Breach Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-31, Waiver of 

Breach 

Section 2B-32 Warranty Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-2, at 2B-32, Warranty and 

sections of Exhibit A-4 and A-5 referenced therein. 
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Section 2C-1 Acceptance of Proposal Content Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-1, Acceptance of 

Proposal Content 

Section 2C-3 Administrative Personnel Changes Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-3, Administrative 

Personnel Changes 

Section 2C-6 Award of Related Contracts Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-6, Award of 

Related Contracts 

Section 2C-7 Award of Successor Contracts Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-7, Award of 

Successor Contracts 

Section 2C-9 Change Requests Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-9, Change 

Requests 

Section 2C-14 Government Data Practices Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-14, Government 

Data Practices 

Section 2C-17 Indemnification Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-17, 

Indemnification and sections of Exhibits A-4 and A-5 referenced 

therein. 

Section 2C-23 Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard and 

Cardholder Information Security 

Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-23, Payment Card 

Industry Data Security Standard and Cardholder Information 

Security 

Section 2C-28 Purchase Orders Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-28, Purchase 

Orders 

Section 2C-30 Risk of Loss or Damage Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-30, Risk of Loss 

or Damage 

Section 2C-33 Survivability Proposed alternate language in Exhibit A-3, at 2C-33, Survivability 
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EXHIBIT A - 1 

H. DEFINITIONS 

 

Acceptance.  See Section 2B28 for Terms regarding Acceptance and Acceptance Testing.  

 

Accessory.  Accessories do not extend the functionality of the computer, but enhances the user experience i.e. mouse pad, monitor stand. For the purposes of this 

proposal, accessories are considered peripherals.   

 

Bands:  For the purpose of this solicitation, there are six product bands which may be awarded. Each product band includes related peripherals and services. 

Responders must only respond to Bands in which they manufacture the defined product. Responder may receive an award in one or more bands for which they 

manufacture a product based on the evaluation.  

 

Cloud Services.  Delivery of computing as a service rather than a product, whereby shared resources, software and information are provided to computers and 

other devices as a utility over a network, such as the Internet. (Cloud Services including acquisitions structured as managed on-site services are not allowed.)  

 

Contract Vendor or Contractor.  The manufacturer responsible for delivering products or performing services under the terms and conditions set forth in the 

Master Agreement. The Contract Vendor must ensure partners utilized in the performance of this contract adhere to all the terms and conditions. For the purposes 

of this RFP, the term Partner will be utilized in naming the relationship a manufacturer has with another company to market and sell the contract. Participating 

States will have final determination/approval if a Partner may be approved for that state in the role identified by the Contract Vendor.   

 

Components.  Parts that make up a computer configuration. 

 

Configuration.  The combination of hardware and software components that make up the total functioning system. 

 

Desktop.  This is Band 1 of this solicitation. A desktop computer is a personal computer intended for regular use at a single location. A desktop computer typically 

comes in several units connected together during installation: (1) the processor, 2) display monitor and 3) input devices usually a keyboard and a mouse. Desktop 

virtualization endpoints such as zero and thin clients will also be included under the Desktop Band.    

 

Energy Star®.  A voluntary energy efficiency program sponsored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  The Energy Star program makes identification of 

energy efficient computers easy by labeling products that deliver the same or better performance as comparable models while using less energy and saving money.  

Energy Star qualified computers and monitors automatically power down to 15 watts or less when not in use and may actually last longer than conventional products 

because they spend a large portion of time in a low-power sleep mode.  For additional information on the Energy Star program, including product specifications and 
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a list of qualifying products, visit the Energy Star website at http://www.energystar.gov. 

 

EPEAT.  A system for identifying more environmentally preferable computer desktops, laptops, and monitors.  It includes an ANSI standard - the IEEE 1680 

EPEAT standard – and website www.epeat.net to identify products manufacturers has declared as meeting the standard. EPEAT provides a clear and consistent set 

of performance criteria for the design of products. It is not a third-party certification program.  Instead, Manufacturers self-certify that their products are in 

conformance with the environmental performance standard for electronic products. 

 

Finalist.  A respondent who is found to be responsive under Phases I and II of the evaluation process and will be considered in Phase III. 

 

FOB Destination.  Shipping charges are included in the price of the item and the shipped item becomes the legal property and responsibility of the receiver when 

it reaches its destination unless, pursuant to a Participating Addendum or under a specific order, there is acceptance testing required. 

 

FOB Inside Delivery.  Special Shipping arrangements, such as inside delivery, may include additional fees payable by the Purchasing Entity.  Any FOB inside 

delivery must be annotated on the Purchasing Entity ordering document.   

 

General Consulting.  Services related to advising agencies on how best to use information technology to meet business objectives. Examples of such services 

would include management and administration of IT systems.  Each State will have varying laws, rules, policies and procedures surrounding general consulting 

which need adherence. Minnesota Statute section 16C.08 defines general consulting for the State of Minnesota. See link: 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16C.08 

 

Laptop.  This is Band 2 of this solicitation. A laptop computer is a personal computer for mobile use. A laptop includes a display, keyboard, point device such as a 

touchpad and speakers into a single unit. A laptop can be used away from an outlet using a rechargeable battery. Laptop Band may include notebooks, ultrabooks, 

and netbooks. Computers with mobile operating systems will also be included under the Laptop Band. 

 

Lead State.  The State conducting this cooperative solicitation and centrally administering any resulting Master Agreement with the permission of the Signatory 

States. Minnesota is the Lead State for this procurement and the laws of Minnesota Statute Chapter 16C apply to this procurement. 

 

Mandatory. Within the requirements, the terms “must” and “shall” identify a mandatory item or factor.  Failure to meet a mandatory requirement results in 

the rejection of the Responder’s proposal unless all responders are unable to meet the mandatory requirement. Any objections to requirements should be 

identified by proposers in the Question and Answer period. 

 

Manufacturer. A company that, as one of its primary business function, designs, assembles owns the trademark/patent and markets branded computer equipment.  

 

http://www.energystar.gov/
http://www.epeat.net/
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=16C.08
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Master Agreement. The underlying agreement executed by and between the Lead State and the Contract Vendor. 

 

Middleware. Middleware is the software “glue” that helps programs and databases (which may be on different computers) work together.  Its most basic function 

is to enable communication between different pieces of software.   

 

Options.  An item of equipment or a feature that may be chosen as an addition to or replacement for standard equipment and features. 

 

Order.  A purchase order, sales order, or other document used by a Purchasing Entity to order the Equipment. 

 

Participating Addendum. A written statement of agreement signed by the Contract Vendor and a Participating State or other Participating Entity that clarifies the 

operation of this Master Agreement for the Participating Entity (e.g., ordering procedures specific to a Participating State) and may add other state-specific 

language or other requirements.  A Participating Addendum evidences the Participant’s willingness to purchase and the Contract Vendor’s willingness to provide 

equipment under the terms and conditions of this Master Agreement with any and all exceptions noted and agreed upon.  

 

Participating States. States that utilize the Master Agreement established by the RFP and enter into a Participating Addendum which further defines their 

participation.  

 

Participating Entity. A Participating State, or other legal entity, properly authorized by a Participating State to enter into the Master Agreement through a 

Participating Addendum and that authorizes orders from the Master Agreement by Purchasing Entities.  Under the WSCA-NASPO program, in some cases, local 

governments, political subdivisions or other entities in a State may be authorized by the chief procurement official to execute its own Participating Addendum 

where a Participating Addendum is not executed by the chief procurement official for that state that covers local governments, political subdivisions, or other 

government entities in the state. 

 

Partner. A company authorized by the Contract Vendor and approved by the Participating State, to provide marketing, support, or other authorized contract services 

on behalf of the Contract Vendor in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Contract Vendor’s Master Agreement.  In the RFP, Partner is the term that will 

be used to call out the many different relationships a manufacturer may have with another company to market their product including, but not limited to agents, 

subcontractors, partners, fulfillment partners, channel partners, business partners, servicing subcontractor, etc.   

 

Peripherals. A peripheral means any hardware product that can be attached to, added within or networked with personal computers, servers and storage. 

Peripherals extend the functionality of a computer without modifying the core components of the system. For the purposes of this proposal, peripherals are defined 

as including accessories. Peripherals may be manufactured by a third party, however, Contract Vendor shall not offer any peripherals manufactured by another 

Contract Vendor holding a Master Agreement. The Contract Vendors shall provide the warranty service and maintenance for all peripherals on the Master 

Agreement.   
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Per Transaction Multiple Unit Discount. A contractual volume discount based on dollars in a single purchase order or combination of purchase orders submitted 

at one time by a Participating Entity or multiple entities conducting a cooperative purchase. 

 

Premium Savings Packages.  Deeply discounted standard configurations available to Purchasing Entities using the Master Agreement. This specification includes 

a commitment to maintain and upgrade (keep pace with the advance of technology) the standard configurations for a stated period of time or intervals.  WSCA-

NASPO reserves the right to expand and modify the PSP throughout the life of the contract.  For more information see: http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html. 

 

Product.  Shall have the meaning as set forth in Exhibit A-4 and Exhibit A-5 (Nimble Storage Terms and Conditions of Sale and Support and Nimble Storage End 

User License Agreement). 

 

Purchasing Entity – means a state, city, county, district, other political subdivision of a State, and a nonprofit organization under the laws of some states if 

authorized by a Participating Addendum that issues an order against the Master Agreement and becomes financially committed to the purchase. 

 

Ruggedized. This is band 6 of this solicitation. Ruggedized refers to equipment specifically designed to operate reliably in harsh usage environments and 

conditions, such as strong vibrations, extreme temperatures and wet or dusty conditions. 

 

Services. Broadly classed as installation/de-installation, maintenance, support, training, migration, and optimization of products offered or supplied under the 

Master Agreement.  These types of services may include, but are not limited to: warranty services, maintenance, installation, de-installation, factory integration 

(software or equipment components), asset management, recycling/disposal, training and certification, pre-implementation design, disaster recovery planning and 

support, service desk/helpdesk, and any other directly related technical support service required for the effective operation of a product offered or supplied. 

Contract Vendors may offer, but participating States and entities do not have to accept, limited professional services related ONLY to the equipment and 

configuration of the equipment purchased through the resulting contracts.  EACH PARTICIPATING STATE DETERMINES RESTRICTIONS AND 

NEGOTIATES TERMS FOR SERVICES.  

Server. This is Band 4 of this solicitation. A server is a physical computer dedicated to run one or more services or applications (as a host) to serve the needs of the 

users of other computers on a network. This band also includes server appliances. Server appliances have their hardware and software preconfigured by the 

manufacturer. It also includes embedded networking components such as those found in blade chassis systems. Ruggedized equipment may also be included in the 

Product and Service Schedule for this band. 

 

Storage. This is Band 5 of this solicitation. Storage is hardware with the ability to store large amounts of data. This band includes SAN switching necessary for the 

proper functioning of the storage environment. Ruggedized equipment may also be included in the Product and Service Schedule for this band. 

 

http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html
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Storage Area Network. A storage area network (SAN) is a high-speed special-purpose network (or subnetwork) that interconnects different kinds of data storage 

devices with associated data servers on behalf of a larger network of users.  

 

Storage as a Service (STaaS). An architecture model by which a provider allows a customer to rent or lease storage space on the provider’s hardware 

infrastructure on a subscription basis. E.g., manage onsite or cloud services.  

 

Software.  For the purposes of this proposal, software is commercial operating off the shelf machine-readable object code instructions including microcode, 

firmware and operating system software that are preloaded on equipment. The term “Software” applies to all parts of software and documentation, including new 

releases, updates, and modifications of software.  When used in Contractor Vendor’s Exhibits A-4 and A-5, the terms Software, Ancillary Software and Embedded 

Software shall have the meanings set forth therein.      

 

Tablet. This is Band 3 of this solicitation. A tablet is a mobile computer that provides a touchscreen which acts as the primary means of control. Tablet band may 

include notebooks, ultrabooks, and netbooks that are touchscreen capable. 

 

Takeback Program. The Contract Vendor’s process for accepting the return of the equipment or other products at the end of life. 

 

Third Party Products. Products sold by the Contract Vendor which are manufactured by another company. 

 

Upgrade.  Refers to replacement of existing software, hardware or hardware component with a newer version.  

 

Warranty. The Manufacturers general warranty tied to the product at the time of purchase  

 

Wide Area Network or WAN.  A data network that serves users across a broad geographic area and often uses transmission devices provided by common 

carriers.   

 

WSCA-NASPO.  The WSCA-NASPO cooperative purchasing program, facilitated by the WSCA-NASPO Cooperative Purchasing Organization LLC, a 501(c) 

(3) limited liability company that is a subsidiary organization of the National Association of State Procurement Officials (NASPO).  The WSCA-NASPO 

Cooperative Purchasing Organization facilitates administration of the cooperative group contracting consortium of state chief procurement officials for the benefit 

of state departments, institutions, agencies, and political subdivisions and other eligible entities (i.e., colleges, school districts, counties, cities, some nonprofit 

organizations, etc.) for all states and the District of Columbia. The WSCA-NASPO Cooperative Development Team is identified in the Master Agreement as the 

recipient of reports and may be performing contract administration functions as assigned by the Lead State Contract Administrator.  
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EXHIBIT A-2 

 

SECTION 2:  MASTER AGREEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

B. WSCA-NASPO TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. ADMINISTRATIVE FEES.  The Contract Vendor (Contract Vendor and Contractor are used interchangeably in this Master Agreement) shall pay a 

WSCA-NASPO Administrative Fee of one-tenth of one percent (0.1% or 0.001) in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the Master Agreement no 

later than 60 days following the end of each calendar quarter. The WSCA-NASPO Administrative Fee shall be submitted quarterly and is based on sales of 

products and services (less any charges for taxes or shipping). The WSCA-NASPO Administrative Fee is not negotiable. This fee is to be included as part of 

the pricing submitted with proposal. 

 

Additionally, some states may require an additional fee be paid directly to the state on purchases made by Purchasing Entities within that state. For all such 

requests, the fee level, payment method and schedule for such reports and payments will be incorporated into the Participating Addendum that is made a part 

of the Master Agreement. The Contract Vendor may adjust the Master Agreement pricing accordingly for purchases made by Purchasing Entities within the 

jurisdiction of the state. All such agreements may not affect the WSCA-NASPO Administrative Fee or the prices paid by the Purchasing Entities outside the 

jurisdiction of the state requesting the additional fee.  

 

2. AGREEMENT ORDER OF PRECEDENCE.  The Master Agreement shall consist of the following documents: 

1. A fully executed Participating Entity’s Participating Addendum (“PA”); 

2. Minnesota WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement (includes negotiated Terms and Conditions; 

3.  The Solicitation as finally negotiated and incorporated into the awarded contract between the Lead State and Contract Vendor; and 

4. Accepted portions of the Contract Vendor's response to the Solicitation, as modified in any proposal revisions (if permitted), if not already incorporated 

into items 1, 2, and 3, of this paragraph.   

 

These documents shall be read to be consistent and complementary. Any conflict among these documents shall be resolved by giving priority to these 

documents in the order listed above. Contract Vendor terms and conditions that apply to this Master Agreement are only those that are expressly accepted by 

the Lead State and must be in writing and attached to this Master Agreement as an Exhibit or Attachment.  No other terms and conditions shall apply, 

including terms and conditions listed in the Contract Vendor’s response to the Solicitation, or terms listed or referenced on the Contract Vendor's website, in 

the Contract Vendor quotation/sales order or in similar documents subsequently provided by the Contract Vendor.  The solicitation language prevails unless a 

mutually agreed exception has been negotiated. 
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3. AMENDMENTS. The terms of this Master Agreement shall not be waived, altered, modified, supplemented or amended in any manner whatsoever without 

prior written approval of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator and an authorized representative of Contract Vendor. 

 

4. ASSIGNMENT OF ANTITRUST RIGHTS. Contract Vendor irrevocably assigns to a Participating Entity any claim for relief or cause of action which 

the Contract Vendor now has or which may accrue to the Contract Vendor in the future by reason of any violation of state or federal antitrust laws (15 U.S.C. § 

1-15 or a Participating Entity’s state antitrust provisions), as now in effect and as may be amended from time to time, in connection with any goods or services 

provided to the Contract Vendor for the purpose of carrying out the Contract Vendor's obligations under this Master Agreement or Participating Addendum, 

including, at a Participating Entity's option, the right to control any such litigation on such claim for relief or cause of action.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, 

to the extent permissible under the applicable Participating Entity’s state procurement laws, Contract Vendor may assert any claims for relief or causes of 

action described above (i) in defense of or as a counterclaim to any patent infringement action brought against it or (ii) if the Participating Entity declines to 

pursue such claims for relief or causes of action on its own behalf. 

 

 

5. ASSIGNMENT/SUBCONTRACT. Contract Vendor shall not assign, sell, transfer, subcontract or sublet rights, or delegate responsibilities under this 

Master Agreement, in whole or in part, without the prior written approval of the WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator.  Notwithstanding the 

foregoing, consistent with commercial practice, Contract Vendor shall be permitted to subcontract with or engage with its commercial contract manufacturers, 

partners and third party service providers to perform its responsibilities under this Master Agreement.   

 

6. CANCELLATION. Unless otherwise stated in the terms and conditions, any Master Agreement may be canceled by either party upon 60 days’ notice, in 

writing, prior to the effective date of the cancellation.  Further, any Participating Entity may cancel its participation upon 30 days written notice, unless 

otherwise limited or stated in the special terms and conditions of this solicitation or in the applicable Participating Addendum.  Cancellation may be in whole 

or in part.  Any cancellation under this provision shall not affect the rights and obligations under orders placed prior to the effective date of cancellation, 

including any right of a Participating Entity to indemnification by the Contract Vendor, rights of payment for goods/services delivered and accepted, and rights 

attending any warranty or default in performance in association with any order.  Cancellation of the Master Agreement due to Contract Vendor default may be 

immediate if defaults cannot be reasonably cured as allowed per Default and Remedies term.  The survival clause at 2C of this Master Agreement shall govern 

any such cancellation.   

 

7. CONFIDENTIALITY, NON-DISCLOSURE AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. 

7.1 Confidentiality. Contract Vendor acknowledges that it and its employees or agents may, in the course of providing the Product under this Master 

Agreement, be exposed to or acquire information that is confidential to Participating Entity or Participating Entity’s clients.  Any and all information of any 

form that is marked as confidential by Contract Vendor or any Participating Entity or Participating Entity’s clients (each, a Disclosing Party) or would by its 

nature be deemed confidential obtained by a recipient of such information (a “Recipient”), including, but not necessarily limited to (a) any Disclosing Party 

records, (b) personnel records, and (c) information concerning individuals, is confidential information of the Disclosing Party (“Confidential Information”).  
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Any reports or other documents or items (including software) that result from the use of the Confidential Information by the Recipient shall be treated in the 

same manner as the Recipient’s own Confidential Information, but in no event shall the Confidential Information be treated with less than reasonable care.   

Confidential Information does not include information that (a) is or becomes (other than by disclosure by Recipient) publicly known; (b) is furnished by the 

Disclosing Party to others without restrictions similar to those imposed by this Master Agreement; (c) is rightfully in Recipient’s possession without the 

obligation of nondisclosure prior to the time of its disclosure under this Master Agreement; (d) is obtained from a source other than the Disclosing Party 

without the obligation of confidentiality, (e) is disclosed with the written consent of the Disclosing Party or; (f) is independently developed by employees, 

agents or subcontractor of Recipient who can be shown to have had no access to the Confidential Information  

7.2 Non-Disclosure.  Recipient shall hold Confidential Information in confidence, using at least the industry standard of confidentiality, and not to copy, 

reproduce, sell, assign, license, market, transfer or otherwise dispose of, give, or disclose Confidential Information to third parties or use Confidential 

Information for any purposes whatsoever other than the purposes of this Master Agreement, and to advise each of its employees and agents of their obligations 

to keep Confidential Information confidential.  Recipient shall use commercially reasonable efforts to assist the Disclosing Party in identifying and preventing 

any unauthorized use or disclosure of any Confidential Information.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Recipient shall advise the Disclosing 

Party immediately if Recipient learns or has reason to believe that any person who has had access to Confidential Information has violated or intends to violate 

the terms of this Master Agreement and Recipient shall at its expense cooperate with the Disclosing Party in seeking injunctive or other equitable relief in the 

name of Recipient or Disclosing Party against any such person.  Except as directed by Disclosing Party, Recipient will not at any time during or after the term 

of this Master Agreement disclose, directly or indirectly, any Confidential Information to any person, except in accordance with this Master Agreement, and 

that upon termination of this Master Agreement or at the Disclosing Party’s request, Recipient shall turn over to Disclosing Party or destroy all documents, 

papers, and other matter in Recipient's possession that embody Confidential Information.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, Recipient may keep one copy of 

such Confidential Information necessary for compliance purposes, quality assurance, audits and evidence of the performance of this Master Agreement. 

7.3 Injunctive Relief. The parties acknowledge that breach of this Section, including disclosure of any Confidential Information, will cause irreparable injury 

to the Disclosing Party that is inadequately compensable in damages.  Accordingly, the Disclosing Party may seek and obtain injunctive relief against the 

breach or threatened breach of the foregoing undertakings, in addition to any other legal remedies that may be available.  Recipient acknowledges and agrees 

that the covenants contained herein are necessary for the protection of the legitimate business interests of the Disclosing Party and are reasonable in scope and 

content. 

7.4 Participating Entity is agreeing to the above language to the extent is not in conflict with Participating Entities public disclosure laws. 

 

8. DEBARMENT. The Contract Vendor certifies that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 

ineligible, or voluntary excluded from participation in this transaction (Master Agreement) by any governmental department or agency. If the Contract Vendor 

cannot certify this statement, attach a written explanation for review by WSCA-NASPO. 

 

In any order against this Master Agreement for a requirement established by a Purchasing Entity that discloses the use of federal funding, to the extent another 

form of certification is not required by a Participating Addendum or the order of the Purchasing Entity, the Contractor’s quote represents a recertification 

consistent with the terms of paragraph 8, Section 2C, Minnesota Terms and Conditions 
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9. DEFAULTS & REMEDIES. 
a. The occurrence of any of the following events shall be an event of default under this Master Agreement: 

i. Nonperformance of contractual requirements; or 

ii. A material breach of any term or condition of this Master Agreement; or 

iii. Any representation or warranty by Contract Vendor in response to the solicitation or in this Master Agreement proves to be untrue or materially 

misleading; or 

iv. Institution of proceedings under any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization or similar law, by or against Contract Vendor, or the appointment of a 

receiver or similar officer for Contract Vendor or any of its property, which is not vacated or fully stayed within thirty (30) calendar days after the 

institution or occurrence thereof; or 

v. Any default specified in another section of this Master Agreement. 

b. Upon the occurrence of an event of default, Lead State shall issue a written notice of default, identifying the nature of the default, and providing a period of 

30 calendar days in which Contract Vendor shall have an opportunity to cure the default. The Lead State shall not be required to provide advance written 

notice or a cure period and may immediately terminate this Master Agreement in whole or in part if the Lead State, in its sole discretion, determines that it is 

reasonably necessary to preserve public safety or prevent immediate public crisis.  Time allowed for cure shall not diminish or eliminate Contract Vendor’s 

liability for damages, including liquidated damages to the extent provided for under this Master Agreement. 

c. If Contract Vendor is afforded an opportunity to cure and fails to cure the default within the period specified in the written notice of default, Contract 

Vendor shall be in breach of its obligations under this Master Agreement and Lead State shall have the right to exercise any or all of the following remedies: 

i. Exercise any remedy provided by law; and 

ii. Terminate this Master Agreement and any related Master Agreements or portions thereof; and 

iii. Impose liquidated damages as provided in this Master Agreement; and 

iv. Suspend Contract Vendor from receiving future bid solicitations; and 

v. Suspend Contract Vendor’s performance; and 

vi. Withhold payment until the default is remedied. 

d. In the event of a default under a Participating Addendum, a Participating Entity shall provide a written notice of default as described in this section and have 

all of the rights and remedies under this paragraph regarding its participation in the Master Agreement, in addition to those set forth in its Participating 

Addendum. Unless otherwise specified in a Purchase Order, a Purchasing Entity shall provide written notice of default as described in this section and have all 

of the rights and remedies under this paragraph and any applicable Participating Addendum with respect to an Order placed by the Purchasing Entity.  Nothing 

in these Master Agreement Terms and Conditions shall be construed to limit the rights and remedies available to a Purchasing Entity under the applicable 

commercial code, to the extent that such Participating Entity’s commercial code is referenced in a Participating Addendum.   

 

10. DELIVERY.  Unless otherwise indicated in the Master Agreement, the prices are the delivered price to any Purchasing Entity.  All deliveries shall be 

F.O.B. destination with all transportation and handling charges paid by the Contract Vendor. Additional delivery charges will not be allowed for back orders.  
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11. FORCE MAJEURE.  Neither party to this Master Agreement shall be held responsible for delay or default caused by fire, riot, acts of God and/or war 

and/or other events or circumstances which are beyond that party’s reasonable control.  The WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement Administrator may terminate 

this Master Agreement after determining such delay or default will reasonably prevent successful performance of the Master Agreement. 

 

12. GOVERNING LAW.  This procurement and the resulting agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Lead State 

sponsoring and administering the procurement.  The construction and effect of any Participating Addendum or order against the Master Agreements shall be 

governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Participating Entity’s State.  Venue for any claim, dispute or action concerning an order placed 

against the Master Agreements or the effect of a Participating Addendum shall be in the Purchasing Entity’s State. 

 

13. INDEMNIFICATION. DELETED SEE SECTION 2C17 

 

14.INDEMNIFICATION – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.  DELETED SEE SECTION 2C17  

 

15. INDEPENDENT CONTRACT VENDOR. The Contract Vendor shall be an independent Contract Vendor, and as such shall have no authorization, 

express or implied to bind WSCA-NASPO or the respective states to any agreements, settlements, liability or understanding whatsoever, and agrees not to 

perform any acts as agent for WSCA-NASPO or the states, except as expressly set forth herein. 

 

16. INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMER.  Except to the extent modified by a Participating Addendum, each Participating Entity shall follow the terms and conditions 

of the Master Agreement and applicable Participating Addendum and will have the same rights and responsibilities for their purchases as the Lead State has in 

the Master Agreement, including but not limited to, any indemnity or to recover any costs allowed in the Master Agreement and applicable Participating 

Addendum for their purchases. Each Purchasing Entity will be responsible for its own charges, fees, and liabilities. The Contract Vendor will apply the charges 

and invoice each Purchasing Entity individually.  

 

17. INSURANCE.  Except to the extent modified by a Participating Addendum, Contract Vendor shall, during the term of this Master Agreement, maintain in 

full force and effect, the insurance described in this section.  Contract Vendor shall acquire such insurance from an insurance carrier or carriers licensed to 

conduct business in the Participating Entity’s state and having a rating of A-, Class VII or better, in the most recently published edition of Best’s Reports.  

Failure to buy and maintain the required insurance may result in this Master Agreement’s termination or at a Participating Entity’s option; result in termination 

of its Participating Addendum. 

 

Coverage shall be written on an occurrence basis except Tech Errors and Omissions Liability which may be written on a claims made basis. The minimum 

acceptable limits shall be as indicated below, with no deductible for each of the following categories: 

a) Commercial General Liability covering the risks of bodily injury (including death), property damage and personal injury, including coverage for contractual 
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liability, with a limit of not less than $1 million per occurrence/$2 million general aggregate; 

b) Contract Vendor must comply with any applicable State Workers Compensation or Employers Liability Insurance requirements. 

 

Contract Vendor shall pay premiums on all insurance policies.   

Prior to commencement of the work, Contract Vendor shall provide to the Participating Entity a written endorsement to the Contract Vendor’s general liability 

insurance policy that (i) includes the Participating Entity as an additional insured as required by written contract, and (ii) provides that the Contract Vendor’s 

liability insurance policy shall be primary, with any liability insurance of the Participating Entity as secondary and noncontributory. 

 

Contract Vendor shall furnish to Participating Entity copies of certificates of all required insurance within thirty (30) calendar days of the Participating 

Addendum’s effective date and prior to performing any work.  Copies of renewal certificates of all required insurance shall be furnished within thirty (30) days 

after renewal date.  These certificates of insurance must expressly indicate compliance with each and every insurance requirement specified in this section. 

Failure to provide evidence of coverage may, at the Lead State Master Agreement Administrator’s sole option; result in this Master Agreement’s termination. 

 

Coverage and limits shall not limit Contract Vendor’s liability and obligations under this Master Agreement.  

 

18. LAWS AND REGULATIONS.  Any and all supplies, services and equipment offered and furnished shall comply fully with all applicable Federal and 

State laws and regulations. 

 

19. LICENSE OF PRE-EXISTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.  DELETED – SEE SECTION 2B30 FOR REVISED TERM ADDRESSING 

TITLE OF PRODUCT.  

20. NO WAIVER OF SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.  The Lead State, Participating Entity or Purchasing Entity to the extent it applies does not waive its 

sovereign immunity by entering into this Contract and fully retains all immunities and defenses provided by law with regard to any action based on this 

Contract.  

 

If a claim must be brought in a federal forum, then it must be brought and adjudicated solely and exclusively within the United States District Court 

of the Participating Entity’s State.   

 

21. ORDER NUMBERS.  Purchase order numbers shall be clearly shown on all invoices and on other documents upon mutual agreement by the Participating 

Entity and Contract Vendor. 

 

22. PARTICIPANTS.  WSCA-NASPO Cooperative Purchasing Organization LLC is not a party to the Master Agreement.  It is a nonprofit cooperative 

purchasing organization assisting states in administering the WSCA/NASPO cooperative purchasing program for state government departments, institutions, 
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agencies and political subdivisions (e.g., colleges, school districts, counties, cities, etc.,) for all 50 states and the District of Columbia.  Obligations under this 

Master Agreement are limited to those Participating States who have signed a Participating Addendum where contemplated by the solicitation.  Financial 

obligations of Participating States are limited to the orders placed by the departments or other state agencies and institutions having available funds.  

Participating States incur no financial obligations on behalf of political subdivisions.  Unless otherwise specified in the solicitation, the resulting award will be 

permissive.   

23. PARTICIPATION OF ENTITIES.  Use of specific WSCA-NASPO cooperative Master Agreements by state agencies, political subdivisions and other 

entities (including cooperatives) authorized by individual state’s statutes to use state contracts are subject to the approval of the respective State Chief 

Procurement Official.  Issues of interpretation and eligibility for participation are solely within the authority of the respective State Chief Procurement Official.   

24. PAYMENT. Payment for completion of an order under this Master Agreement is normally made within 30 days following the date the entire order is 

delivered or the date a correct invoice is received, whichever is later.  After 45 days the Contract Vendor may assess overdue account charges up to a 

maximum rate of one percent per month on the outstanding balance.  Payments will be remitted by mail. Payments may be made via a State or political 

subdivision “Purchasing Card” with no additional charge. 

 

25. PUBLIC INFORMATION.  The Master Agreement and all related documents are subject to disclosure pursuant to the Participating Entity’s public 

information laws.   

 

26. RECORDS ADMINISTRATION AND AUDIT.  The disclosure of records in Participating States relating to Participating addenda and orders placed 

against the Master Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the Participating State and entity who placed the order. 

 

The Contractor shall maintain directly pertinent books, records, and documents, pertaining to this Master Agreement and orders placed by Purchasing Entities 

under it to the extent and in such detail as shall adequately reflect performance and administration of payments and fees.  Contractor shall permit the Lead 

State, a Participating Entity, a Purchasing Entity, the federal government (including its grant awarding entities and the U.S. Comptroller General), and any 

other duly authorized agent of a governmental agency, to audit, inspect, examine, copy and/or transcribe Contractor's books, documents, papers and records 

directly pertinent to this Master Agreement or orders placed by a Purchasing Entity under it for the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and 

transcriptions.  Routine audits and/or examinations shall not be conducted more often than annually and the examining entity shall provide Contract Vendor 

reasonable notice of such audit and/or examination.  Unless a longer period is required under the applicable Participating Entity’s laws or regulations, this right 

shall survive for a period of three (3) years following termination of this Agreement or final payment for any order placed by a Purchasing Entity against this 

Agreement, whichever is later, to assure compliance with the terms hereof or to evaluate performance hereunder.    

 

Without limiting any other remedy available to any governmental entity, the Contractor shall reimburse the applicable Lead State, Participating Entity, or 

Purchasing Entity for an overpayments inconsistent with the terms of the Master Agreement or orders or underpayment of fees found as a result of the 
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examination of the Contractor’s records. 

 

The rights and obligations herein right exist in addition to any quality assurance obligation in the Master Agreement requiring the Contractor to self-audit 

contract obligations and that permits the Lead State Master Agreement Administrator to review compliance with those obligations.   

 

Records will be retained longer if required by Participating Entity’s law. 

 

27. REPORTS - SUMMARY AND DETAILED USAGE.  In addition to other reports that may be required by this solicitation, the Contract Vendor shall 

provide the following WSCA-NASPO reports. 

 

A.  Summary Sales Data.  The Contractor shall submit quarterly sales reports directly to WSCA-NASPO using the WSCA-NASPO Quarterly 

Sales/Administrative Fee Reporting Tool found at http://www.naspo.org/WNCPO/Calculator.aspx.  Any/all sales made under the contract shall be reported as 

cumulative totals by state.  Even if Contractor experiences zero sales during a calendar quarter, a report is still required. Reports shall be due no later than the 

last day of the month following the end of the calendar quarter (as specified in the reporting tool).   

B.  Detailed Sales Data. Contract Vendor shall also report detailed sales data by: state; entity/customer type, e.g., local government, higher education, K12, 

non-profit; Purchasing Entity name; Purchasing Entity bill-to and ship-to locations; Purchasing Entity and Contract Vendor Purchase Order 

identifier/number(s); Purchase Order Type (e.g., sales order, credit, return, upgrade, determined by industry practices); Purchase Order date; Ship Date; and 

line item description, including product number if used.  The report shall be submitted in any form required by the solicitation.  Reports are due on a quarterly 

basis and must be received by the Lead State no later than the last day of the month following the end of the reporting period.  Reports shall be delivered to the 

Lead State and to the WSCA-NASPO Cooperative Development Team electronically through email; CD-ROM, jump drive or other electronic matter as 

determined by the Lead State. 

 

Detailed sales data reports shall include sales information for all sales under Participating Addenda executed under this Master Agreement. The format for the 

detailed sales data report is in Section 6, Attachment H.   

 

C.  Reportable sales for the summary sales data report and detailed sales data report includes sales to employees for personal use where authorized by the 

Participating Addendum. Specific data in relation to sales to employees for personal use to be defined in the final contract award to ensure only public 

information is reported. 

 

D.  Timely submission of these reports is a material requirement of the Master Agreement. The recipient of the reports shall have exclusive ownership of the 

media containing the reports.  The Lead State and WSCA-NASPO shall have a perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty free, transferable right to display, 

modify, copy, and otherwise use reports, data and information provided under this section. 

http://www.naspo.org/WNCPO/Calculator.aspx
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28. ACCEPTANCE AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

A. Acceptance.  Purchasing Entity (the entity authorized under the terms of any Participating Addendum to place orders under this Master Agreement) shall 

determine whether all Products delivered meet the Contractor’s Product user documentation furnished by Contractor to users (“Documentation”) (a.k.a. 

“Specifications”).  No payment shall be made for any Products until the Purchasing Entity has accepted the Products. The Purchasing Entity will make every effort 

to notify the Contractor within thirty (30) calendar days following delivery of non-acceptance of a Product.  In the event that the Contractor has not been notified 

within 30 calendar days from delivery of Product, the Product will be deemed accepted on the 31
st
 day after delivery of Product. Services are deemed accepted 

upon performance, or, if Services are specific to the purchase of a Product, Services are deemed accepted upon delivery of the Product to which the Services relate.  

This clause shall not be applicable, if acceptance testing and corresponding terms have been mutually agreed to by both parties in writing. 

B. Acceptance Testing. The Purchasing Entity (the entity authorized under the terms of any Participating Addendum to place orders under this Master Agreement) 

and the Contract Vendor shall determine if Acceptance Testing is applicable and/or required for the purchase. The terms in regards to acceptance testing will be 

negotiated, in writing, as mutually agreed. If Acceptance Testing is NOT applicable, the terms regarding Acceptance in the Contract shall prevail. 

 

29. SYSTEM FAILURE OR DAMAGE.  In the event of system failure or damage caused by the Contract Vendor or its Product, the Contract Vendor agrees 

to use its commercially reasonable efforts to restore or assist in restoring the system to operational capacity.  The Contract Vendor shall be responsible under 

this provision to the extent a 'system' is defined at the time of the Order; otherwise the rights of the Purchasing Entity shall be governed by the Warranty. 

 

30. TITLE OF PRODUCT.   
 

OWNERSHIP 

 

a. Ownership of Documents/Copyright. Any reports, studies, photographs, negatives, databases, computer programs, or other documents, whether in 

tangible or electronic forms, prepared by the Contract Vendor pursuant to a separately negotiated statement of work between the Contract Vendor and 

Purchasing Entity, and paid for by the Purchasing Entity, shall be the exclusive property of the Purchasing Entity and all such material shall be 

remitted to the Purchasing Entity by the Contract Vendor upon completion of the statement of work, or otherwise, upon termination or cancellation of 

the Master Agreement. The Contract Vendor shall not use, willingly allow or cause to allow such material to be used for any purpose other than 

performance of the Contract Vendor’s obligations under this Master Agreement without the prior written consent of the Purchasing Entity. 

 

b. Rights, Title and Interest. All rights, title, and interest in all of the intellectual property rights, including copyrights, patents, trade secrets, trademarks, 

and service marks in the said documents that the Contract Vendor conceives or originates, either individually or jointly with others, which arises out of 

the performance of said statement of work, will be the property of the Purchasing Entity and are, by the Master Agreement, assigned to the Purchasing 

Entity along with ownership of any and all copyrights in the copyrightable material. The Contract Vendor also agrees, upon the request of the 

Purchasing Entity, to execute all papers and perform all other acts necessary to assist the Purchasing Entity to obtain and register copyrights on such 
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materials. Where applicable, works of authorship created by the Contract Vendor for the Purchasing Entity in performance of the Master Agreement 

shall be considered “works for hire” as defined in the U.S. Copyright Act. 

 

c. Notwithstanding the above, the Purchasing Entity will not own any of the Contract Vendor’s pre-existing intellectual property that was created prior to 

and/or outside of performance of the Master Agreement, including, without limitation, the Products, Software and Services, and any updates or 

upgrades thereto, and will not own any of Contract Vendor’s intellectual property which the Purchasing Entity did not pay the Contract Vendor to 

create. The Contract Vendor grants the Purchasing Entity the license in Contract Vendor’s pre-existing intellectual property that is contained in the 

products, materials, equipment or services that are purchased through this Master Agreement under the terms and conditions of Contract Vendor’s 

commercial agreements in Exhibits A-4 and A-5.  

 

31. WAIVER OF BREACH.  Failure of Contract Vendor, Lead State Master Agreement Administrator, Participating Entity, or Purchasing Entity to declare a 

default or enforce any rights and remedies shall not operate as a waiver under this Master Agreement or Participating Addendum.  Any waiver by the Contract 

Vendor, Lead State or Participating Entity must be in writing.  Waiver by the Contract Vendor, Lead State Master Agreement Administrator, Participating 

Entity, or Purchasing Entity of any default, right or remedy under this Master Agreement or Participating Addendum, or breach of any terms or requirements 

shall not be construed or operate as a waiver of any subsequent default or breach of such term or requirement, or of any other term or requirement under this 

Master Agreement, a Participating Addendum, or order.   

 

32. WARRANTY.  The warranty provided must be the manufacturers written warranty tied to the product at the time of purchase and must include 

substantially the following as provided in Contract Vendor’s standard commercial warranty set forth in Exhibits A-4 and A-5: (a) the Product performs 

according to the specifications (b) the Product is suitable for the ordinary purposes for which such Product is used, (c) the Product is designed and 

manufactured in a commercially reasonable manner, and (d) the Product is free of defects. 

 

For third party products sold by the Contract Vendor, the Contract Vendor will assign the manufacturer or publisher’s warranty and maintenance. The Contract 

Vendor will provide warranty and maintenance call numbers and assist the customer in engaging the manufacturer on warranty and maintenance issues. 

 

Upon breach of the warranty, the Contract Vendor will repair or replace (at no charge to the Purchasing Entity) the Product whose nonconformance is 

discovered and made known to the Contract Vendor in accordance with Contract Vendor’s standard commercial warranty and disclaimers as set forth in 

Exhibits A-4 and A-5.  The rights and remedies of the parties under this warranty are in addition to any other rights and remedies of the parties provided by 

law or so ordered by the court.  
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EXHIBIT A-3 

 
SECTION 2: MASTER AGREEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

C. MINNESOTA TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL CONTENT. The contents of this RFP (as modified by the Contract Vendor and Lead State through negotiations) and 

selected portions of response of the successful Proposer will become contractual obligations, along with the final Master Agreement, if acquisition action 

ensues. The Lead State is solely responsible for rendering the decision in matters of interpretation of all terms and conditions. 

 

2. ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS.  The State of Minnesota has developed IT Accessibility Standards effective September 1, 2010, which entails, in part, the 

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 (Level AA) and Section 508 Subparts A-D which can be viewed at 

http://www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/pdf/accessibility_standard.pdf 

 

Responders must complete the WCAG VPAT form included in the FORMS section of the RFP. The completed VPAT form will be scored based on its 

compliance with the Accessibility Standards. The requested WCAG VPAT applies to the responder’s website to be offered under the Contract. For products 

offered, VPATS are only to be provided upon request by the participating entity. 

 

Upon request by the participating entity, the responder must make best efforts to provide Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates (VPATS) for all products 

offered in its response. Click here for link to VPATS for both Section 508 VPAT and WCAG 2.0 VPAT http://mn.gov/oet/policies-and-

standards/accessibility/#.  

 

3. ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL CHANGES.  The Contract Vendor must notify the Contract Administrator of changes in the Contract Vendor’s key 

administrative personnel, defined as the individual specified as the Primary Contact Person for Master Agreement and identified on page 43 of the Solicitation, 

in advance and in writing. Any employee of the Contract Vendor, who, in the opinion of the State of Minnesota, is unacceptable, shall be removed from the 

project upon written notice to the Contract Vendor. In the event that an employee is removed pursuant to a written request from the Acquisition Management 

Specialist, the Contract Vendor shall have 10 working days in which to fill the vacancy with an acceptable employee. 

 

4. AMENDMENT(S). Master Agreement amendments shall be negotiated by the Lead State with the Contract Vendor whenever necessary to address changes in 

the terms and conditions, costs, timetable, or increased or decreased scope of work. An approved Master Agreement amendment means one approved by the 

authorized signatories of the Contract Vendor and the Lead State as required by law. 

 

http://www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/pdf/accessibility_standard.pdf
http://mn.gov/oet/policies-and-standards/accessibility/
http://mn.gov/oet/policies-and-standards/accessibility/
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5. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA). Products provided under the Master Agreement must comply with the requirements of the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA). The Contract Vendor’s catalog and other marketing materials utilized to offer products under the Master Agreement must state 

when a product is not in compliance.  If any descriptive marketing materials are silent as to these requirements, the Contract Vendor agrees that the customer 

can assume the product meets or exceeds the ADA requirements. 

 

6. AWARD OF RELATED CONTRACTS. In the event the Lead State undertakes or awards supplemental Contracts for work related to the Master Agreement 

or any portion thereof, the Contract Vendor shall cooperate fully with all other Contract Vendors and the State in all such cases. All subcontracts between 

subcontractors and the Contract Vendor shall include a provision requiring compliance with this section.   

 

7. AWARD OF SUCCESSOR CONTRACTS. In the event the State undertakes or awards a successor for work related to the Contract or any portion thereof, 

the current Contract Vendor shall cooperate fully during the transition with all other Contract Vendors and the State in all such cases. All subcontracts between 

subcontractors and the Contract Vendor shall include a provision requiring compliance with this section.   

 

8. CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT, SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND VOLUNTARY EXCLUSION 
a. Certification regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion – Lower Tier Covered Transactions.  

Instructions for certification: 

1. By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective lower tier participant [responder] is providing the certification set out below. 

 

2. The certification in this clause is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was entered into. If it is later 

determined that the prospective lower tier participant knowingly rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other remedies available to the 

federal government, the department or agency with which this transaction originated may pursue available remedies, including suspension and/or 

debarment. 

 

3. The prospective lower tier participant shall provide immediate written notice to the person to whom this proposal [response] is submitted if at any time 

the prospective lower tier participant learns that its certification was erroneous when submitted or had become erroneous by reason of changed 

circumstances. 

 

4. The terms covered transaction, debarred, suspended, ineligible lower tier covered transaction, participant, person, primary covered transaction, 

principal, proposal, and voluntarily excluded, as used in this clause, have the meaning set out in the Definitions and Coverages section of rules 

implementing Executive Order 12549. You may contact the person to which this proposal is submitted for assistance in obtaining a copy of those 

regulations. 

 

5. The prospective lower tier participant agrees by submitting this response that, should the proposed covered transaction be entered into, it shall not 
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knowingly enter into any lower tier covered transaction [subcontract equal to or exceeding $25,000] with a person who is proposed for debarment 

under 48 CFR part 9, subpart 9.4, debarred, suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this covered transaction, 

unless authorized by the department or agency with which this transaction originated. 

 

6. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by submitting this proposal that it will include this clause titled, “Certification Regarding 

Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility, and Voluntary Exclusion – Lower Tier Covered Transaction,” without modification, in all lower tier covered 

transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions. 

 

7. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a certification of a prospective participant in a lower tier covered transaction that it is not 

proposed for debarment under 48 CFR part 9, subpart 9.4, debarred, suspended, ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from covered transactions, unless it 

knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. 

Each participant may, but is not required to, check the list of parties excluded from federal procurement and nonprocurement programs. 

 

8. Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to require establishment of a system of records in order to render in good faith the certification 

required by this clause. The knowledge and information of a participant is not required to exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person 

in the ordinary course of business dealings. 

 

9. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph 5 of these instructions, if a participant in a covered transaction knowingly enters into a lower tier 

covered transaction with a person who is proposed for debarment under 48 CFR part 9, subpart 9.4, suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily 

excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to other remedies available to the Federal government, the department or agency with which 

this transaction originated may pursue available remedies, including suspension and/or debarment. 

 

b. Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary Exclusion – Lower Tier Covered Transactions. 

 

1. The prospective lower tier participant certifies, by submission of this proposal, that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, 

proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any Federal department or agency. 

 

2. Where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to certify to any of the statements in this certification, such prospective participant shall attach 

an explanation to this proposal. 

 

9. CHANGE REQUESTS. The Lead State reserves the right to request, during the term of the Master Agreement, changes to the products offered. Products 

introduced during the term of the Master Agreement shall go through a formal review process. A formal process of changing the Master Agreement shall be 

developed during the negotiation of the Master Agreement. The Contract Vendor shall evaluate and recommend products for which agencies have an 
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expressed need. The Lead State shall require the Contract Vendor to provide a summary of its research of those products being recommended for inclusion in 

the Master Agreement as well as defining how adding the product will enhance the Master Agreement. The Lead State may request that products, other than 

those recommended, are added to the Master Agreement. 

 

In the event that the Lead State desires to add new products and services that are not included in the original Master Agreement, the Lead State requires that 

independent manufacturers and resellers cooperate with the already established Contract Vendor in order to meet the Lead State’s requirements. Evidence of 

the need to add products or services should be demonstrated to the Lead State. The Master Agreement shall be modified via supplement or amendment. The 

Lead State will negotiate the inclusion of the products and services with the Contract Vendor. No products or services will be added to the Master Agreement 

without the Lead State’s and Contract Vendor’s prior written approval. 

 

10. CONFLICT MINERALS. Contract Vendor agrees to provide information upon request regarding adherence to the Federal Conflict Minerals Trade Act. See: 

http://beta.congress.gov/111/bills/hr4173/111hr4173enr.pdf#page=838 http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2012/2012-163.htm 

 

11. COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL WAIVER. The Lead State reserves the right to use, reproduce and publish proposals in any manner necessary for State 

agencies and local units of government to access the responses, including but not limited to photocopying, State Intranet/Internet postings, broadcast faxing, 

and direct mailing. In the event that the response contains copyrighted or trademarked materials, it is the responder’s responsibility to obtain permission for the 

Lead State to reproduce and publish the information, regardless of whether the responder is the manufacturer or reseller of the products listed in the materials. 

By signing its response, the responder certifies that it has obtained all necessary approvals for the reproduction and/or distribution of the contents of its 

response and agrees to indemnify, protect, save and hold the Lead State, its representatives and employees harmless from any and all claims arising from the 

violation of this section and agrees to pay all legal fees incurred by the Lead State in the defense of any such action. 

 

12. EFFECTIVE DATE. Pursuant to Minnesota law, the Master Agreement arising from this RFP shall be effective upon the date of final execution by the Lead 

State, unless a later date is specified in the Master Agreement. 

 

13. FOREIGN OUTSOURCING OF WORK. Upon request, the Contract Vendor is required to provide information regarding the location of where services, 

data storage and/or location of data processing under the Master Agreement will be performed.   

 

14. GOVERNMENT DATA PRACTICES.  The Contract Vendor and the Lead State must comply with the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minn. 

Stat. Ch. 13, (and where applicable, if the Lead State contracting party is part of the judicial branch, with the Rules of Public Access to Records of the Judicial 

Branch promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court as the same may be amended from time to time) as it applies to all data provided by the Lead State to 

the Contract Vendor and all data provided to the Lead State by the Contract Vendor.  In addition, the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act applies to all 

data created, collected, received, stored, used, maintained, or disseminated by the Contract Vendor in accordance with the Master Agreement that is private, 

http://beta.congress.gov/111/bills/hr4173/111hr4173enr.pdf#page=838
http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2012/2012-163.htm
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nonpublic, protected nonpublic, or confidential as defined by the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Ch. 13 (and where applicable, that is not 

accessible to the public under the Rules of Public Access to Records of the Judicial Branch). 

 

In the event the Contract Vendor receives a request to release the data referred to in this article, the Contract Vendor must immediately notify the Lead State.  

The Lead State will give the Contract Vendor instructions concerning the release of the data to the requesting party before the data is released.  The civil 

remedies of Minn. Stat. § 13.08, apply to the release of the data by either the Contract Vendor or the Lead State. 

 

Subject to the limitation of liability in Section 2C17, the Contract Vendor agrees to indemnify, save, and hold the State of Minnesota, its agent and employees, 

harmless from all claims arising out of, resulting from, or in any manner attributable to Contract Vendor any violation of any provision of the Minnesota 

Government Data Practices Act (and where applicable, the Rules of Public Access to Records of the Judicial Branch), including legal fees and disbursements 

paid or incurred to enforce this provision of the Master Agreement.  In the event that the Contract Vendor subcontracts any or all of the work to be performed 

under the Master Agreement, the Contract Vendor shall retain responsibility under the terms of this article for such work. 

 

15. HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES. To the extent that the goods to be supplied by the Contract Vendor contain or may create hazardous substances, harmful 

physical agents or infectious agents as set forth in applicable State and federal laws and regulations, the Contract Vendor must provide Material Safety Data 

Sheets regarding those substances. A copy must be included with each delivery. 

 

16. HUMAN RIGHTS/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. The Lead State requires affirmative action compliance by its Contract Vendors in accordance with Minn. 

Stat. § 363A.36 and Minn. R. 5000.3400 to 5000.3600. 

 

a. Covered contracts and Contract Vendors. One-time acquisitions or a contract for a predetermined amount of goods and/or services, where the amount of 

your response is in excess of $100,000 requires completion of the Affirmative Action Certification page. If the solicitation is for a contract for an 

indeterminate amount of goods and/or services, and the State estimated total value of the contract exceeds $100,000 whether it will be a multiple award 

contract or not, you must complete the Affirmative Action Certification page. If the contract dollar amount or the State estimated total contract amount 

exceeds $100,000 and the Contract Vendor employed more than 40 full-time employees on a single working day during the previous 12 months in 

Minnesota or in the state where it has its principal place of business, the Contract Vendor must comply with the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 363A.36, 

subd. 1 and Minn. R. 5000.3400 to 5000.3600.  A Contract Vendor covered by Minn. Stat. § 363A.36, subd. 1 and Minn. R. 5000.3400 to 5000.3600 that 

had more than 40 full-time employees within Minnesota on a single working day during the previous 12 months must have a certificate of compliance 

issued by the commissioner of the Department of Human Rights (certificate of compliance).  A Contract Vendor covered by Minn. Stat. § 363A.36, subd. 

1 that did not have more than 40 full-time employees on a single working day during the previous 12 months within Minnesota but that did have more than 

40 full-time employees in the state where it has its principal place of business and that does not have a certificate of compliance must certify that it is in 

compliance with federal affirmative action requirements. 
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b. Minn. Stat. § 363A.36, subd. 1 requires the Contract Vendor to have an affirmative action plan for the employment of minority persons, women, and 

qualified disabled individuals approved by the commissioner of the Department of Human Rights (commissioner) as indicated by a certificate of 

compliance.  Minn. Stat. § 363A.36 addresses suspension or revocation of a certificate of compliance and contract consequences in that event. A contract 

awarded without a certificate of compliance may be voided. 

 

c. Minn. R. 5000.3400-5000.3600 implement Minn. Stat. § 363A.36.  These rules include, but are not limited to, criteria for contents, approval, and 

implementation of affirmative action plans; procedures for issuing certificates of compliance and criteria for determining a Contract Vendor’s compliance 

status; procedures for addressing deficiencies, sanctions, and notice and hearing; annual compliance reports; procedures for compliance review; and 

contract consequences for noncompliance. The specific criteria for approval or rejection of an affirmative action plan are contained in various provisions 

of Minn. R. 5000.3400-5000.3600 including, but not limited to, parts 5000.3420-5000.3500 and parts 5000.3552-5000.3559. 

 

d. Disabled Workers.  Minn. R. 5000.3550 provides the Contract Vendor must comply with the following affirmative action requirements for disabled 

workers.  

 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR DISABLED WORKERS 

 

(a) The Contract Vendor must not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of physical or mental disability in regard to 

any position for which the employee or applicant for employment is qualified. The Contract Vendor agrees to take affirmative action to employ, 

advance in employment, and otherwise treat qualified disabled persons without discrimination based upon their physical or mental disability in all 

employment practices such as the following:  employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment, advertising, layoff or termination, rates of 

pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for training, including apprenticeship. 

 

(b) The Contract Vendor agrees to comply with the rules and relevant orders of the Minnesota Department of Human Rights issued pursuant to the 

Minnesota Human Rights Act. 

 

(c) In the event of the Contract Vendor’s noncompliance with the requirements of this clause, actions for noncompliance may be taken in accordance with 

Minn. Stat. § 363A.36 and the rules and relevant orders of the Minnesota Department of Human Rights issued pursuant to the Minnesota Human 

Rights Act. 

 

(d) The Contract Vendor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices in a form to be prescribed 

by the commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Human Rights. Such notices must state the Contract Vendor’s obligation under the law to take 

affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified disabled employees and applicants for employment, and the rights of applicants and 

employees. 
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(e) The Contract Vendor must notify each labor union or representative of workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract 

understanding, that the Contract Vendor is bound by the terms of Minn. Stat. § 363A.36 of the Minnesota Human Rights Act and is committed to take 

affirmative action to employ and advance in employment physically and mentally disabled persons. 

 

e. Consequences. The consequences of a Contract Vendor’s failure to implement its affirmative action plan or make a good faith effort to do so include, but 

are not limited to, suspension or revocation of a certificate of compliance by the commissioner, refusal by the commissioner to approve subsequent plans, 

and termination of all or part of the Contract by the commissioner or the State. 

 

f. Certification. The Contract Vendor hereby certifies that it is in compliance with the requirements of Minn. Stat. § 363A.36, subd. 1 and Minn. 

R. 5000.3400-5000.3600 and is aware of the consequences for noncompliance.  It is agreed between the parties that Minn. Stat. 363.36 and Minn. R. 

5000.3400 to 5000.3600 are incorporated into any contract between these parties based upon this specification or any modification of it.  A copy of Minn. 

Stat. § 363A.36 and Minn. R. 5000.3400 to 5000.3600 are available upon request from the contracting agency. 

 

17. INDEMNIFICATION The Contract Vendor shall indemnify, protect, save and hold harmless the Lead State and the Participating Entity, its representatives 

and employees, from any and all claims or causes of action, including all legal fees incurred by the Lead State and the Participating Entity arising from the 

performance of the Master Agreement by the Contract Vendor or its agents, employees, or subcontractors. This clause shall not be construed to bar any legal 

remedies the Contract Vendor may have with the Lead State’s and Participating Entity’s failure to fulfill its obligations pursuant to the Master Agreement.  

 

The State agrees that the Contract Vendor, its principals, members and employees shall not be liable to the State for any actions, damages, claims, liabilities, costs, 

expenses, or losses in any way arising out of or relating to the goods provided or services performed hereunder for an aggregate amount in excess of $10,000,000.  

This limitation of liability does not apply to damages for personal injury or death, or to Contract Vendor’s obligation to indemnify, defend and hold the State 

harmless against intellectual property infringement as set forth below.  This indemnification does not include liabilities caused by the State’s gross negligence, or 

intentional wrongdoing of the State.   

 

NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION HEREIN, IN NO EVENT, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT OR TORT (INCLUDING 

NEGLIGENCE) SHALL CONTRACT VENDOR BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

OF ANY KIND, OR LOST OR CORRUPTED DATA ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE, INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, 

USE, PERFORMANCE, FAILURE OR INTERRUPTION OF ITS PRODUCTS.   

 

 

 

If the Participating Entity’s laws require approval of a third party to defend Participating Entity, Participating Entity will seek such approval and if approval is 
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not received, Contract Vendor is not required to defend that Participating Entity. 

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INDEMNIFICATION.  IP Indemnification is governed by Contract Vendor’s commercial terms and conditions as set forth 

in Exhibits A-4 and A-5.  Warranty is governed by Contract Vendor’s commercial terms and conditions as set forth in Exhibits A-4 and A-5.   

 

 

 

18. JURISDICTION AND VENUE. This RFP and any ensuing Master Agreement, its amendments and supplements thereto, shall be governed by the laws of 

the State of Minnesota, USA. Venue for all legal proceedings arising out of the Master Agreement, or breach thereof, shall be in the State or federal court 

with competent jurisdiction in Ramsey County, Minnesota. By submitting a response to this Request for Proposal, a Responder voluntarily agrees to be 

subject to the jurisdiction of Minnesota for all proceedings arising out of this RFP, any ensuing Master Agreement, or any breach thereof. 

 

19. LAWS AND REGULATIONS.  Any and all services, articles or equipment offered and furnished must comply fully with all local, State and federal laws 

and regulations, including Minn. Stat. § 181.59 prohibiting discrimination and business registration requirements of the Office of the Minnesota Secretary of 

State. 

 

20. NONVISUAL ACCESS STANDARDS.  Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 16C.145, the Contract Vendor shall comply with the following nonvisual technology 

access standards : 

 

a. That the effective interactive control and use of the technology, including the operating system applications programs, prompts, and format of the data 

presented, are readily achievable by nonvisual means; 

 

b. That the nonvisual access technology must be compatible with information technology used by other individuals with whom the blind or visually impaired 

individual must interact;  

 

c. That nonvisual access technology must be integrated into networks used to share communications among employees, program participants, and the public; 

and 

 

d. That the nonvisual access technology must have the capability of providing equivalent access by nonvisual means to telecommunications or other 

interconnected network services used by persons who are not blind or visually impaired. 

 

These standards do not require the installation of software or peripheral devices used for nonvisual access when the information technology is being used by 
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individuals who are not blind or visually impaired. 

 

21. NOTICE TO RESPONDERS. Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 270C.65, subd. 3, Contract Vendors are required to provide their Federal Employer Identification 

Number or Social Security Number. This information may be used in the enforcement of federal and State tax laws. Supplying these numbers could result in 

action to require a Contract Vendor to file tax returns and pay delinquent tax liabilities. These numbers will be available to federal and State tax authorities and 

State personnel involved in the payment of State obligations. 

 

22. ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST. The responder warrants that, to the best of its knowledge and belief, and except as otherwise 

disclosed, there are no relevant facts or circumstances which could give rise to organizational conflicts of interest. An organizational conflict of interest exists 

when, because of existing or planned activities or because of relationships with other persons:   

● a Contract Vendor is unable or potentially unable to render impartial assistance or advice to the State; 

● the Contract Vendor’s objectivity in performing the work is or might be otherwise impaired; or 

● the Contract Vendor has an unfair competitive advantage. 

 

The Contract Vendor agrees that if an organizational conflict of interest is discovered after award, an immediate and full disclosure in writing shall be made to 

the Assistant Director of the Department of Administration’s Materials Management Division that shall include a description of the action the Contract Vendor 

has taken or proposes to take to avoid or mitigate such conflicts. If an organizational conflict of interest is determined to exist, the State may, at its discretion, 

cancel the Master Agreement. In the event the Contract Vendor was aware of an organizational conflict of interest prior to the award of the Master Agreement 

and did not disclose the conflict to the Master Agreement Administrator, the State may terminate the Master Agreement for default. The provisions of this 

clause shall be included in all subcontracts for work to be performed, and the terms “Contract, ”Contract Vendor,” “Master Agreement”, “Master Agreement 

Administrator” and “Contract Administrator” modified appropriately to preserve the State’s rights. 

 

23. PAYMENT CARD INDUSTRY DATA SECURITY STANDARD AND CARDHOLDER INFORMATION SECURITY.  Contract Vendor assures, to 

the extent Contract Vendor accepts credit card payments, that all of its Network Components, Applications, Servers, and Subcontractors (if any) comply with 

the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (“PCIDSS”).  “Network Components” shall include, but are not limited to, Contract Vendor’s firewalls, 

switches, routers, wireless access points, network appliances, and other security appliances; “Applications” shall include, but are not limited to, all purchased 

and custom external (web) applications. “Servers” shall include, but are not limited to, all of Contract Vendor’s web, database, authentication, DNS, mail, 

proxy, and NTP servers.  “Cardholder Data” shall mean any personally identifiable data associated with a cardholder, including, by way of example and 

without limitation, a cardholder’s account number, expiration date, name, address, social security number, or telephone number.   

 

Contract Vendor agrees that to the extent any subcontractor is utilized in the procurement of goods and services under this Agreement, and to the extent they 

accept credit card payments in connection with the procurement of such goods and services hereunder, said subcontractors must be responsible for the security 

of all Cardholder Data in its possession; and will only use Cardholder Data for assisting cardholders in completing a transaction, providing fraud control 
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services, or for other uses specifically required by law. Contract Vendor must have a business continuity program which conforms to PCIDSS to protect 

Cardholder Data in the event of a major disruption in its operations or in the event of any other disaster or system failure which may occur to operations; will 

continue to safeguard Cardholder Data in the event this Agreement terminates or expires; and ensure that a representative or agent of the payment card industry 

and a representative or agent of the State shall be provided with full cooperation and access to conduct a thorough security review of Contract Vendor’s 

operations, systems, records, procedures, rules, and practices in the event of a security intrusion in order to validate compliance with PCIDSS.  

 

24. PERFORMANCE WHILE DISPUTE IS PENDING. Notwithstanding the existence of a dispute, the parties shall continue without delay to carry out all of 

their responsibilities under the Master Agreement that are not affected by the dispute. If a party fails to continue without delay to perform its responsibilities 

under the Master Agreement, in the accomplishment of all undisputed work, any additional cost incurred by the other parties as a result of such failure to 

proceed shall be borne by the responsible party. 

 

25. PREFERENCE.  
Targeted/Economically Disadvantaged. In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 16C.16, subds. 6 and 7, eligible certified targeted group (TG) businesses and 

certified economically disadvantaged (ED) businesses will receive a 6 percent preference on the basis of award for this RFP. The preference is applied only to 

the first $500,000 of the response to the RFP. Eligible TG businesses must be currently certified by the Materials Management Division prior to the bid 

opening date and time. 

 

 To verify TG/ED certification, refer to the Materials Management Division’s web site at www.mmd.admin.state.mn.usunder “Vendor Information, Directory 

of Certified TG/ED Vendors.” 

 

 To verify TG eligibility for preference, refer to the Materials Management Division’s web site under “Vendor Information, Targeted Groups Eligible for 

Preference in State Purchasing” or call the Division’s HelpLine at 651.296.2600. 

 

Reciprocal Preference. In accordance with Minn. Stat. §16C.06, subd 7, the acquisition of goods or services shall be allowed a preference over a non-resident 

vendor from a state that gives or requires a preference to vendors from that state, the preference shall be equal to the preference given or required by the state 

of the non-resident vendor.  If you wish to be considered a Minnesota Resident vendor you must claim that by filling out the Resident Vendor Form included 

in this solicitation and include it in your response. 

 

 Veteran. In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 16C.16, subd. 6a, (a) Except when mandated by the federal government as a condition of receiving federal funds, 

the commissioner shall award up to a six percent preference in the amount bid on state procurement to certified small businesses that are majority-owned 

and operated by:  

http://www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/
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(1) recently separated veterans who have served in active military service, at any time on or after September 11, 2001, and who have been discharged under 

honorable conditions from active service, as indicated by the person's United States Department of Defense form DD-214 or by the commissioner of 

veterans affairs; 

(2) veterans with service-connected disabilities, as determined at any time by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs; or 

(3) any other veteran-owned small businesses certified under section 16C.19, paragraph (d). 

 

In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 16C.19 (d), a veteran-owned small business, the principal place of business of which is in Minnesota, is certified if it has 

been verified by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs as being either a veteran-owned small business or a service disabled veteran-owned 

small business, in accordance with Public Law 109-461 and Code of Federal Regulations, title 38, part 74.   

 

To receive a preference the veteran-owned small business must meet the statutory requirements above by the solicitation opening date and time.  The 

preference is applied only to the first $500,000 of the response.   

 

If responder is claiming the veteran-owned preference, attach documentation, sign and return form with response to the solicitation.  Only eligible 

veteran-owned small businesses that meet the statutory requirements and provide adequate documentation will be given the preference. 

 

26. PUBLIC INFORMATION. Once the information contained in the responses is deemed public information, interested parties may request to obtain the public 

information. You may call 651.201.2413 between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to arrange this.   

 

27. PUBLICITY.  Any publicity given to the program, publications or services provided resulting from a State contract for goods or services, including but not 

limited to notices, informational pamphlets, press releases, research, reports, signs and similar public notices prepared by or for the Contract Vendor, or its 

employees individually or jointly with others, or any subcontractors, shall identify the State as the sponsoring agency and shall not be released, unless such 

release is a specific part of an approved work plan included in the Master Agreement prior to its approval by the State’s Authorized Representative and the 

State’s Assistant Director or designee of Materials Management Division. 

 

The Contract Vendor shall make no representations of the State’s opinion or position as to the quality or effectiveness of the products and/or services that are 

the subject of the Master Agreement without the prior written consent of the State’s Assistant Director or designee of Materials Management Division. 

Representations include any publicity, including but not limited to advertisements, notices, press releases, reports, signs, and similar public notices.   

 

28. PURCHASE ORDERS. The State requires that there will be no minimum order requirements or charges to process an individual purchase order. The PO 

number must appear on the invoice and other documents upon request. The Ordering Entity’s purchase order constitutes a binding contract 

 

29. RIGHTS RESERVED. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the State reserves the right to: 
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a. rejects any and all responses received; 

b. selects, for Master Agreements or for negotiations, a response other than that with the lowest cost; 

c. waives or modifies any informalities, irregularities, or inconsistencies in the responses received; 

d. negotiates any aspect of the proposal with any responder and negotiates with more than one responder; 

e. request a BEST and FINAL OFFER, if the State deems it necessary and desirable; and 

e. terminate negotiations and select the next response providing the best value for the State, prepare and release a new RFP, or take such other action as the 

State deems appropriate if negotiations fail to result in a successful Master Agreement. 

 

30. RISK OF LOSS OR DAMAGE.  The State is relieved of all risks of loss or damage to the goods and/or equipment during periods of transportation, and in 

the possession of the Contract Vendor or their authorized agent. Risk of loss transfers to the Purchasing Entity upon delivery.    

 

31. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of the Master Agreement, including items incorporated by reference, is found to be illegal, unenforceable, or void, then 

both the State and the Contract Vendor shall be relieved of all obligations arising under such provisions. If the remainder of the Master Agreement is capable 

of performance it shall not be affected by such declaration or finding and shall be fully performed. 

 

32. STATE AUDITS (Minn. Stat. § 16C.05, subd. 5).  The books, records, documents, and accounting procedures and practices of the Contract Vendor or other 

party, that are relevant to the Master Agreement or transaction are subject to examination by the contracting agency and either the Legislative Auditor or the 

State Auditor as appropriate for a minimum of six years after the end of the Master Agreement or transaction. The State reserves the right to authorize 

delegate(s) to audit this Master Agreement and transactions. 

 

33. SURVIVABILITY. The following rights and duties of the State and responder will survive the expiration or cancellation of the resulting Master Agreements.  

These rights and duties include, but are not limited to paragraphs: Confidentiality, Non-Disclosure and Injunctive Relief, Title of Product, Indemnification, 

State Audits, Government Data Practices, Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue, Publicity, Intellectual Property Indemnification, and Admin Fees. 

 

34. TRADE SECRET/CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. Any information submitted as Trade Secret must be identified and submitted per the Trade Secret 

Form and must meet Minnesota Trade Secret as defined in Minn. Stat. § 13.37.  
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Exhibit A-4 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPORT 

THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPORT (THE “TERMS”) GOVERN YOUR PURCHASE AND USE OF THE PRODUCTS AND 

ANY SUPPORT SERVICES (AS DEFINED BELOW). 

Nimble Storage Inc., located at 211 River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134 (“Nimble or Nimble Storage”), and _____(“you” or “Customer”) agree to the 

terms contained in this Agreement.  These Terms are in addition to the separate Nimble Storage End User License Agreement (the “EULA”).  These Terms, the 

EULA, and any other written agreements directly negotiated between you and Nimble, constitute the final, complete, and exclusive agreement between the parties 

regarding the Product.  

By entering into these Terms you expressly agree that any new, different, or conflicting provisions in any Purchase Order (as defined below) or other forms are 

hereby expressly rejected by Nimble Storage and will be deemed null and void, except to the extent that such Purchase Order or other forms are incorporated into a 

contract signed by you and Nimble. 
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DEFINITIONS. 

“Ancillary Software” means any software, in object code form, that is provided by Nimble Storage for use in conjunction with the Product on a standalone basis 

and not as pre-installed on, embedded in, or incorporated into the Hardware components of a Product. 

“Business Day” means any day other than Saturday, Sunday, or a statutory holiday observed by Nimble Storage. 

“Customer Technical Personnel” means any of the employees of Customer who have completed training by Nimble Storage or Nimble Storage’s authorized 

training representatives regarding the proper operation of the Products and are designated by Customer to serve as customer service contacts for Nimble Storage. 

“Documentation” means the Product end user documentation furnished by Nimble Storage to users. 

“Embedded Software” means any software, in object code form, that is provided by Nimble Storage pre-installed on, embedded in, or incorporated into the 

Hardware components of a Product. 

“Enhancement” means a change or modification to a Product that adds new and distinct functionality to such Product and that is generally made available by 

Nimble Storage to end user customers for an additional fee. 

“Error” means a material failure of the Product to operate substantially in accordance with the Documentation that Nimble Storage is able to replicate in its test 

environment. Any condition that is described as a warranty exclusion under Section 4 will not be deemed an Error. 

“EULA” means Nimble Storage’s end user license agreement executed with Customer. 

“Hardware” means the hardware incorporated into a Product. 

“Quotation” means a Nimble Storage-issued sales quotation that specifies the Products and/or Support Services available for purchase (or, to the extent applicable 

to Software, license) by Customer from Nimble Storage or a Reseller. 

“Purchase Order” means a written, faxed, or emailed purchase order issued by a Reseller or a Customer to Nimble Storage for the purchase (or, to the extent 

applicable to Software, license) of Products and/or Support Services. 

“Purchase Price” means the purchase (or, to the extent applicable to Software, license) price for a Product or the Support Services, as set forth in a Quotation. 

“Product(s)” means the Nimble Storage product(s) described in the Quotation hereto or other order documentation provided by Nimble Storage, including the 
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Hardware and Software components thereof. 

“Reseller” means an entity that has entered into and maintains a valid Reseller Agreement with Nimble Storage and who is authorized to resell Products to 

Customer subject to these Terms. 

“Software” means the Ancillary Software and the Embedded Software, as well as any Updates thereto. 

“Support Services” means the maintenance and support services for the Products offered by Nimble Storage, as described in Section 5 of these Terms. 

“Update” means error corrections, patches, and modifications to the Software made generally available by Nimble Storage at no additional fee (other than 

shipping charges) to its customers contracted to receive Support Services for the time period during which the Update is made generally available.  Updates shall 

not include any releases, Enhancements, versions, options, or future products that Nimble Storage provides for an additional fee. 
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ORDERS; DELIVERY.  These Terms will govern all Purchase Orders submitted by a Reseller or Customer to Nimble Storage for Products and/or Support Services.  

All purchases (or licenses) of Products and/or Support Services shall be initiated by a Purchase Order sent by a Reseller or Customer to Nimble Storage that 

includes the Products ordered, quantities of each Product, and the requested delivery date(s), delivery location(s), and any other instructions or requirements 

permitted hereunder. Customer acknowledges and agrees that any terms of a Purchase Order that purport to add to or conflict with these Terms and the terms of the 

contract negotiated with Customer are hereby expressly rejected by Nimble Storage, shall be nonbinding, and shall have no effect whatsoever on the transaction 

between the parties, notwithstanding Nimble Storage’s delivery or provision of Products or Support Services.  Nimble Storage will use commercially reasonable 

efforts to deliver conforming Products on confirmed delivery dates on accepted purchase orders, but will not be liable to Reseller or Customer for any delays in the 

delivery of units of Product, except as expressly set forth in a contract document with Customer.  Nimble Storage’s delivery of Products ordered shall be in 

accordance with FCA Incoterms 2010 Product shipping origin location, pursuant to which title to and risk of loss of or damage to the Products will pass to 

Customer upon such delivery, except that title to all Software will remain with Nimble Storage and its suppliers. If Customer refuses or fails to take delivery of 

Product provided in accordance with these Terms, any risk of loss of or damage to the Products will nonetheless pass to Customer, without prejudice to any other 

rights or remedies Nimble Storage may have.  Except as prohibited by the WSCA contract, Customer shall pay all shipping, handling, customs, duties, taxes, 

freight, insurance, and other charges, if any, associated with shipments of the Products.  All shipments will be made to the address specified in the applicable order 

document. Except as prohibited by the WSCA contract, Nimble Storage reserves the right to make delivery in installments, with all such installments to be 

separately invoiced and paid for individually, without regard to subsequent deliveries.   Notwithstanding the foregoing, Nimble Storage may make Ancillary 

Software available on its website for electronic download by Customer. All Products will be deemed to be irrevocably and unconditionally accepted by Customer 

upon delivery or download, as applicable; provided, however, that the foregoing shall in no way limit Nimble Storage’s warranty obligations as set forth under 

Section 4 below. Returns of Products will not be permitted unless expressly authorized in writing by Nimble Storage. Unless Customer orders installation services 

as specified on an applicable Purchase Order and pays the applicable fees, Nimble Storage will have no obligation to provide any installation services. 

FEES AND PAYMENT. 

3.1   INTENTIONALLY OMITTED 

 

WARRANTY. 

Hardware.  For a period of one year after the date of receipt by Customer of the applicable Product Hardware (the “Hardware Warranty Period”), Nimble Storage 

warrants that the Product Hardware, when used as permitted under these Terms and in accordance with the Documentation, will be Error-free.  If the Product 

Hardware (or any component or portion thereof) fails to conform to the foregoing warranty, Nimble Storage will, at its own expense and as its sole obligation, and 

Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy, for breach of this warranty: (a) use commercially reasonable efforts to repair or replace any Product Hardware for which a 

reproducible Error is reported in writing to Nimble Storage by Customer during the Hardware Warranty Period; or (b) if Nimble Storage is unable to repair or 

replace such defective Product Hardware so that it is Error-free, will accept the return of the Product incorporating the defective Hardware, refund to Customer the 
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Purchase Price actually paid by Customer to Nimble Storage for such Product less a reasonable amount for depreciation thereof, and, at Nimble Storage’s option, 

terminate these Terms. Replacement Products Hardware may be refurbished and/or different models, but will be functionally equivalent to the Product Hardware 

being replaced. Nimble Storage’s warranty obligations under this Section 4.1 are conditioned on Customer complying with Nimble Storage’s then-current RMA 

guidelines and shipping the affected Product Hardware to Nimble Storage for repair or replacement. Nimble Storage will have no warranty obligations under this 

Section 4.1 with respect to returned Product Hardware, if Nimble Storage determines, in its reasonable discretion, after analysis of that returned Product Hardware, 

that the Product Hardware has no Error (such Product, an “Ineligible Product”). Nimble Storage will bear all costs of shipping to and from Nimble Storage under 

this Section 4.1, except with respect to any Ineligible Product, for which Customer will bear all shipping costs. The provision of any repair or replacement by 

Nimble Storage to Customer in performance of the warranty obligations in this Section 4.1 will not operate to extend the original Hardware Warranty Period.  

Nimble Storage will have no warranty obligation under this Section 4.1 to the extent any claims for warranty service result from or relate to (a) any modifications, 

alterations, or servicing of the Product Hardware by any party other than Nimble Storage or Nimble Storage’s subcontractors; (b) handling, storage, installation, or 

use not in accordance with the applicable Documentation; (c) damage from accidents, abuse, misuse, or negligence, or any factors beyond Nimble Storage’s 

control such as fire or flood; (d) any breakdowns, fluctuations, or interruptions in electric power, air conditioning, the telecommunications network, or any 

combination with products not supplied by Nimble Storage; (e) any defect or nonconformance that is not reproducible by Nimble Storage; or (f) any violation of 

these Terms. Customer will not extend on Nimble Storage’s behalf any representation or warranty from Nimble Storage. 

Software. For a period of ninety (90) days after the date of receipt by Customer of the Product incorporating the Embedded Software or the date that Customer 

downloads the Ancillary Software, as applicable (the “Software Warranty Period”), Nimble Storage warrants that the Software, when used as permitted under 

these Terms and in accordance with the Documentation, will be Error-free. If the Software (or any module or portion thereof) fails to conform to the foregoing 

warranty, Nimble Storage will, at its own expense and as its sole obligation, and Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy, for breach of this warranty: (a) use 

commercially reasonable efforts to correct any reproducible Software for which an Error is reported in writing to Nimble Storage by Customer during the Software 

Warranty Period; or (b) if Nimble Storage is unable to correct such nonconformity, accept, as applicable, return of (i) the Product incorporating the affected 

Software and refund to Customer the fees actually paid by Customer for the affected Products less a reasonable amount for depreciation thereof, in which case 

Customer’s right to use such Software will be terminated, or (ii) the affected Ancillary Software and terminate Customer’s right to use such Ancillary Software. 

The provision of any bug fix, patch, or error correction by Nimble Storage to Customer in performance of the warranty obligations in this Section 4.2 will not 

operate to extend the original Software Warranty Period. Nimble Storage will have no warranty obligation under this Section 4.2 to the extent any claims for 

warranty service result from or relate to: (a) any use of a version of the Software other than the current version or the immediately preceding version provided by 

Nimble Storage; (b) any use of the Products in a computing environment not meeting the system requirements set forth in the Documentation or applicable order 

documentation, including hardware and operating system requirements; (c) any issues arising from the failure of the Software to interoperate with any other 

software, except to the extent that such interoperability is mandated in the applicable Documentation; (d) any violation of these Terms; or (e) any other conditions 

listed in clauses (a) through (f) of Section 4.1. 

Disclaimer. EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE SET FORTH IN SECTION 4 ("WARRANTIES"), NIMBLE STORAGE PROVIDES THE PRODUCTS "AS IS" 

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, NIMBLE STORAGE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND 

REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND RELATING TO PRODUCTS, SOFTWARE OR SERVICES PROVIDED HEREUNDER, WHETHER EXPRESS, 
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IMPLIED, STATUTORY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, ACCURACY, OR NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. NIMBLE STORAGE DOES NOT 

WARRANT THAT THE OPERATION OF THE PRODUCTS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, ERROR-FREE, OR SECURE. BOTH PARTIES 

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THEY HAVE NOT ENTERED INTO THESE TERMS IN RELIANCE UPON ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION. THE 

DISCLAIMERS IN THIS SECTION 4.3 WILL NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW. WITHOUT LIMITING THE 

FOREGOING, TO THE EXTENT AN IMPLIED WARRANTY CANNOT BE EXCLUDED, SUCH WARRANTY IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 

EXPRESS WARRANTY PERIOD. BECAUSE SOME STATES OR JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON THE DURATION OF IMPLIED 

WARRANTIES, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY.  THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES CUSTOMER SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND 

CUSTOMER MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE OR FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION.  THE 

PRODUCTS ARE NOT DESIGNED, INTENDED, OR CERTIFIED FOR USE IN COMPONENTS OF SYSTEMS INTENDED FOR THE OPERATION OF 

WEAPONS, WEAPONS SYSTEMS, NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS, MEANS OF MASS TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION, MEDICAL SYSTEMS, 

DEVICES, IMPLANTS, OR EQUIPMENT, POLLUTION CONTROL, HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES MANAGEMENT, OR FOR ANY OTHER 

DANGEROUS APPLICATION IN WHICH THE FAILURE OF THE PRODUCTS COULD CREATE A SITUATION WHERE BODILY INJURY OR DEATH 

MAY OCCUR.   CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDS THAT USE OF THE PRODUCTS IN ANY SUCH APPLICATION IS SOLELY AT CUSTOMER'S RISK. 

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT. 

INTENTIONALLY OMITTED  

Term; Termination.  The term of the Support Services will commence on the Support Services effective date specified in the Purchase Order and will continue for 

a period of one (1) year or as otherwise specified in the applicable order documentation, unless earlier terminated in accordance with this Section 5.2. 

Subsequently, such term will be renewed for additional successive one (1) year terms, if ordered by Customer. The term of the Support Services will automatically 

terminate upon the termination or expiration of these Terms. Upon the termination or expiration of Support Services for any reason, Nimble Storage will have no 

further obligation to provide Support Services (or other services) for the Products. 

Lapsed Support. For a period of one (1) year after any lapse of Support Services, Customer may elect to reinstate such Support Services for such Products upon the 

terms set forth in these Terms; provided, however, that (a) such Support Services for the applicable Product have not been discontinued by Nimble Storage; (b) 

these Terms continue to be in effect; (c) Customer provides Nimble Storage, upon request, reasonable access to the Products for the purpose of ascertaining that 

the Products are in satisfactory condition; and (d) Customer pays to Nimble Storage (i) an amount equal to all of the fees that would have been due to Nimble 

Storage had the Support Services been provided under these Terms during the entire period of such lapse and the fees for the renewed term, and (ii) a 

recertification fee in an amount determined by Nimble Storage. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Nimble Storage will have the right to deny reinstatement of 

Support Services if it determines that the applicable Products are not in satisfactory condition, or for any other reason or no reason, in Nimble Storage’s sole 

discretion. 
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Support Services.  Unless Customer orders Support Services as specified on an applicable order and pays the applicable Purchase Price therefor, Nimble Storage 

will have no obligation to provide any Support Services. On condition that Customer has paid the applicable Purchase Price for the Support Services, Nimble 

Storage will provide the following Support Services to Customer pursuant to these Terms: 

Helpdesk Support.  Nimble Storage will provide telephone and e-mail support for the use of the Products twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.  Such 

support will be provided solely to Customer Technical Personnel, and will consist of answering questions regarding the proper operation of the Products, providing 

troubleshooting assistance, and rendering general information, advice, and instructions in connection with the use of the Products. Customer will be responsible for 

providing first-line helpdesk support for individual end- users of the Products, and Customer will be responsible for screening first-line technical inquiries and 

escalating to Nimble Storage only those issues that cannot be resolved by the Customer Technical Personnel.  Nimble Storage will have no obligation to accept 

calls or messages directly from, or otherwise interact directly with, personnel other than the Customer Technical Personnel.  The number of Customer Technical 

Personnel will not exceed the limit set forth on the Quotation or applicable order documentation and, if no number is specified therein, then the number will not 

exceed three (3). Nimble Storage will also provide a user account to Customer for online access to Nimble Storage’s online support portal. 

Errors.  Nimble Storage will use commercially reasonable efforts to respond to each reported Error. Such response may take the form of Updates, procedural 

solutions, correction of Documentation errors, Hardware replacement, or other remedial measures as Nimble Storage may determine, in Nimble Storage’s sole 

discretion, to be appropriate. If Nimble Storage determines, in its reasonable discretion, that a Hardware component contains an Error, Nimble Storage will 

respond within the timeframes specified in Appendix A, depending on the level of support purchased by Customer.  Nimble will use commercially reasonable 

efforts to issue an RMA number and deliver a replacement for such component to Customer within the timeframe specified by the level of support purchased by 

the Customer.  Customer is responsible for providing to Nimble Storage Customer’s current and correct contact information, including shipping address and name 

and phone number of a key contact at the applicable location. The response times described in Appendix A will not be applicable if Customer has moved the 

Product to a different location than that specified on the Purchase Order applicable to such Product and accordingly, Nimble Storage, in its sole discretion, is 

unable to provide such response time, in which event, Nimble Storage will use commercially reasonable efforts to respond within a reasonable timeframe. 

Customer acknowledges that for timely response and attempted resolution by Nimble Storage, the applicable Product must have enabled heartbeats and auto-

support alerts to Nimble Storage’s support team, as well as external network access from the Products, enabling Nimble Storage’s support team to have 

WebEx/support tunnel access. Customer’s inability or unwillingness to do the foregoing will materially impair Nimble Storage’s ability to provide support services 

on a timely basis, if at all.  Customer will be responsible for shipping any replaced component(s) to Nimble Storage within ten (10) Business Days after receipt of 

the replacement in accordance with Nimble Storage’s then-current RMA guidelines. Customer shall pay Nimble Storage the cost to Nimble Storage of the 

replacement component, if (i) Customer fails to return the replaced component to Nimble Storage in accordance with this subsection (b), or (ii) Nimble Storage 

determines, in its reasonable discretion, after failure analysis of the replaced component that such component is an Ineligible Product (or, as applicable, an 

Ineligible Product component, or an “Ineligible Component”). Replacement Hardware may be refurbished and/or different models, but will be functionally 

equivalent to the Hardware being replaced. All returned or replaced Hardware components will become Nimble Storage’s property. Nimble Storage will bear all 

costs of shipping related to the replacement of a component under this Section 5.4(b), except with respect to any Ineligible Component, for which Customer will 

bear all shipping costs for the delivery of the replacement to Customer and the delivery of the Ineligible Component to Nimble Storage. Customer acknowledges 

and agrees that the resolution of certain Errors may require Customer to upgrade to a certain Software release. 
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Additional Support.  If Customer desires support other than that specified under these Terms, Nimble Storage may choose to offer such support on a time and 

materials basis at Nimble Storage’s then-current fees. 

Updates.  Customer will be entitled to obtain and use all Updates that are generally released during the term of these Terms to customers that purchase support and 

maintenance for the Products. Nimble Storage may make such Updates available to Customer through electronic download or on optical, magnetic, or other 

removable media.  Certain Updates may require the use of new or upgraded Hardware. Such Hardware is not included under the Support Services and must be 

purchased separately. Nimble Storage will have no obligation under these Terms to furnish any Enhancements to Customer, and any Enhancements that may be 

supplied to Customer by Nimble Storage will be subject to separate terms and conditions, including additional fees. The provision of any Update to Customer will 

not operate to extend the original warranty period on the Products. All Updates, Enhancements, and other bug fixes and modifications to the Software provided by 

Nimble Storage will be deemed part of the Software and licensed to Customer under the terms of the applicable EULA. 

Support Lifecycle.  Nimble Storage provides different levels of support depending on where a Product is in its lifecycle.  Information on Nimble Storage’s product 

lifecycles and related Support Services is set forth in Nimble Storage’s then-current end of availability and end of support policy, a copy of which will be provided 

to Customer upon request.  Nimble Storage reserves the right to update or amend its policies from time to time. 

Customer Responsibilities. 

Responsibilities.  As a condition to all of Nimble Storage’s obligations under this Section 5, Customer will provide the following: 

Customer will ensure that all of its personnel who use the Products in the course of their employment are familiar with the Products to the extent necessary for 

them to operate the Products as necessary to perform their duties with reasonable competence.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, at Customer’s 

expense, Customer will cause all Customer Technical Personnel to complete such Product-related training and instruction as Nimble Storage may reasonably 

require from time to time.  Upon the appointment of any new Customer Technical Personnel, Customer will take reasonable steps to expeditiously train the new 

individual to appropriate standards of technical competence.  Customer will cooperate with Nimble Storage to the extent that such cooperation would facilitate 

Nimble Storage’s provision of Support Services hereunder.  By way of example, but not limitation, Customer acknowledges that Support Services are not a 

substitute for proper training on the Products. 

Without limiting the foregoing, Customer will (a) provide Nimble Storage, at its request, with reasonable access to appropriate personnel, records, network 

resources, and maintenance logs; and (b) comply with Nimble Storage’s instructions regarding the use and operation of the Products. 

Customer agrees and acknowledges that Nimble Storage’s obligations under these Terms are limited to the Products, and that Nimble Storage is not responsible for 

the operation and general maintenance of Customer’s computing environment. Without limiting the foregoing, Customer will keep a detailed operations log for the 

Products and will document any Errors that arise.  Customer will also be responsible for activities related to data backup, and Customer will ensure that all 

necessary data backup functions have been performed.  Nimble Storage will not be responsible for any losses or liabilities arising in connection with any failure of 
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data backup processes. 

Exclusions. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Terms, Nimble Storage will have no obligation to provide any Support Services to Customer to the 

extent that such Support Services arise from or relate to any conditions that are listed as warranty exclusions in Section 4. 

INTENTIONALLY OMITTED.   

IP INDEMNIFICATION. Nimble Storage will defend at its own expense any action against Customer brought by a third party to the extent that the action is based 

upon a claim that the Software infringes any U.S. patents issued as of the effective date of these Terms, U.S. copyrights, U.S. trademarks, or trade secrets 

recognized under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, and Nimble Storage will pay those damages finally awarded against Customer in any such action that are 

specifically attributable to such claim or those damages agreed to in a monetary settlement of such action. The foregoing obligation is conditioned on: (a) 

Customer notifying Nimble Storage promptly in writing of such action, (b) unless prohibited by applicable state law, Customer giving Nimble Storage sole control 

of the defense thereof and any related settlement negotiations, and (c) Customer cooperating with Nimble Storage and, at Nimble Storage’s request and expense, 

assisting in such defense. If any Software becomes, or in Nimble Storage’s opinion is likely to become, the subject of an infringement claim, Nimble Storage may, 

at its option and expense, either (a) procure for Customer the right to continue using the Software, (b) replace or modify the Software so that it becomes non-

infringing, or (c) accept return of (1) the Product incorporating the affected Software and refund to Customer the fees actually paid by Customer to Nimble Storage 

for the affected Products less a reasonable amount for depreciation thereof, in which case Customer’s right to use such Software will be terminated, or (2) the 

affected Ancillary Software and terminate Customer’s right to use such Ancillary Software. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Nimble Storage will have no 

obligation under this Section 7 or otherwise with respect to any infringement claim based upon (i) any use of the Software not in accordance with these Terms or 

the applicable Documentation or for purposes not intended by Nimble Storage, (ii) any use of Software in combination with other products, equipment, software, 

or data not supplied by Nimble Storage, or (iii) any modification or alteration of the Software or Product by any person other than Nimble Storage or its authorized 

representatives, and Customer will indemnify, defend, and hold Nimble Storage harmless from and against all claims, suits, damages, liabilities, costs, and 

expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) arising from or relating to such infringement claim if permitted under applicable law.  THIS SECTION 7 STATES 

NIMBLE STORAGE’S ENTIRE LIABILITY, AND CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY, FOR INFRINGEMENT CLAIMS AND ACTIONS. 

CONFIDENTIALITY.  The Software, any benchmark or performance tests relating to the Products or Software, and certain information regarding the Products and 

Nimble Storage’s business, including technical, marketing, financial, employee, planning, and other confidential or proprietary information, is considered Nimble 

Storage’s “Confidential Information”. Customer shall protect the Confidential Information from unauthorized dissemination and use with the same degree of care 

that Customer uses to protect its own like information and, in any event, will use no less than a reasonable degree of care in protecting such Confidential 

Information.  Customer will use the Confidential Information only for those purposes expressly authorized in these Terms. Customer will not disclose to third 

parties the Confidential Information without the prior written consent of Nimble Storage. 

OWNERSHIP. 
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Intellectual Property Rights.  Customer acknowledges and agrees that Nimble Storage and its suppliers exclusively own all right, title, and interest, including all 

patent, copyright, trade secret, trademark, moral rights, and other intellectual property rights worldwide (collectively, “Intellectual Property Rights”) in and to the 

Products, the Documentation, and all Confidential Information. Nimble Storage and its suppliers expressly reserve all rights not expressly granted to Customer in 

these Terms. There are no implied licenses granted hereunder. Customer shall not engage, and will not authorize or direct any third party to engage, in any act or 

omission that would impair any Intellectual Property Right of Nimble Storage or any of its suppliers. 

Software Terms.  All Software provided in connection with these Terms is governed by the terms of the applicable EULA. The applicable EULA must be accepted 

by Customer in order to download, install, and/or use the Software. Subject to and without limiting the foregoing, Customer acknowledges and agrees that the 

Software and its structure, organization, source code, and Documentation constitute valuable trade secrets of Nimble Storage.  Accordingly, Customer agrees not 

to: (a) modify, adapt, alter, translate, or create derivative works from the Software or Documentation; (b) merge the Software with any other software; (c) 

distribute, sublicense, lease, rent, loan, or otherwise transfer the Software or Documentation to any third party; (d) reverse-engineer the Products or decompile, 

disassemble, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code for the Software; or (e) otherwise use or copy the Software except as expressly permitted hereunder. 

Customer must reproduce, on all copies made by it, and must not remove, alter, or obscure in any way any proprietary rights notices (including copyright notices) 

of Nimble Storage and its licensors on or within the copies of the Software and Documentation.   

Feedback.  Any questions, comments, or feedback provided by Customer to Nimble Storage regarding the Products and any other products, services, or materials 

provided by Nimble Storage (collectively, “Feedback”) will be deemed non-confidential and non- proprietary information for purposes of these Terms. Nimble 

Storage will have no obligation to Customer or any third party with respect to such Feedback, and be free to use and exploit such Feedback in any form or manner 

and for any purpose and without payment of any consideration to Customer or any third party. 

Unauthorized Products and Brand Protection.  Customer will not remove, deface, or obscure any Nimble Storage copyright or trademark notices and/or legends or 

other proprietary notices on, incorporated in, or associated with the Products. Customer may not alter, unbundle or break the Product down to components for 

distribution, transfer, resale or any other purposes. Customer is strictly prohibited from separating a Product key from the associated Software and transferring the 

Product key to a third party for any purposes.  All Product must only be obtained in the first instance from Nimble Storage (or Nimble Storage’s authorized 

resellers, as applicable). If, in Nimble Storage’s reasonable judgment, the original acquisition of a Product from Nimble Storage (or Nimble Storage’s authorized 

resellers, as applicable) occurred through unauthorized means, Nimble Storage has no obligations to provide customer services or any support to Customer for the 

Product in question or to allow any associated Software licenses to continue. 

TERM AND TERMINATION.  Except as prohibited under any governing state procurement law, Nimble Storage may terminate these Terms immediately upon written 

notice if Customer breaches these Terms, regardless of cure. These Terms will automatically terminate upon cessation of any Support Services, subject to any 

reinstatement after lapse under the terms of Section 5.3.  Sections 1, 3, 4.3, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11 will survive the termination or expiration of these Terms for any 

reason.  In addition, upon any expiration or termination of these Terms, Nimble Storage may cancel or reschedule any Purchase Orders outstanding as of such 

termination or expiration date. 
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GENERAL. 

Governing Law.  Subject to the requirements of the WSCA contract, these Terms will be governed by the laws of the State of California, without giving effect to 

any conflicts of laws principles that require the application of the laws of a different jurisdiction. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International 

Sale of Goods will apply only to the extent that it establishes the provisions of these Terms as exclusively binding the parties with respect to the subject matter of 

these Terms.  Except as prohibited under the WSCA contract or an agreement with any Participating Entity, any action or proceeding arising from or relating to 

these Terms must be brought in a state or federal court located in Santa Clara County, California, and each party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction and venue 

of any such court in any such action or proceeding, except that Nimble Storage may file a claim or take action in any court having jurisdiction to protect its 

Intellectual Property Rights or Confidential Information. 

Miscellaneous.  Except as prohibited by the WSCA contract or any Participating Agreement, Nimble Storage may freely assign its rights or delegate any of its 

duties under these Terms. Customer may not assign or transfer, by operation of law or otherwise, any of its rights under these Terms without Nimble Storage’s 

prior written consent. Any attempted assignment or transfer in violation of the foregoing will be void. All waivers must be in writing. Any waiver or failure to 

enforce any provision of these Terms on one occasion will not be deemed a waiver of any other provision or of such provision on any other occasion. Unless 

otherwise expressly agreed to in writing by Nimble Storage, no usage of trade, course of dealings, course of performance, understanding, or any term or condition 

in any Purchase Order, confirmation, or other document furnished by Customer that in any way modifies, is inconsistent with, is different from, attempts to explain 

and/or is in addition to these Terms shall be part of these Terms, and shall be regarded as null and void and is hereby expressly rejected.  Additionally, Nimble 

Storage's failure to object to any term or condition in any oral or written communication from Customer, will not constitute an acceptance thereof or a waiver of 

any term or condition contained in these Terms.  If any provision of these Terms is unenforceable, such provision will be changed and interpreted to accomplish 

the objectives of such provision to the greatest extent possible under applicable law and the remaining provisions will continue in full force and effect. All notices, 

consents, and approvals under these Terms must be delivered in accordance with the WSCA contract or a contract with a Participating Entity.  In the absence of a 

notice clause to the contrary, all notices, consents, and approvals under this Agreement must be delivered in writing by courier, by electronic facsimile (fax), or by 

certified or registered mail, (postage prepaid and return receipt requested) to the other party at the address set forth on the Quotation and will be effective upon 

receipt or five business days after being deposited in the mail as required above, whichever occurs sooner. Either party may change its address by giving notice of 

the new address to the other party. Nimble Storage will be excused from performance of its obligations under these Terms if such failure to perform results from 

compliance with any requirement of applicable law, acts of God, fire, strike, embargo, terrorist attack, war, blackout, telecommunications or network failure, 

insurrection or riot or other causes beyond the reasonable control of Nimble Storage.  Any delay resulting from any of such causes shall extend performance 

accordingly or excuse performance, in whole or in part, as may be reasonable under the circumstances. 

Export Restrictions.  Customer acknowledges that the laws and regulations of the United States may restrict the export and re-export of certain commodities and 

technical data of United States origin. Customer agrees that it will not export or re-export the Products in any form without the appropriate United States and/or 

foreign government licenses. The Product is a "commercial item," as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. 2.101. Any technical data provided with such Product is 

commercial technical data as that term is used in 48 C.F.R. 12.211. All Software and Documentation constitute "commercial computer software" and "commercial 

computer software documentation," as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212, and are provided to the U.S. Government only as commercial end items. 
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Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.211 through 12.212, 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4, and 48 C.F.R. 252.227-7015, all U.S. Government customers acquire 

the Product with only those rights set forth in these Terms. Headings used in these Terms are for ease of reference only and shall not be used to interpret any aspect 

of these Terms.  Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, “includes” and “including” are not limiting. These Terms may be amended only by a writing signed 

by both parties The parties are independent contractors under these Terms and no other relationship is intended including, without limitation, a partnership, 

franchise, joint venture, agency, employer/employee, fiduciary, master/servant relationship, or other special relationship. Neither party shall act in a manner that 

expresses or implies a relationship other than that of independent contractor. These terms, together with the WSCA contract and any Participating Addendum, 

constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof. Nothing in these terms, express or implied, is intended to nor shall be 

construed to confer upon or give to any third party (including any customer) other than the parties hereto, any interest, right, remedy, or other benefit with respect 

to or in connection with these Terms.  All Purchase Orders and invoices under these Terms will be subject only to these Terms.  In the event the terms of any such 

Purchase Order, invoice or any confirmation or similar document conflict with or are additional to these Terms, these Terms alone shall apply and shall govern 

regardless of execution of such document by one or both parties. 
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Appendix A - Standard Response Levels Available For Purchase* 

This Maintenance/Support Addendum (“Addendum”) describes the below-referenced Nimble Storage maintenance and support offerings that are available to Customer for 

Products.  Such maintenance and support are available pursuant to Nimble Storage’s then-current technical support policies, which may be revised and updated by Nimble Storage 

from time to time. 

Type of Response Response Time Restrictions/Special Terms 

Next Business Day Parts 
Delivery 

Following telephone- 
based troubleshooting and 

diagnosis, parts will be 

dispatched to arrive on-site 

the next business day. 

 Available five (5) days each week, ten 

(10) hours each day - excluding holidays. 

Customer will be solely responsible for 

installing the replacement part Calls 

received by Nimble Support after 3:00 

PM** local Customer time (Monday - 

Friday) may require an additional 

business day for parts to arrive at 

Customer’s location. 

4 Hour Parts Delivery Following completion 
of telephone-based 

troubleshooting and diagnosis, 

parts will be dispatched to 

arrive on- site within 4 hours.  

 Available seven (7) days each week, 

twenty-four (24) hours each day - 

including holidays. 

 Available in defined four (4) hour 

response locations (e.g. zip codes). 

 Customer will be solely responsible for 

installing the replacement part 

4 Hour Onsite Parts 
Replacement 

Following completion 
of telephone-based 
troubleshooting and diagnosis 
identifying root cause, parts 
will be dispatched to arrive on- 
site within 4 hours. 

 Available seven (7) days each week, 

twenty-four (24) hours each day - 

including holidays. 

 Available in defined four (4) hour 

response locations (e.g. zip codes). 

 Nimble Storage will install the 

replacement part  

*Nimble Storage reserves the right to modify this Appendix A from time to time. 
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EXHIBIT A-5 

 

NIMBLE STORAGE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“AGREEMENT”) GOVERN USE OF THE SOFTWARE 
AND DOCUMENTATION. 

 
Nimble Storage Inc., located at 211 River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134 (“Nimble”), and XXX (“you” or “Licensee”) agree to the terms contained in 

this Agreement.  This Agreement is in addition to the separate Nimble Terms and Conditions of Sale and Support (the “Terms”).  You agree to and abide by 

both this Agreement and the Terms regarding your use of the Product and the Software and any Support Services (as defined in the Terms) provided to you by 

Nimble.  A copy of the Terms is incorporated into the ______contract.  This Agreement, the Terms, and any other written agreements directly negotiated 

between you and Nimble with respect to the Product constitute the final, complete, and exclusive agreement between the parties regarding the Product.  

 

By entering into this Agreement Licensee expressly agrees that any new, different, or conflicting provisions in Licensee’s purchase order or other forms are 

hereby expressly rejected by Nimble Storage and will be deemed null and void, except to the extent that such purchase order or other forms are incorporated into 

a contract signed by you and Nimble. 
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DEFINITIONS 
 

“Ancillary Software” means any software that is provided by Nimble for use in conjunction with the Product on a standalone basis and not as pre-installed on, 

embedded in, or incorporated into the hardware components of a Product. 
 

“Documentation” means the Product user documentation furnished by Nimble to users. 
 

“Embedded Software” means any software, in object code form, that is provided by Nimble pre-installed on, embedded in, or incorporated into the hardware 

components of a Product. 
 

“Product(s)” means the Nimble product(s) described in the quotation or other order documentation provided by Nimble or Nimble’s authorized reseller, 

including the hardware and Software components thereof. 
 

“Software” means for purposes of this Agreement, the Ancillary Software and the Embedded Software. 
 

2. LICENSE RIGHTS 
 

2.1        License.   Subject to Licensee’s agreement to and compliance with the terms of this Agreement, Nimble grants to Licensee a limited, 

nonexclusive, perpetual,  nontransferable license,  without the right to sublicense, to: (a) execute the Embedded Software solely for the purpose of operating the 

Products incorporating such Embedded Software; (b) install an unlimited  number  of  copies  of  Ancillary  Software,  in object code form only, at a location 

owned or controlled by Licensee; (c) use each copy of the Ancillary Software installed in accordance with (b) solely in conjunction with the Products in 

accordance with the Documentation and solely for Licensee’s internal purposes; and (d) make one copy of the Ancillary Software for archival and backup 

purposes only. 

 

2.2         Restrictions.     Licensee acknowledges and agrees that the Software and its structure, organization, source code, and Documentation constitute 

valuable trade secrets of Nimble.  Accordingly, Licensee agrees not to: (a) modify, adapt, alter, translate, or create derivative works from the Software or 

Documentation; (b) merge the Software with any other software; (c) distribute, sublicense, lease, rent, loan, or otherwise transfer the Software or Documentation 

to any third party; (d) reverse-engineer the Products or decompile, disassemble, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code for the Software; or (e) 

otherwise use or copy the Software except as expressly permitted hereunder.   Licensee must reproduce, on all copies made by it, and must not remove, alter, 

or obscure in any way any proprietary rights notices (including copyright notices) of Nimble and its licensors on or within the copies of the Software and 

Documentation. 
 

2.3         Open Source Software.   Certain items of software included with the Software are subject to “open source” or “free software” licenses 

(“Open Source Software”).  A list of attributions required for certain of the Open Source Software components is included with the Product(s). Some 
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of the Open Source Software is owned by third parties.  The Open Source Software is not subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.   Instead, 

each item of Open Source Software is licensed under the terms of the end-user license that accompanies such Open Source Software.   Nothing in this 

Agreement limits Licensee’s rights under, or grants Licensee rights that supersede, the terms and conditions of any applicable end user license for the Open 

Source Software. If required by any license for particular Open Source Software, Nimble makes such Open Source Software, and Nimble’s modifications to that 

Open Source Software, available by written request at Nimble’s address specified above.  
 
3.          WARRANTY DISCLAIMER.   EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN ANY TERMS PROVIDED BY NIMBLE IN 

CONJUNCTION WITH THE SALE OF A PRODUCT,  THE  SOFTWARE  IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, AND NIMBLE DISCLAIMS ALL 

WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE, PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT, WHETHER IMPLIED, 

EXPRESS, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 

TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD-PARTY RIGHTS, QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND ACCURACY.   NIMBLE DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 

SOFTWARE WILL IN EVERY CASE PROCESS ALL DATA CORRECTLY, OR THAT OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE ERROR-FREE OR 

UNINTERRUPTED. 
 

4.           INTENTIONALLY OMITTED.     
 

5.           IP INDEMNIFICATION.    Nimble  will  defend  at  its own expense any action against Licensee brought by a third party to the extent that the action 

is based upon a claim that the Software infringes any U.S. patents issued as of the effective date of this Agreement, U.S. copyrights, U.S. trademarks, or trade 

secrets recognized under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, and Nimble will pay those damages finally awarded against Licensee in any such action that are 

specifically attributable to such claim or those damages agreed to in a monetary settlement of such action. The foregoing obligation is conditioned on   (a) 

Licensee notifying Nimble promptly in writing of such action, (b) unless prohibited by applicable state law, Licensee giving Nimble sole control of the defense 

thereof and any related settlement negotiations, and (c) Licensee cooperating with Nimble and, at Nimble’s request and expense, assisting in such defense. If 

any Software becomes, or in Nimble’s opinion is likely to become, the subject of an infringement claim, Nimble may, at its option and expense, either (a) 

procure for Licensee the right to continue using the Software, (b) replace or modify the Software so that it becomes non-infringing, or (c) r e q u i r e  

L i c e n s e e  t o  return  ( 1)   the   Product  incorporating  the   affected Software, in which case Nimble will refund to Licensee the fees actually paid by 

Licensee for the affected Products less a reasonable amount for depreciation thereof and Licensee’s right to use such Software will be terminated, or (2) the 

affected Ancillary Software, in which case Licensee’s right to use such Ancillary Software will be terminated. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Nimble will have 

no obligation under this Section 5 or otherwise with respect to any infringement claim based upon (i) any use of the Software not in accordance with this 

Agreement   or   the   applicable   Documentation   or   for purposes not intended by Nimble, (ii) any use of Software in combination with other products, 

equipment, software, or data not supplied by Nimble, or (iii) any modification or alteration of the Software or Product by any person other than Nimble or its 

authorized representatives, and Licensee will indemnify, defend, and hold Nimble harmless from and against all claims, suits, damages, liabilities, costs, and 

expenses  (including  reasonable  attorneys’  fees)  arising from or relating to such infringement claim if permitted under applicable law.  This Section 5 states 

Nimble’s entire liability, and Licensee’s sole and exclusive remedy, for infringement claims and actions. 
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6.           TERM    AND    TERMINATION.        Except as prohibited under any governing state procurement law, Nimble    may terminate this 

Agreement immediately upon written notice if Licensee materially breaches this Agreement and fails to cure such breach within fifteen days after written notice 

of breach by Nimble.  Sections 1, 2.2,  3,  and  4  to  9  will survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason. 
 

7.           OWNERSHIP 
 

7.1         Intellectual Property Rights.  Licensee acknowledges and agrees that Nimble and its suppliers exclusively own all right, title, and interest, 

including all patent, copyright, trade secret, trademark, moral rights, and other intellectual property rights worldwide (collectively, “Intellectual Property 

Rights”) in and to the Software, the Documentation, and all Confidential Information. Nimble and its suppliers expressly reserve all rights not expressly 

granted to Licensee in this Agreement.  Licensee shall not engage in any act or omission that would impair any Intellectual Property Right of Nimble or any of 

its suppliers. 
 

7.2         Feedback.  Any questions, comments, or feedback provided by Licensee to Nimble regarding the Software and any other products, services, or 

materials provided by Nimble (collectively, “Feedback”) will be deemed non-confidential and non-proprietary information for purposes of this Agreement. 

Nimble will have no obligation to Licensee or any third party with respect to such  Feedback,  and  be  free  to  use  and  exploit  such Feedback in any form or 

manner and for any purpose and without payment of any consideration to Licensee or any third party. 
 

8.          CONFIDENTIALITY.   The Software, any related benchmark or performance tests, and certain information regarding Nimble’s business, including 

technical, marketing, financial, employee, planning, and other confidential or proprietary information   is considered Nimble’s “Confidential Information.” 

Licensee shall protect the Confidential Information from unauthorized dissemination and use with the same degree of care that Licensee uses to protect its 

own like information and, in any event, will use no less than a reasonable degree of care in protecting such Confidential Information.  Licensee will use the 

Confidential Information only for those purposes expressly authorized in this Agreement. Licensee will not disclose to third parties the Confidential Information 

without the prior written consent of Nimble. 
 

9.           GENERAL 
 

9.1         Governing Law.   S u b j ec t  t o  t he  r equ i r e me n t s  o f  t he  WSCA c on t r ac t ,  This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the 

State of California, without giving effect to any conflicts of laws principles that require the application of the laws of a different jurisdiction. The United Nations 

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods will apply only to the extent that it establishes the provisions of this Agreement as those 

exclusively binding the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement.  Except as prohibited under the WSCA contract or an agreement with 

any Participating Entity, any action or proceeding arising from or relating to this Agreement must be brought in a state or federal court located in Santa Clara 

County, California, and each party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction and venue of any such court in any such action or proceeding, except that Nimble may 

file a claim or take action in any court having jurisdiction to protect its intellectual property or confidential information. 
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9.2         No Maintenance or  Support.  Nimble will have no obligation under this Agreement to provide Licensee maintenance or support services 

relating to the Software.  Any maintenance and support must be purchased separately and will be governed by the Terms. 

 
9.3   Autosupport; Technical Analysis.   Licensee   acknowledges and agrees that the Software may transmit to Nimble diagnostic data relating to the 

Products, including without limitation system performance, capacity usage, hardware faults, and other information of a similar nature (collectively, “Diagnostic 

Data”), if Licensee enables such feature. The Software may transmit to Nimble Diagnostic Data on a daily or other periodic basis or upon a failure or crash of 

the Software. Licensee agrees that Nimble will have the right to: (a) use the Diagnostic Data to troubleshoot and monitor the Products and to enhance, improve, 

and develop current and future Nimble products and services; and (b) disclose the Diagnostic Data to third parties in an anonymous and aggregated form that 

does not link such Diagnostic Data to Licensee. Furthermore, Nimble may request Licensee to transfer data files (“Core Dumps”) from the Licensee’s arrays to 

Nimble, solely for Nimble to conduct technical analysis on the Core Dumps, provided that Licensee may transfer the Core Dumps only upon delivery to Nimble 

of a written authorization executed by an authorized representative of Licensee on a form acceptable to Nimble.  
 

9.4         Miscellaneous.      E x c e p t  a s  p r o h i b i t e d  b y  t h e  W S C A  c o n t r a c t  o r  a n y  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  A g r e e m e n t .  Nimble   may   

freely assign its rights or delegate any of its duties under this Agreement. Licensee may not assign or transfer, by operation of law or otherwise, any of its rights 

under this Agreement without Nimble’s prior written consent. Any attempted assignment or transfer in violation of the foregoing will be void. E x c e p t  a s  

p r o h i b i t e d  b y  t h e  W S C A  c o n t r a c t  o r  a n y  P a r t i c i p a t i n g  A g r e e m e n t ,  the Software is deemed irrevocably and unconditionally accepted 

upon installation or use thereof. All waivers must be in writing.  Any waiver or failure to enforce any provision of this Agreement on one occasion will not be  

deemed  a  waiver  of  any  other provision or of such provision on any other occasion. If any provision of this Agreement is unenforceable, such provision will 

be changed and interpreted to accomplish the objectives of such provision to the greatest extent possible under applicable law and the remaining provisions will 

continue in full force and effect. All notices, consents, and approvals  under  this  Agreement  must  be  delivered  in accordance with the WSCA contract or a 

contract with a Participating Entity.  In the absence of a notice clause to the contrary, all notices, consents, and approvals under this Agreement must be delivered 

in writing by courier, by electronic facsimile (fax), or by certified or registered mail, (postage prepaid and return receipt requested) to the other party at the 

address set forth above, for Nimble, and on the most recent order documentation, for Licensee, and will be effective upon receipt or five business days after 

being deposited in the mail as required above, whichever occurs sooner.   Either party may change its address by giving notice of the new address to the other 

party. Licensee acknowledges that the laws and regulations of the United States may restrict the export and re-export of certain commodities and technical data 

of United States origin. Licensee agrees that it will not export or re-export the Products in any form without the appropriate United States and/or foreign 

government licenses. If Licensee is a branch or agency of the United States Government, the following sentence applies. The Software  and  Documentation  

are  comprised  of “commercial computer software” (as defined in FAR 2.101) and “commercial computer software documentation” as such terms are used in 

48 C.F.R. 12.212 and are provided to the Government (i) for acquisition by or on behalf of civilian agencies, consistent with the policy set forth in 48 C.F.R. 

12.212; or (ii) for acquisition by or on behalf of units of the Department of  Defense, consistent with  the  policies set forth in 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 and 

227.7202-3. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, “includes” and “including” are not limiting. 
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VPAT  

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 level AA 

The requested WCAG VPAT applies to the responder’s website to be offered under the Contract. For products offered, VPATS are only to be provided upon 

request by the participating entity. It is strongly recommended Technical Staff who are trained in Accessibility complete this form.  
The comments portion must be filled in to further define how accessibility is or is not met. The quality of the comments impacts the reviewers’ understanding of the 

accessibility of your product/service. NOTE: MN only adopted the standards that are level A and level AA. This list includes level AAA standards, which are optional and 

highlighted in yellow. Comments are not required for level AAA. 

Principle 1: Perceivable – information and user interface components must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive. 
Standard Description Apply 

Yes/No 

Meets 

Yes/No 

Comments 

(mandatory) 

Guideline 1.1 Text Alternatives: Provide text alternatives for any non-text content so that it can be changed 

into other forms people need, such as large print, braille, speech, symbols or simpler language. 
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1.1.1 Non-text Content: All non-text content that is presented to the user 
has a text alternative that serves the equivalent purpose, except for 
the situations listed below (Level A). 

 Controls, Input: If non-text content is a control or accepts user 
input, then it has a name that describes its purpose. (Refer to 
Guideline 4.1 for additional requirements for controls and 
content that accepts user input.) 

 Time-Based Media: If non-text content is time-based media, 
then text alternatives at least provide descriptive identification 
of the non-text content. (Refer to Guideline 1.2 for the 
additional requirements for media.) 

 Test: If non-text content is a test or exercise that would be 
invalid if presented in text, then text alternatives at least provide 
descriptive identification of the non-text content. 

 Sensory: If non-text content is primarily intended to create a 
specific sensory experience, then text alternatives at least 
provide descriptive identification of the non-text content. 

 CAPTCHA: If the purpose of non-text content is to confirm that 
content is being accessed by a person rather than a computer, 
then text alternatives that identify and describe the purpose of 
the non-text content are provided, and alternative forms of 
CAPTCHA using output modes for different types of sensory 
perception are provided to accommodate different disabilities. 

 Decorative, Formatting, Invisible: If non-text content is pure 
decoration, is used only for visual formatting, or is not 
presented to users, then it is implemented in a way that it can 
be ignored by assistive technology. 

No Yes All content on 
the Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
site will be text 
only. 
 
We will not use 
CAPTCHA for 
content access. 
 
Decorative 
formatting can 
be ignored by 
assistive 
technology. 
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VPAT  

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 level AA 
 

Guideline 1.2 Time-based Media: Provide alternatives for time-based media. 

1.2.1 Audio-only and Video-only (Prerecorded): For prerecorded audio-only and 
prerecorded video-only media, the following are true, except when the 
audio or video is a media alternative for text and is clearly labeled as such 
(Level A): 

 Prerecorded Audio-only: An alternative for time-based media is 
provided that presents equivalent information for prerecorded audio-
only content. 

 Prerecorded Video-only: Either an alternative for time-based media or 
an audio track is provided that presents equivalent information for 
prerecorded video-only content. 

No Yes There will be no 
pre-recorded 
audio or video on 
the Nimble 
Storage WSCA 
website. 

1.2.2 Captions (Prerecorded): Captions are provided for all prerecorded audio 
content in synchronized media, except when the media is a media 
alternative for text and is clearly labeled as such. (Level A) 

No Yes There will be no 
pre-recorded 
audio or video on 
the Nimble 
Storage WSCA 
website. 

1.2.3 Audio Description or Media Alternative (Prerecorded): An alternative for 
time-based media or audio description of the prerecorded video content is 
provided for synchronized media, except when the media is a media 
alternative for text and is clearly labeled as such. (Level A) 

No Yes There will be no 
pre-recorded 
audio or video on 
the Nimble 
Storage WSCA 
website. 

1.2.4 Captions (Live): Captions are provided for all live audio content in 
synchronized media. (Level AA) 

No Yes There will be no 
live audio content 
the Nimble 
Storage WSCA 
website. 

1.2.5 Audio Description (Prerecorded): Audio description is provided for all 
prerecorded video content in synchronized media. (Level AA) 

No Yes There will be no 
pre-recorded 
audio or video on 
the Nimble 
Storage WSCA 
website. 

1.2.6 Sign Language (Prerecorded): Sign language interpretation is provided for 
all prerecorded audio content in synchronized media. (Level AAA) 
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1.2.7 Extended Audio Description (Prerecorded): Where pauses in foreground 
audio are insufficient to allow audio descriptions to convey the sense of the 
video, extended audio description is provided for all prerecorded video 
content in synchronized media. (Level AAA) 

   

1.2.8 Media Alternative (Prerecorded): An alternative for time-based media is 
provided for all prerecorded synchronized media and for all prerecorded 
video-only media. (Level AAA) 

   

1.2.9 Audio-only (Live): An alternative for time-based media that presents 
equivalent information for live audio-only content is provided. (Level AAA) 
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VPAT  

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 level AA 
 
Guideline 1.3 Adaptable: Create content that can be presented in different ways (for example simpler layout) without losing 
information or structure. 

1.3.1 Info and Relationships: Information, structure, and relationships conveyed 
through presentation can be programmatically determined or are available 
in text. (Level A) 

Yes Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will be 
simple text only. 

1.3.2 Meaningful Sequence: When the sequence in which content is presented 
affects its meaning, a correct reading sequence can be programmatically 
determined. (Level A) 

Yes Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will be 
simple text only. 

1.3.3 Sensory Characteristics: Instructions provided for understanding and 
operating content do not rely solely on sensory characteristics of 
components such as shape, size, visual location, orientation, or sound. 
(Level A) 

Yes Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will be 
simple text only. 

Guideline 1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background. 

1.4.1 Use of Color: Color is not used as the only visual means of conveying 
information, indicating an action, prompting a response, or distinguishing a 
visual element. (Level A) 

Yes Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will be 
simple text only. 

1.4.2 Audio Control: If any audio on a Web page plays automatically for more 
than 3 seconds, either a mechanism is available to pause or stop the 
audio, or a mechanism is available to control audio volume independently 
from the overall system volume level. (Level A) 

No Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will not 
have pre-
recorded audio. 

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum): The visual presentation of text and images of text has 
a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1, except for the following: (Level AA) 

 Large Text: Large-scale text and images of large-scale text have a 
contrast ratio of at least 3:1;  

 Incidental: Text or images of text that are part of an inactive user 
interface component, that are pure decoration, that are not visible to 
anyone, or that are part of a picture that contains significant other 
visual content, have no contrast requirement. 

 Logotypes: Text that is part of a logo or brand name has no minimum 
contrast requirement. 

Yes Yes Meets 
requirements 
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1.4.4 Resize text: Except for captions and images of text, text can be resized 
without assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or 
functionality. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes Meets 
requirements 

1.4.5 Images of Text: If the technologies being used can achieve the visual 
presentation, text is used to convey information rather than images of text 
except for the following: (Level AA) 

 Customizable: The image of text can be visually customized to the 
user's requirements; 

 Essential: A particular presentation of text is essential to the 
information being conveyed. 

Yes Yes The Nimble 
Storage WCSA 
website will be 
simple text only. 
No images of text 
will be used. 

1.4.6 Contrast (Enhanced): The visual presentation of text and images of text 
has a contrast ratio of at least 7:1, except for the following: (Level AAA) 

 Large Text: Large-scale text and images of large-scale text have a 
contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1; 

 Incidental: Text or images of text that are part of an inactive user 
interface component, that are pure decoration, that are not visible to 
anyone, or that are part of a picture that contains significant other 
visual content, have no contrast requirement. 

 Logotypes: Text that is part of a logo or brand name has no minimum 
contrast requirement. 

   

1.4.7 Low or No Background Audio: For prerecorded audio-only content that (1) 
contains primarily speech in the foreground, (2) is not an audio CAPTCHA 
or audio logo, and (3) is not vocalization intended to be primarily musical 
expression such as singing or rapping, at least one of the following is true: 
(Level AAA) 

 No Background: The audio does not contain background sounds. 

 Turn Off: The background sounds can be turned off. 

 20 dB: The background sounds are at least 20 decibels lower than the 
foreground speech content, with the exception of occasional sounds 
that last for only one or two seconds.  
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1.4.8 Visual Presentation: For the visual presentation of blocks of text, a 
mechanism is available to achieve the following: (Level AAA) 

 Foreground and background colors can be selected by the user. 

 Width is no more than 80 characters or glyphs (40 if CJK). 

 Text is not justified (aligned to both the left and the right margins). 

 Line spacing (leading) is at least space-and-a-half within paragraphs, 
and paragraph spacing is at least 1.5 times larger than the line 
spacing. 

 Text can be resized without assistive technology up to 200 percent in 
a way that does not require the user to scroll horizontally to read a line 
of text on a full-screen window. 

   

1.4.9 Images of Text (No Exception): Images of text are only used for pure 
decoration or where a particular presentation of text is essential to the 
information being conveyed. (Level AAA) 
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VPAT  

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 level AA 

Principle 2: Operable - User interface components and navigation must be operable. 
Standard Description Apply 

Yes/No 
Meets 
Yes/No 

Comments 

Guideline 2.1 Keyboard Accessible: Make all functionality available from a keyboard. 

2.1.1 Keyboard: All functionality of the content is operable through a keyboard 
interface without requiring specific timings for individual keystrokes, except 
where the underlying function requires input that depends on the path of 
the user's movement and not just the endpoints. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Correct, not 
specific timings, 
just regular 
keystrokes. 

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap: If keyboard focus can be moved to a component of the 
page using a keyboard interface, then focus can be moved away from that 
component using only a keyboard interface, and, if it requires more than 
unmodified arrow or tab keys or other standard exit methods, the user is 
advised of the method for moving focus away. (Level A) 

Yes Yes  

2.1.3 Keyboard (No Exception): All functionality of the content is operable 
through a keyboard interface without requiring specific timings for individual 
keystrokes. (Level AAA) 

   

Guideline 2.2 Enough Time: Provide users enough time to read and use content. 

2.2.1 Timing Adjustable: For each time limit that is set by the content, at least 
one of the following is true: (Level A) 

 Turn off: The user is allowed to turn off the time limit before 
encountering it; or 

 Adjust: The user is allowed to adjust the time limit before encountering 
it over a wide range that is at least ten times the length of the default 
setting; or 

 Extend: The user is warned before time expires and given at least 20 
seconds to extend the time limit with a simple action (for example, 
"press the space bar"), and the user is allowed to extend the time limit 
at least ten times; or 

 Real-time Exception: The time limit is a required part of a real-time 
event (for example, an auction), and no alternative to the time limit is 
possible; or 

 Essential Exception: The time limit is essential and extending it would 
invalidate the activity; or 

 20 Hour Exception: The time limit is longer than 20 hours. 

Yes Yes There will be no 
time limit other 
than browser 
functionality. 
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2.2.2 Pause, Stop, Hide: For moving, blinking, scrolling, or auto-updating 
information, all of the following are true: (Level A) 

 Moving, blinking, scrolling: For any moving, blinking or scrolling 
information that (1) starts automatically, (2) lasts more than five 
seconds, and (3) is presented in parallel with other content, there is a 
mechanism for the user to pause, stop, or hide it unless the 
movement, blinking, or scrolling is part of an activity where it is 
essential; and 

 Auto-updating: For any auto-updating information that (1) starts 
automatically and (2) is presented in parallel with other content, there 
is a mechanism for the user to pause, stop, or hide it or to control the 
frequency of the update unless the auto-updating is part of an activity 
where it is essential. 

Yes Yes There will be no 
automatic 
blinking, moving, 
or scrolling on 
the Nimble 
WCSA website. 

2.2.3 No Timing: Timing is not an essential part of the event or activity presented 
by the content, except for non-interactive synchronized media and real-
time events. (Level AAA) 

   

2.2.4 Interruptions: Interruptions can be postponed or suppressed by the user, 
except interruptions involving an emergency. (Level AAA) 

   

2.2.5 Interruptions: Interruptions can be postponed or suppressed by the user, 
except interruptions involving an emergency. (Level AAA) 

   

Guideline 2.3 Seizures: Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures. 

2.3.1 Three Flashes or Below Threshold: Web pages do not contain anything 
that flashes more than three times in any one second period, or the flash 
is below the general flash and red flash thresholds. (Level A) 

Yes Yes There will be no 
flashing content 
on the site 

2.3.2 Three Flashes: Web pages do not contain anything that flashes more than 
three times in any one second period. (Level AAA) 

   

Guideline 2.4 Navigable: Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are. 

2.4.1 Bypass Blocks: A mechanism is available to bypass blocks of content that 
are repeated on multiple Web pages. (Level A) 

Yes Yes There is no 
repeating 
content. 

2.4.2 Page Titled: Web pages have titles that describe topic or purpose. (Level 
A) 

Yes Yes All web pages 
will have 
descriptive titles. 

2.4.3 Focus Order: If a Web page can be navigated sequentially and the 
navigation sequences affect meaning or operation, focusable components 
receive focus in an order that preserves meaning and operability. (Level 
A) 

Yes Yes There may be 
sequential 
navigation but  
nothing unusual 

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In Context): The purpose of each link can be determined 
from the link text alone or from the link text together with its 
programmatically determined link context, except where the purpose of 
the link would be ambiguous to users in general. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Links will be 
clearly identified 
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2.4.5 Multiple Ways: More than one way is available to locate a Web page 
within a set of Web pages except where the Web Page is the result of, or 
a step in, a process. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes There will be 
multiple 
navigation 
methods 

2.4.6 Headings and Labels: Headings and labels describe topic or purpose. 
(Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

2.4.7 Focus Visible: Any keyboard operable user interface has a mode of 
operation where the keyboard focus indicator is visible. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

2.4.8 Location: Information about the user's location within a set of Web pages 
is available. (Level AAA) 

   

2.4.9 Link Purpose (Link Only): A mechanism is available to allow the purpose 
of each link to be identified from link text alone, except where the purpose 
of the link would be ambiguous to users in general. (Level AAA) 

   

2.4.10 Section Headings: Section headings are used to organize the content. 
(Level AAA) 

   

 

Principle 3: Understandable - Information and the operation of user interface must be understandable. 
Standard Description Apply 

Yes/No 
Meets 
Yes/No 

Comments 

Guideline 3.1 Readable: Make text content readable and understandable. 

3.1.1 Language of Page: The default human language of each Web page can be 
programmatically determined. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.1.2 Language of Parts: The human language of each passage or phrase in the 
content can be programmatically determined except for proper names, 
technical terms, words of indeterminate language, and words or phrases 
that have become part of the vernacular of the immediately surrounding 
text. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.1.3 Unusual Words: A mechanism is available for identifying specific definitions 
of words or phrases used in an unusual or restricted way, including idioms 
and jargon. (Level AAA) 

   

3.1.4 Abbreviations: A mechanism for identifying the expanded form or meaning 
of abbreviations is available. (Level AAA) 

   

3.1.5 Reading Level: When text requires reading ability more advanced than the 
lower secondary education level after removal of proper names and titles, 
supplemental content, or a version that does not require reading ability 
more advanced than the lower secondary education level, is available. 
(Level AAA) 

   

3.1.6 Pronunciation: A mechanism is available for identifying specific 
pronunciation of words where meaning of the words, in context, is 
ambiguous without knowing the pronunciation. (Level AAA) 
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Guideline 3.2 Predictable: Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways. 

3.2.1 On Focus: When any component receives focus, it does not initiate a 
change of context. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.2.2 On Input: Changing the setting of any user interface component does not 
automatically cause a change of context unless the user has been advised 
of the behavior before using the component. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.2.3 Consistent Navigation: Navigational mechanisms that are repeated on 
multiple Web pages within a set of Web pages occur in the same relative 
order each time they are repeated, unless a change is initiated by the user. 
(Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.2.4 Consistent Identification: Components that have the same functionality 
within a set of Web pages are identified consistently. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.2.5 Change on Request: Changes of context are initiated only by user request 
or a mechanism is available to turn off such changes. (Level AAA) 

   

Guideline 3.3 Input Assistance: Help users avoid and correct mistakes. 

3.3.1 Error Identification: If an input error is automatically detected, the item that 
is in error is identified and the error is described to the user in text. (Level 
A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.3.2 Labels or Instructions: Labels or instructions are provided when content 
requires user input. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.3.3 Error Suggestion: If an input error is automatically detected and 
suggestions for correction are known, then the suggestions are provided 
to the user, unless it would jeopardize the security or purpose of the 
content. (Level AA) 

Yes Yes Yes 

3.3.4 Error Prevention (Legal, Financial, Data): For Web pages that cause legal 
commitments or financial transactions for the user to occur, that modify or 
delete user-controllable data in data storage systems, or that submit user 
test responses, at least one of the following is true: (Level AA) 

 Reversible: Submissions are reversible. 

 Checked: Data entered by the user is checked for input errors and 
the user is provided an opportunity to correct them. 

 Confirmed: A mechanism is available for reviewing, confirming, and 
correcting information before finalizing the submission. 

Yes Yes Website will not 
include any 
financial 
transactions or 
commitments. 

3.3.5 Help: Context-sensitive help is available. (Level AAA)    
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3.3.6 Error Prevention (All): For Web pages that require the user to submit 
information, at least one of the following is true: (Level AAA) 

 Reversible: Submissions are reversible. 

 Checked: Data entered by the user is checked for input errors and 
the user is provided an opportunity to correct them. 

 Confirmed: A mechanism is available for reviewing, confirming, and 
correcting information before finalizing the submission. 
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VPAT  

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 level AA 

Principle 4: Robust - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of user agents, including 
assistive technologies. 

Standard Description Apply 
Yes/No 

Meets 
Yes/No 

Comments 

Guideline 4.1 Compatible: Maximize compatibility with current and future user agents, including assistive technologies. 

4.1.1 Parsing: In content implemented using markup languages, elements have 
complete start and end tags, elements are nested according to their 
specifications, elements do not contain duplicate attributes, and any IDs 
are unique, except where the specifications allow these features. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value: For all user interface components (including but not 
limited to: form elements, links and components generated by scripts), the 
name and role can be programmatically determined; states, properties, and 
values that can be set by the user can be programmatically set; and 
notification of changes to these items is available to user agents, including 
assistive technologies. (Level A) 

Yes Yes Yes 
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Type or print clearly the name of the person who prepared the response: Tiffany Lu 

EMAIL/PHONE: tlu@nimblestorage.com / 408-240-7450 

 

 
 

  

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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Trade Secret Information Form 
 

Under Minnesota’s Data Practices Act, data submitted in a response becomes public upon completion of the evaluation process and negotiations are complete, 

or upon completion of the selection process for a solicitation. However, “trade secret information” as defined in Minn. Stat. § 13.37, subd. 1(b), cannot be 

disclosed to the public. While the majority of data submitted in a response is not trade secret information, the following form is needed to assist the State in 

making appropriate determinations about the release of data provided in a response. 

 

All responders must select one of the following boxes: 

 My response does not contain “trade secret information.”  I understand that my 

entire response will become public record in accordance with Minn. Stat. § 13.591. 

□ My response does contain trade secret information because it contains data that: 

1. is a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique or 

process; AND 

2. is the subject of efforts by myself or my organization that are reasonable 

under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy; AND 

3. derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being 

generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, 

other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use. 

 

 

Complete only if trade secret status is asserted: 
 

I am claiming that aspects of my response contain trade secret information. I have completed the 

following: 

 

□ I have clearly marked and placed any data I claim to be “trade secret information” in 

a separate envelope AND I am attaching an explanation justifying the trade secret 

designation. 

 

Please note that failure to attach an explanation may result in a determination that the data 

does not meet the statutory trade secret definition. All data  that does not meet the definition 

of trade secret as defined by Minn.Stat. § 13.591subd.1(b) will become public in accordance 
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with Minn. Stat. § 13.591. The State reserves its right to make its own determination of 

Responder’s Trade Secret Materials. 

 

By submitting this response, responder agrees to indemnify and hold the State, its agents and employees, harmless from any claims or causes of action relating 

to the State’s withholding of data based upon reliance on the above representations, including the payment of all costs and attorney fees incurred by the State 

in defending such an action. 

 

ONLY information properly identified utilizing this from will be eligible for Trade Secret designation.  This form must accompany any documentation that is 

being submitted for Trade Secret.  This includes but is not limited to any material that may be submitted as part of the solicitation response, or in relation to a 

subsequent Master Agreement.  Information labeled “confidential”, “proprietary”, or labeled with similar tags with regard to limiting the State’s disclosure will 

NOT be eligible for trade secret designation unless the form provided in the solicitation is properly completed and submitted as a cover page to the 

information, and it meets the statutory definition of a trade secret.  By submitting a response you agree that the information submitted that does not follow the 

trade secret process defined herein and does not meet the statutory definition of trade secret may be released by the State without prior notification to the 

responder and/or the Contract Vendor. 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION 

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
 

 

 

PRIMARY CONTACT PERSON FOR MASTER AGREEMENT: 

NAME: Tiffany Lu TITLE: Sales Training Coordinator 

TELEPHONE 

NUMBER: 408-240-7450 FAX NUMBER: n/a 

TOLL FREE NUMBER: n/a E-MAIL: tlu@nimblestorage.com  

CONTACT PERSON TO EXPEDITE ORDERS (if different from above): 

NAME:  TITLE:  

TELEPHONE 

NUMBER:  FAX NUMBER:  

TOLL FREE NUMBER:  E-MAIL:  

ORDER ADDRESS: 

STREET/PO BOX: 211 River Oaks Parkway    

CITY/STATE: San Jose, CA ZIPCODE: 95134 

TELEPHONE 

NUMBER: 408-432-9600 FAX NUMBER: n/a 

TOLL FREE NUMBER: n/a E-MAIL: tlu@nimblestorage.com  

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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REMIT-TO ADDRESS: 

STREET/PO BOX: 211 River Oaks Parkway   

CITY/STATE: San Jose, CA ZIPCODE: 95134 

TELEPHONE 

NUMBER: 408-432-9600 FAX NUMBER: n/a 

TOLL FREE NUMBER: n/a E-MAIL: tlu@nimblestorage.com  

 
 

mailto:tlu@nimblestorage.com
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STATE OF MINNESOTA  

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION 

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

 

CONTRACT SAVINGS  
 

 

SAVINGS REPORT.  
 

Responders are required to calculate the percentage savings the State will realize as a result of the Master Agreement and include the amount of the percentage 

savings in the response. 

 

Master Agreement Prices Average:           % Less than the price quoted to the general public (for reporting purposes only). 

 

 

 

Detailed Response to this prompt below: 

 

Nimble Storage Channel Program is a two-tier Channel Model that includes distributors and VARs Distributors set pricing to VARs and VARs set pricing to 

end-users. The Pricing average will vary.  
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION 

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

 

 

TAXPAYER/VENDOR IDENTIFICATION 

 

 

The Contract Vendor consents to disclosure of its social security number, federal employer tax identification number, and/or Minnesota tax identification 

number to federal and State tax agencies and State personnel involved in the payment of State obligations. These identification numbers may be used in the 

enforcement of federal and State tax laws which could result in action requiring the Contract Vendor to file tax returns and pay delinquent tax liabilities, if any 

(Minn. Stat. § 270C.65). 

 

 

Firm Name: Nimble Storage ______________________________________  

 

Address: 211 River Oaks Park Way ________________________________   

 

 San Jose, CA 93134 ______________________________________  

 

  ______________________________________________________  

 

 

Minnesota SWIFT Vendor Registration Number: 0000876270 

If you are not registered as a vendor to the State in the SWIFT Procurement System, you must register online at 

http://www.mmb.state.mn.us/vendorresources. 

(Note:  If approved, you will receive your vendor number approximately two business days after you register.) 

 

 

Are you a sole proprietorship?            Yes          x      No 

 

Are you an independent contractor?              Yes        x       No 

 

http://www.mmb.state.mn.us/vendorresources
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STATE OF MINNESOTA RESIDENT VENDOR FORM 
 
In accordance with Laws of Minnesota 2013, Chapter 142, Article 3, Section 16, amending Minn. Stat. § 16C.02, subd. 13, a “Resident Vendor” 
means a person, firm, or corporation that: 
 

(1) is authorized to conduct business in the state of Minnesota on the date a solicitation for a contract is first advertised or announced. It 

includes a foreign corporation duly authorized to engage in business in Minnesota; 

(2) has paid unemployment taxes or income taxes in this state during the 12 calendar months immediately preceding submission of the bid 

or proposal for which any preference is sought; 

(3) has a business address in the state; and 

(4) has affirmatively claimed that status in the bid or proposal submission. 

 

To receive recognition as a Minnesota Resident Vendor (“Resident Vendor”), your company must meet each element of the statutory definition 
above by the solicitation opening date and time.  If you wish to affirmatively claim Resident Vendor status, you should do so by submitting this 
form with your bid or proposal. 
 
Resident Vendor status may be considered for purposes of resolving tied low bids or the application of a reciprocal preference.  
 

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE COMPANY LISTED BELOW: 
 

1. Is authorized to conduct business in the State of Minnesota on the date a solicitation for a contract is first advertised or announced.  

(This includes a foreign corporation duly authorized to engage in business in Minnesota.) 

___Yes ___No (must check yes or no)  
 

2. Has paid unemployment taxes or income taxes in the State of Minnesota during the 12 calendar months immediately preceding 

submission of the bid or proposal for which any preference is sought. 

___Yes ___No (must check yes or no) 
 

3. Has a business address in the State of Minnesota. 
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___Yes ___No (must check yes or no) 
 

4. Agrees to submit documentation, if requested, as part of the bid or proposal process, to verify compliance with the above statutory 

requirements.  

___Yes ___No (must check yes or no) 
 

BY SIGNING BELOW, you are certifying your compliance with the requirements set forth herein and claiming Resident Vendor status in your 
bid or proposal submission. 
 
Name of Company:  ______________ N/A ____________________________ Date:  ___________ 
N/A ___________ 
 
Authorized Signature:  _______________ N/A ___________________________Telephone:
 ____________ N/A __________ 
 
Printed Name:  _________________ N/A _________________________Title:  __________ 
N/A ____________ 
 

IF YOU ARE CLAIMING RESIDENT VENDOR STATUS, SIGN AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL SUBMISSION. 

N/A 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
VETERAN-OWNED PREFERENCE FORM 

 
In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 16C.16, subd. 6a, (a) Except when mandated by the federal government as a condition of receiving federal funds, 
the commissioner shall award up to a six percent preference in the amount bid on state procurement to certified small businesses that are 
majority-owned and operated by:  

 
(1)  recently separated veterans who have served in active military service, at any time on or after September 11, 2001, and who have been 

discharged under honorable conditions from active service, as indicated by the person's United States Department of Defense form DD-214 or by 
the commissioner of veterans affairs; 

 
(2)  veterans with service-connected disabilities, as determined at any time by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs; or 
 
(3)  any other veteran-owned small businesses certified under section 16C.19, paragraph (d). 
 

In accordance with Minn. Stat. § 16C.19 (d), a veteran-owned small business, the principal place of business of which is in Minnesota, is certified if 
it has been verified by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs as being either a veteran-owned small business or a service disabled 
veteran-owned small business, in accordance with Public Law 109-461 and Code of Federal Regulations, title 38, part 74.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
To receive a preference the veteran-owned small business must meet the statutory requirements above by the solicitation opening date and time.  
The preference is applied only to the first $500,000 of the response. 
 
If you are claiming the veteran-owned preference, attach documentation, sign and return this form with your response to the solicitation.  
Only eligible veteran-owned small businesses that meet the statutory requirements and provide adequate documentation will be given the 
preference. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FIRM LISTED BELOW:  
 
My firm is a certified small business and it is majority-owned and operated by an eligible person as defined by Minn. Stat. § 16C.16, subd. 6a.    
 
 ___Yes   ___No (must check yes or no) State the type of documentation attached:___________ N/A ___________________________ 
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DOCUMENTATION MUST BE PROVIDED FOR ONE OF THE FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS:  
 

___ (1) recently separated veterans who have served in active military service, at any time on or after September 11, 2001, and who have been 
discharged under honorable conditions from active service, as indicated by the person's United  States Department of Defense form DD-214 
or by the commissioner of veterans affairs; 

 
State the type of documentation attached:    N/A     
 
___ (2) veterans with service-connected disabilities, as determined at any time by the United States Department of Veterans Affairs;  
 
 State the type of documentation attached:     N/A    
 
___ (3) any other veteran-owned small businesses certified under Minnesota Statute Section 16C.19, paragraph (d). 
 
State the type of documentation attached:    N/A      
 

Name of Company: ______________ N/A __________________ Date: ______ N/A _______________________ 
 
Authorized Signature: _______________ N/A _________________ Telephone: ______ N/A 
_________ N/A ______________ 
 
Printed Name: _________________ N/A _______________ Title: ______ N/A _______________________ 

 
IF YOU ARE CLAIMING THE VETERAN-OWNED PREFERENCE, ATTACH DOCUMENTATION, SIGN AND RETURN THIS FORM WITH 

YOUR RESPONSE TO THE SOLICITATION. 

N/A 

https://www.revisor.leg.state.mn.us/statutes?id=16C.19#stat.16C.19
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Nimble Storage – Letter of Authority 
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http://www.nimblestorage.com/
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Susan Kahle 

Materials Management Division 

112 Administration Building 

50 Sherburne Avenue 

St. Paul, MN  55155 

Reference: RFP:  Minnesota WSCA-NASPO Master Agreement for Computer Equipment 

 

Dear Ms. Kahle, 

Nimble Storage is pleased to submit a fully compliant proposal in response to the referenced procurement.  Nimble Storage is a relative newcomer in the 

storage industry, beginning in November, 2007.  Our mission is to provide our customers with the industry’s most efficient data storage platform. We have 

designed and sell a flash-optimized hybrid storage platform that we believe is disrupting the market by enabling significant improvements in application 

performance and storage capacity with superior data protection, while simplifying business operations and lowering costs. At the core of our innovative platform is 

our Cache-Accelerated Sequential Layout file system software, which we call our CASL technology, and our cloud-based storage management and support 

service, InfoSight. 

 

We were incorporated in November 2007, and we initially focused on the development of our CASL file system software and our storage platform. We shipped 

our first product line, our CS200 series, in August 2010. In August 2012, we introduced our CS400 series of products and a number of scale-to-fit products, 

including expansion shelves and controller upgrades. In April 2013, we launched InfoSight. 

 

Nimble Storage products are uniquely appropriate for the State and Local Government and Education marketplace.  Lower cost, higher performing storage with 

simplicity of configuration and implementation is what we believe Nimble Storage has achieved.  One of Nimble Storage's early and prominent customers is Santa 

Clara County, California.  On Friday, December 13, 2013, Nimble Storage submitted its Initial Public Offering (IPO), which was extremely successful.  Nimble 

Storage now is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) under the trading symbol of NMBL. 

 

Nimble Storage understands the importance of the WSCA  contract for State and Local Government and Education, nationwide and we intend to utilize the 

contract (should we be awarded a contract) in a fully compliant manner.  Nimble Storage does not have an extensive background in responding to government  
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PROPOSAL SUMMARY 

 

Nimble Storage is pleased to submit a fully compliant proposal in response to Band 5 requirements of this procurement.  We strongly believe that our technology 

and innovative approach will provide WSCA with a viable option for the storage needs of its customer base. 

Nimble Storage was founded in 2007 by industry veterans responsible for groundbreaking technologies and architectures around primary storage, backup storage, 

and data protection. We've built a tight-knit culture of innovation focused on changing the data storage game. We have taken a unique, bottoms-up approach to 

reinventing storage for the next-generation datacenter, coupled with a deep commitment to supporting customers that is exemplified by our technologically 

groundbreaking and powerful support-InfoSight.  

Nimble Storage mission is simple: Give our customers the most efficient storage platform on the market. Nimble Storage arrays can easily handle all your 

applications, user data, and server and desktop virtualization projects. Based on the CASL™ architecture, Nimble Storage solutions accelerate applications, protect 

more data, and empower IT to take on new projects and drive growth.  

Nimble Storage is proposing its entire product lines to accommodate varying requirements from end-users.   

 The CS200 Series is ideal for midsize IT organizations or distributed sites of larger organizations, supporting workloads such as Microsoft 

applications, VDI, or virtual server consolidation. 

 

 The CS400 Series delivers higher performance and is ideal for larger-scale deployments or IO-intensive workloads, such as larger-scale VDI or 

transaction processing supported by Oracle or SQL Server.  

 
Nimble Storage has provided configurations for both the CS220 & CS240. Both configurations exceed the standard configurations that were requested.  Both configurations 

provide equal to or greater than the total amount of raw storage requested without needing to upgrade the configurations (i.e, the CS220 initial configuration includes 12TB raw 

storage; the CS240 initial configuration includes 24TB of raw storage;  therefore, no upgrade is required to meet or exceed the upgrade capacity requirements).  

 

Nimble Storage view the WSCA contracts as a pillar to drive its strategy to empower State, Local and Educational (SLED) organizations in efficiently fulfilling 

their storage requirements with great innovative technology. It is our intent to strongly market the contract to end-user leveraging our VARs ecosystem that is 

serving those customers today.   Marketing will be ………. 

 

Marketing will be core focus for Nimble Storage as we educate WSCA customers on our solutions.  The plan will include a combination of online and email 

http://www.nimblestorage.com/products/architecture.php
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marketing, collateral targeted at the customer base, user groups and events and advertising. Our detailed marketing plan will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to 

ensure that we are reaching the targeted audience and providing relevant information.  

 

Nimble Storage in hyper growth mode is continuously updating and developing processes to facilitate operational efficiency.  In that vein,  we will  actively 

develop the required website and will be ready to demonstrate our website capabilities as required.   It is the intention and mission of Nimble Storage to simplify 

the complexity of architecting and configuring storage systems.  A typical Nimble Storage quote includes three lines items:  product, support and installation.  

Nimble Storage will have technical support to assist customers on an ongoing basis both from a product, installation and support. 

As the fastest growing storage company in the industry, Nimble Storage looks forward to a very successful business relationship utilizing our WSCA contract.  We 

believe that the innovation we have brought to the market place will be a great asset to the customer base as they endeavor to support the citizens of their states. 
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SECTION 4: COST PROPOSAL 

Prompts 
 

SUBMIT IN A SEPARATE SEALED ENVELOPE 
 

 

 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

1 

 

PRICE STRUCTURE. This RFP will employ a MINIMUM discount-off list price structure with categorized exceptions for 
each band. It is understood there may be categories within a band which carry a different discount than the minimum 
stated. For example, the minimum discount for the laptop band could be 50%. The responder may name an additional 
category of laptops “Laptop Brand X” at 45% and “Laptop Brand Y” at 60%. Responder may categorize these exceptions 
by naming as categories and identifying the associated discounts in the price workbook. These discounts must remain 
firm, or the discount may be increased, during the term of the Master Agreement. This minimum discount and categorized 
exceptions will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification for the WSCA Master 
Agreement Administrator upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the base 
line price list and the minimum discounts with the categorized exceptions provided. The responder must designate a 
“Base Line Price List e.g. MSRP, education price list. The price list submitted must be dated: November 15, 2013.  A 
discount schedule is to be provided for each band in the Price Workbook. Responders may define additional categories 
within a band. The category discounts may be higher or lower than the than the band discount. Responder must describe 
all available options for pricing services in the Price Workbooks such as discount off list, hourly fees, per unit fees, etc. 
The worksheet allows for up to seven categories, however the responder may edit their submission to include additional 
categories if needed. 

 

M 

YES   NO  

2 

PRICE WORKBOOKS. Price Workbooks will be used to evaluate. Responders will be evaluated on the Price Workbook 
which includes a market basket for each band. For each band proposed, the Responder must complete the Price 
Workbook which includes several worksheets.   

The market basket includes selected configurations, services, peripherals, third party products to fairly evaluate 
discounted pricing. In evaluation the State reserves the right to:  

a. Eliminate an item from consideration from all responses. 

M 

YES   NO  
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 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

b. Enter the highest price item of all responses received when an item has not been provided by a responder. 
c. Request additional pricing items for consideration. 
d. Clarify pricing responses with responder(s). 

       e.    Include options, quantity discounts and/or services for basis of calculating the cost utilized in evaluation. 

The Contract Vendor will maintain the discount structure as bid throughout the term of the Master Agreement.  

For the purpose of comparing pricing across a standard group of products, the prices provided by the responder in the 

Price Workbooks will be utilized to calculate cost points. Vendors must use the minimum percentage discount stated from 

a published or base line price listing for a “quantity one” purchase in the Pricing Workbook.  

Minimum specifications are provided in the Price Workbooks. 

Manufacturer specific items may be substituted for the minimum specification if the manufacturer is able to provide an 
approved equal. The lead state reserves the right to reject any or all responses that are not an approved equal. 

FINAL EXCEL PRICE WORKBOOKS WILL BE PUBLISHED VIA AN ADDENDUM. 

Addendum 5 provides links to updated Pricing Workbooks. 

There are a total of six workbooks: 

Band 1: Desktop:  

Band 2: Laptop 

Band 3: Tablets 

Band 4: Server:   

Band 5: Storage 

Band 6: Ruggedized:  

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Each workbook contains several tabs. Responder is to fill in the yellow highlighted areas. Once filled in the yellow 
highlight disappears. 
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 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

2. The workbooks are locked, however there is not a password and responder may revise as needed ensuring they  
supply yellow highlighted fields. 

3. It is understood that different components may make up a total configuration for the market basket item. The responder 

may provide additional detail to how the discount provided in the market basket was calculated. 

The Lead State reserves the right to request additional pricing, if in the best interest of the state or to clarify pricing 

responses. 

3 

 

BASELINE PRICING VERIFICATION. The responder must designate a Base Line Price e.g. MSRP, education price list in 
the price workbook. The price list submitted is to be dated: November 15, 2013.   Describe how the designated Base Line 
Price List will be accessed and verified by potential end users, contract administrators, etc. All historic versions of the 
Baseline Price List must be made available upon request pursuant to the audit provisions. The responder must provide 
ONE HARD COPY and ONE ELECTRONIC COPY (USB DRIVE OR CD) of the dated Baseline Price List with the 
response. The dated Baseline Price List provided shall be used for completing the price workbook when “List/MSRP” price 
is requested.  

 

M 
YES   NO  

4 

 

MINIMUM DISCOUNTS. The Contract Vendor will provide a MINIMUM discount off base line price list for each band with 

categorized exceptions. It is understood there may be categories within a band which carry a different discount than the 

minimum stated. For example, the minimum discount for the laptop band could be 50%. The responder may name an 

additional category of laptops “Laptop Brand X” at 45% and “Laptop Brand Y” at 60%. Responder may categorize these 

exceptions by naming as categories and identifying the associated discounts in the price workbook. These discounts must 

remain firm, or the discount may be increased, during the term of the Master Agreement. This minimum discount and 

categorized exceptions will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification for the WSCA 

Master Agreement Administrator upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the 

base line price list and the minimum discounts with the categorized exceptions provided. The named category exception 

discounts may be higher or lower than the than the minimum band discount. These discounts must remain firm, or the 

discount may be increased, during the term of the Master Agreement. This minimum discount and categorized exceptions 

will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification for the WSCA Master Agreement 

Administrator upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the base line pricing 

and minimum discounts and categorized exceptions  provided.  

M 

YES   NO  
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 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

5 

THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS.  Third party products may be offered as peripherals and options in the Price Workbook. 

Third Party products will be approved upon finalization of the PSS. Contract Vendors are not able to offer another Contract 

Vendor’s product as a third party without approval. If third party products are offered, a third party product minimum 

discount will be stated in the price workbook.   

 

YES   NO  

6 REFRESH STRATEGY. Describe your recommended refresh strategy for your product line.  YES   NO  

7 

 

MAINTAINING COMPETITIVE PRICING. Proposers will provide an initial MINIMUM discount with categorized exceptions 

off baseline price list for a quantity of one unit. Proposers are to base discounts on the collective volume of potential 

purchases by the participating entities. Further bulk/quantity savings may be obtained when additional quantities are 

requested. In order to maintain competitive pricing throughout the full life of the Master Agreement, Contract Vendor and 

Participating entities must understand it is the expectation to provide competitive pricing at the quantity one level. 

Additional  savings are expected when recompeting the awarded vendors for volume pricing.  

 

 

M 

YES   NO  

8 

 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES SCHEDULE (PSS). Responders must submit with their COST proposal a proposed 
Product and Services Schedule including all the products and services offered within each band for this 
solicitation. The PSS should be submitted in Excel format.  A sample has been provided in the attachments for 
reference, but is only an example. Other formats are acceptable. Submission of a product and/or service on the sample 
PSS does not guarantee that it will automatically be approved as being included in the resulting Master Agreement.  The 
products, services and format for the final PSS will be finalized during negotiations.  

 

 

M YES   NO  

9 

 

BULK PRICING. Utilize the Price Workbook to provide additional volume based pricing for consideration. These will allow 

for deeper discounts for per transaction and cumulative volume purchases. Examples of bulk pricing models are included 

in Section 6. Responders must propose how they will provide deeper discount including, but not limited to: 

1. Per Transaction Multiple Unit Discount. Responders may propose a contractual volume discount program or plan 

based on dollars in a single purchase order or combination of purchase orders submitted at one time by a Participating 

Entity or multiple entities conducting a cooperative purchase.  Include a table indicating the additional discount percentage 

to be earned by volume purchased at one time. 

2. Cumulative. Responders may propose a cumulative volume discount based on dollars resulting from the cumulative 

purchases by all governmental purchasers for the duration of their Master Agreement.  Include a table indicating the 

additional discount percentage to be earned by cumulative volume purchased. 

 

 

 

M 

YES   NO  
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 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

3. Other Discounts   Describe additional discounts available to States or Participating Entities. 

10 

 

PREMIUM SAVINGS PACKAGE PROGRAM.  Contract Vendors are encouraged to participate in the Premium Savings 

Package (PSP) Program. If intending to participate, propose and describe commitment to offer and maintain deeply 

discounted standard configurations. Participants in the PSP program will commit to maintain and upgrade (keep pace with 

the advance of technology) the standard configurations for a stated period of time or intervals, as determined by the 

Participating Entities.  The standards currently are refreshed every six months (May and November). Refresh schedule is 

subject to change.  See current configurations: http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html.  States and other Participating Entities 

can choose to purchase these packages without any signing additional documents. 

 

Contract Vendors may provide Premium Savings & Packages in the bands awarded and comply with the following: 

a. Provide a WSCA-NASPO Premium Savings Packages-specific SKU for each proposed product. Discount must be 

provided on Contract Vendor related SKU as well. 

b. Standard configurations cannot change or be upgraded during the entire refresh period for any reason other than 

end-of-life issues (e.g., swapping of processor, motherboard, etc. is prohibited).  

c. Prices offered must be offered at a better than the quantity one Master Agreement discount.  

d. Pricing increases are generally not allowed unless there is documentation and justification provided. 

e. Provide marketing plan of the PSP Program including lead with PSP Program and display prominently on 

websites to market aggressively to all States. 

f. Submit quarterly usage reports broken out by State to the WSCA-NASPO Premium Savings Packages team lead 

and to the WSCA-NASPO PC Master Agreement Administrator.  Individual reports to each State may also be 

required.  The format for the reports must follow the current WSCA-NASPO PC reporting format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
YES   NO  

 n/a for 

server storage 

vendors  

11 

PROMOTIONAL OFFERS: Contract Vendors will be allowed to provide promotions for deeply discounted products based 

on their inventory and sales. Promotions will also provide increased savings to States and other Participating Entities. The 

Contract Vendors will be responsible to market these offers. Describe what kind of promotions will be available and how 

marketing will be conducted. 

 

YES   NO  

12 
Describe the Prompt Payment Terms (if available) to be offered:  __% 30; __% 15/Net 30; __% 10/Net 30, 
Other (specify):   No Prompt Payment Terms are Available 

 YES   NO  

http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html
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 COST PROPOSAL 

M 

= 

MANDATORY 

MEETS 

UNDERSTAN

D & WILL 

COMPLY? 

13 
ADDED VALUE. Responders may propose suggestions on improvements and/or alternatives for doing business with your 

company that will make this contract more cost effective for your company and participating public agencies. 
 YES   NO  

14 
TRADE-IN.  The Participating Addendum by each State will identify if and how trade-in or takeback  terms will be 

conducted. If trade in program will be offered, provide pricing. 
 YES   NO  

15 

SERVICES. Services are at the option of the Participating Entity. The Participating Addendum by each State will address 

service agreement terms and related travel. Responder must describe all available options for pricing services  in the 

Price Workbooks such as discount off list, hourly fees, per unit fees, etc.  

 
YES   NO  

16 

LEASING.  Responders are not required to provide leasing. Individual Participating States and Participating Entities may 

enter in to lease agreements for the products covered in the Master Agreements resulting from the RFP, if they have the 

legal authority to enter into these types of agreements. The Participating Addendum by each State will identify if and how 

leasing agreement terms will be conducted. Leasing will be at the option of each participating addendum. If leasing will be 

offered, provide rates. Do not submit lease documents or corresponding lease terms as these documents should be 

addressed in a State’s Participating addendum if applicable. 

 

YES   NO  

 

 

Detailed Responses to the above table follow: 
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Section 4: Cost Proposal 

Responses 
 

4.1   PRICE STRUCTURE.   This RFP will employ a MINIMUM discount-off list price structure with categorized exceptions for each band. It is understood there may be 

categories within a band which carry a different discount than the minimum stated. For example, the minimum discount for the laptop band could be 50%. The responder may 

name an additional category of laptops “Laptop Brand X” at 45% and “Laptop Brand Y” at 60%. Responder may categorize these exceptions by naming as categories and 

identifying the associated discounts in the price workbook. These discounts must remain firm, or the discount may be increased, during the term of the Master Agreement. This 

minimum discount and categorized exceptions will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification for the WSCA Master Agreement Administrator 

upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the base line price list and the minimum discounts with the categorized exceptions provided. 

The responder must designate a “Base Line Price List e.g. MSRP, education price list. The price list submitted must be dated: November 15, 2013.  A discount schedule is to be 

provided for each band in the Price Workbook. Responders may define additional categories within a band. The category discounts may be higher or lower than the than the band 

discount. Responder must describe all available options for pricing services in the Price Workbooks such as discount off list, hourly fees, per unit fees, etc. The worksheet allows 

for up to seven categories, however the responder may edit their submission to include additional categories if needed. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:    So Noted and Accepted.  The Base Line Price is MSRP.  The submitted price list is dated November 15, 2013 as required. 

 

4.2 PRICE WORKBOOKS. Price Workbooks will be used to evaluate. Responders will be evaluated on the Price Workbook which includes a market basket for each band. For 

each band proposed, the Responder must complete the Price Workbook which includes several worksheets.   

The market basket includes selected configurations, services, peripherals, third party products to fairly evaluate discounted pricing. In evaluation the State reserves the right to:  

a. Eliminate an item from consideration from all responses. 

b. Enter the highest price item of all responses received when an item has not been provided by a responder. 

c. Request additional pricing items for consideration. 

d. Clarify pricing responses with responder(s). 

       e.    Include options, quantity discounts and/or services for basis of calculating the cost utilized in evaluation. 

The Contract Vendor will maintain the discount structure as bid throughout the term of the Master Agreement.  

For the purpose of comparing pricing across a standard group of products, the prices provided by the responder in the Price Workbooks will be utilized to calculate cost points. 

Vendors must use the minimum percentage discount stated from a published or base line price listing for a “quantity one” purchase in the Pricing Workbook.  

Minimum specifications are provided in the Price Workbooks. 

Manufacturer specific items may be substituted for the minimum specification if the manufacturer is able to provide an approved equal. The lead state reserves the right to reject 

any or all responses that are not an approved equal. 

FINAL EXCEL PRICE WORKBOOKS WILL BE PUBLISHED VIA AN ADDENDUM. 

Addendum 5 provides links to updated Pricing Workbooks. 
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There are a total of six workbooks: 

Band 1: Desktop:  

Band 2: Laptop 

Band 3: Tablets 

Band 4: Server:   

Band 5: Storage 

Band 6: Ruggedized:  

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Each workbook contains several tabs. Responder is to fill in the yellow highlighted areas. Once filled in the yellow highlight disappears. 

2. The workbooks are locked, however there is not a password and responder may revise as needed ensuring they  supply yellow highlighted fields. 

3. It is understood that different components may make up a total configuration for the market basket item. The responder may provide additional detail to how the discount 

provided in the market basket was calculated. 

The Lead State reserves the right to request additional pricing, if in the best interest of the state or to clarify pricing responses.   

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So Noted and Accepted.  Nimble Storage is proposing Band 5 only.  We have included the required price workbook with tabs as required. 

 

4.3 BASELINE PRICING VERIFICATION. The responder must designate a Base Line Price e.g. MSRP, education price list in the price workbook. The price list submitted is 

to be dated: November 15, 2013.   Describe how the designated Base Line Price List will be accessed and verified by potential end users, contract administrators, etc. All historic 

versions of the Baseline Price List must be made available upon request pursuant to the audit provisions. The responder must provide ONE HARD COPY and ONE 

ELECTRONIC COPY (USB DRIVE OR CD) of the dated Baseline Price List with the response. The dated Baseline Price List provided shall be used for completing the price 

workbook when “List/MSRP” price is requested.   

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage does not publicly publish a commercial price list. However, Nimble Storage uses a storage quoting tool that can produce a list 

price quote which can then be compared to the WSCA list price.  

 

4.4   MINIMUM DISCOUNTS. The Contract Vendor will provide a MINIMUM discount off base line price list for each band with categorized exceptions. It is understood there 

may be categories within a band which carry a different discount than the minimum stated. For example, the minimum discount for the laptop band could be 50%. The responder 

may name an additional category of laptops “Laptop Brand X” at 45% and “Laptop Brand Y” at 60%. Responder may categorize these exceptions by naming as categories and 

identifying the associated discounts in the price workbook. These discounts must remain firm, or the discount may be increased, during the term of the Master Agreement. This 

minimum discount and categorized exceptions will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification for the WSCA Master Agreement Administrator 

upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the base line price list and the minimum discounts with the categorized exceptions provided. 

The named category exception discounts may be higher or lower than the than the minimum band discount. These discounts must remain firm, or the discount may be increased, 

during the term of the Master Agreement. This minimum discount and categorized exceptions will be applied to all “quantity one” procurements. It will also serve as verification 
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for the WSCA Master Agreement Administrator upon submittals of product additions. An end user will be able to verify pricing using the base line pricing and minimum discounts 

and categorized exceptions  provided. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage responds 5% as the minimum discount across Band 5. 

 

4.5  THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS.  Third party products may be offered as peripherals and options in the Price Workbook. Third Party products will be approved upon 

finalization of the PSS. Contract Vendors are not able to offer another Contract Vendor’s product as a third party without approval. If third party products are offered, a third party 

product minimum discount will be stated in the price workbook.     

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not offering any third party products   

 

4.6  REFRESH STRATEGY. Describe your recommended refresh strategy for your product line. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage usually introduces new products every 18-24 months. Some of these are extensions to the product line rather than replacement 

products. The product refresh cycle will range from 2-4 years, as is typical in the storage industry. However Nimble offers support for existing products for 5 years from the time 

of introduction of a replacement product, which is far higher than industry norms.  

 

4.7  MAINTAINING COMPETITIVE PRICING. Proposers will provide an initial MINIMUM discount with categorized exceptions off baseline price list for a quantity of one 

unit. Proposers are to base discounts on the collective volume of potential purchases by the participating entities. Further bulk/quantity savings may be obtained when additional 

quantities are requested. In order to maintain competitive pricing throughout the full life of the Master Agreement, Contract Vendor and Participating entities must understand it is 

the expectation to provide competitive pricing at the quantity one level. Additional savings are expected when recompeting the awarded vendors for volume pricing. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. 

 

4.8  PRODUCTS AND SERVICES SCHEDULE (PSS). Responders must submit with their COST proposal a proposed Product and Services Schedule including all the products 

and services offered within each band for this solicitation. The PSS should be submitted in Excel format.  A sample has been provided in the attachments for reference, but is only 

an example. Other formats are acceptable. Submission of a product and/or service on the sample PSS does not guarantee that it will automatically be approved as being included in 

the resulting Master Agreement.  The products, services and format for the final PSS will be finalized during negotiations. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  So noted and accepted. Please view pages 18-30 in this document below. 

 

4.9  BULK PRICING. Utilize the Price Workbook to provide additional volume based pricing for consideration. These will allow for deeper discounts for per transaction and 

cumulative volume purchases. Examples of bulk pricing models are included in Section 6. Responders must propose how they will provide deeper discount including, but not 

limited to: 

1. Per Transaction Multiple Unit Discount. Responders may propose a contractual volume discount program or plan based on dollars in a single purchase order or combination of 

purchase orders submitted at one time by a Participating Entity or multiple entities conducting a cooperative purchase.  Include a table indicating the additional discount percentage 

to be earned by volume purchased at one time. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: For transactions >$1M, there will be an additional 1% discount (over the minimum discount). For transactions >$5M, there will be an additional 

2% discount (over the minimum discount). There will be no volume discount for support or services. 

2. Cumulative. Responders may propose a cumulative volume discount based on dollars resulting from the cumulative purchases by all governmental purchasers for the duration of 

their Master Agreement.  Include a table indicating the additional discount percentage to be earned by cumulative volume purchased:  

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Cumulative purchase will reset to $0 at the anniversary date of the contract (i.e., restart at 0 additional discount each contract year).   

For cumulative sales >$5M, there will be an additional 1% discount  
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For cumulative sales >$10M, there will be an additional 2% discount  

For cumulative sales >$25M, there will be an additional 3% discount  

For cumulative sales >$50M, there will be an additional 4% discount  

For cumulative sales >$100M, there will be an additional 5% discount  

There will be no volume discount for support or services. 

3. Other Discounts   Describe additional discounts available to States or Participating Entities. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is not offering any other discounts.  

 

4.10  PREMIUM SAVINGS PACKAGE PROGRAM.  Contract Vendors are encouraged to participate in the Premium Savings Package (PSP) Program. If intending to 

participate, propose and describe commitment to offer and maintain deeply discounted standard configurations. Participants in the PSP program will commit to maintain and 

upgrade (keep pace with the advance of technology) the standard configurations for a stated period of time or intervals, as determined by the Participating Entities.  The standards 

currently are refreshed every six months (May and November). Refresh schedule is subject to change.  See current configurations: http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html.  States and 

other Participating Entities can choose to purchase these packages without any signing additional documents. 

 

Contract Vendors may provide Premium Savings & Packages in the bands awarded and comply with the following: 

a. Provide a WSCA-NASPO Premium Savings Packages-specific SKU for each proposed product. Discount must be provided on Contract Vendor related SKU as well. 

b. Standard configurations cannot change or be upgraded during the entire refresh period for any reason other than end-of-life issues (e.g., swapping of processor, 

motherboard, etc. is prohibited).  

c. Prices offered must be offered at a better than the quantity one Master Agreement discount.  

d. Pricing increases are generally not allowed unless there is documentation and justification provided. 

e. Provide marketing plan of the PSP Program including lead with PSP Program and display prominently on websites to market aggressively to all States. 

Submit quarterly usage reports broken out by State to the WSCA-NASPO Premium Savings Packages team lead and to the WSCA-NASPO PC Master Agreement Administrator.  

Individual reports to each State may also be required.  The format for the reports must follow the current WSCA-NASPO PC reporting format. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:    Nimble Storage is only proposing for Band 5 Storage.  Premium Savings Package Program is not applicable to Band 5 Storage. 

 

4.11  PROMOTIONAL OFFERS: Contract Vendors will be allowed to provide promotions for deeply discounted products based on their inventory and sales. Promotions will 

also provide increased savings to States and other Participating Entities. The Contract Vendors will be responsible to market these offers. Describe what kind of promotions will be 

available and how marketing will be conducted. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage does not offer any promotional offers at this time. However, in the event that Nimble Storage does hold promotional offers, 

those offers will be notified and extended to WSCA customers effectively.  

 

4.12  Describe the Prompt Payment Terms (if available) to be offered:  __% 30; __% 15/Net 30; __% 10/Net 30, Other (specify):   

 NIMBLE STORAGE Response:    Nimble Storage is not offering any prompt payment discounts. 

 

 

http://www.wnpsp.com/index.html
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4.13  ADDED VALUE. Responders may propose suggestions on improvements and/or alternatives for doing business with your company that will make this contract more cost 

effective for your company and participating public agencies. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response: Nimble Storage is not offering any Added Value discounts. 

 

 

4.14  TRADE-IN.  The Participating Addendum by each State will identify if and how trade-in or takeback  terms will be conducted. If trade in program will be offered, provide 

pricing. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not offering a Trade-In or takeback  program. 

 

4.15  SERVICES. Services are at the option of the Participating Entity. The Participating Addendum by each State will address service agreement terms and related travel. 

Responder must describe all available options for pricing services  in the Price Workbooks such as discount off list, hourly fees, per unit fees, etc. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:  Nimble Storage is not offering any services beyond standard installation services. 

 

4.16  LEASING.  Responders are not required to provide leasing. Individual Participating States and Participating Entities may enter in to lease agreements for the products 

covered in the Master Agreements resulting from the RFP, if they have the legal authority to enter into these types of agreements. The Participating Addendum by each State will 

identify if and how leasing agreement terms will be conducted. Leasing will be at the option of each participating addendum. If leasing will be offered, provide rates. Do not 

submit lease documents or corresponding lease terms as these documents should be addressed in a State’s Participating addendum if applicable. 

NIMBLE STORAGE Response:   Nimble Storage is not offering leasing options in this proposal. 
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Nimble Storage  

 

  
 

      

WSCA PSS          November 15, 2013       

          

Part Number Description 
List Price 

(USD) 
WSCA 

Discount 
WSCA 
Price 

 -- STORAGE ARRAYS; 1 GigE --       

CS210 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 160GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $31,000 5% $29,450 

CS210-X2 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $34,000 5% $32,300 

CS210-X4 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $42,000 5% $39,900 

CS220 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $55,000 5% $52,250 

CS220-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $60,000 5% $57,000 

CS220-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $70,000 5% $66,500 

CS220-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $90,000 5% $85,500 

CS240 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $89,000 5% $84,550 

CS240-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $99,000 5% $94,050 

CS240-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $119,000 5% $113,050 

CS260 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $109,000 5% $103,550 

CS260-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $129,000 5% $122,550 

CS420-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $82,000 5% $77,900 

CS420-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $92,000 5% $87,400 

CS420-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $112,000 5% $106,400 

CS440 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $107,000 5% $101,650 

CS440-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $117,000 5% $111,150 

CS440-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $137,000 5% $130,150 

CS460 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $127,000 5% $120,650 

CS460-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $147,000 5% $139,650 
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 -- STORAGE ARRAYS; 10 GigE --       

CS220G 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $60,500 5% $57,475 

CS220G-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $65,500 5% $62,225 

CS220G-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $75,500 5% $71,725 

CS220G-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $95,500 5% $90,725 

CS240G 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $95,000 5% $90,250 

CS240G-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $105,000 5% $99,750 

CS240G-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $125,000 5% $118,750 

CS260G 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $115,000 5% $109,250 

CS260G-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $135,000 5% $128,250 

CS420G-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $88,000 5% $83,600 

CS420G-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $98,000 5% $93,100 

CS420G-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $118,000 5% $112,100 

CS440G 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $113,000 5% $107,350 

CS440G-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $123,000 5% $116,850 

CS440G-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $143,000 5% $135,850 

CS460G 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $133,000 5% $126,350 

CS460G-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $153,000 5% $145,350 

          

 -- STORAGE EXPANSION SHELVES --       

ES1-H25 15TB Raw, 11-22TB Usable, 160GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $35,000 5% $33,250 

ES1-H45 30TB Raw, 23-45TB Usable, 300GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $50,000 5% $47,500 

ES1-H65 45TB Raw, 34-68TB Usable, 600GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $65,000 5% $61,750 

          

-- NBD ARRAY SUPPORT --       

SLA-CS210-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $2,330 5% $2,214 

SLA-CS210-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $4,660 5% $4,427 
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SLA-CS210-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $5,590 5% $5,311 

SLA-CS210-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $7,460 5% $7,087 

SLA-CS210-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $9,320 5% $8,854 

SLA-CS220-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $3,580 5% $3,401 

SLA-CS220-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $7,160 5% $6,802 

SLA-CS220-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $8,590 5% $8,161 

SLA-CS220-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $11,460 5% $10,887 

SLA-CS220-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $14,320 5% $13,604 

SLA-CS240-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $5,790 5% $5,501 

SLA-CS240-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $11,580 5% $11,001 

SLA-CS240-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $13,900 5% $13,205 

SLA-CS240-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $18,530 5% $17,604 

SLA-CS240-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $23,160 5% $22,002 

SLA-CS260-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $7,090 5% $6,736 

SLA-CS260-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $14,180 5% $13,471 

SLA-CS260-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $17,020 5% $16,169 

SLA-CS260-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $22,690 5% $21,556 

SLA-CS260-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $28,360 5% $26,942 

SLA-CS420-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $5,010 5% $4,760 

SLA-CS420-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $10,020 5% $9,519 

SLA-CS420-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $12,020 5% $11,419 

SLA-CS420-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $16,030 5% $15,229 

SLA-CS420-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $20,040 5% $19,038 

SLA-CS440-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $6,960 5% $6,612 

SLA-CS440-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $13,920 5% $13,224 

SLA-CS440-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $16,700 5% $15,865 

SLA-CS440-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $22,270 5% $21,157 

SLA-CS440-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $27,840 5% $26,448 
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SLA-CS460-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $8,260 5% $7,847 

SLA-CS460-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $16,520 5% $15,694 

SLA-CS460-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $19,820 5% $18,829 

SLA-CS460-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $26,430 5% $25,109 

SLA-CS460-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $33,040 5% $31,388 

          

-- 4HR ARRAY SUPPORT --       

SLA-CS210-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $2,790 5% $2,651 

SLA-CS210-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $5,580 5% $5,301 

SLA-CS210-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $6,700 5% $6,365 

SLA-CS210-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $8,930 5% $8,484 

SLA-CS210-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $11,160 5% $10,602 

SLA-CS220-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $4,400 5% $4,180 

SLA-CS220-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $8,800 5% $8,360 

SLA-CS220-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $10,560 5% $10,032 

SLA-CS220-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $14,080 5% $13,376 

SLA-CS220-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $17,600 5% $16,720 

SLA-CS240-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $7,120 5% $6,764 

SLA-CS240-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $14,240 5% $13,528 

SLA-CS240-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $17,090 5% $16,236 

SLA-CS240-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $22,780 5% $21,641 

SLA-CS240-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $28,480 5% $27,056 

SLA-CS260-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $8,720 5% $8,284 

SLA-CS260-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $17,440 5% $16,568 

SLA-CS260-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $20,930 5% $19,884 

SLA-CS260-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $27,900 5% $26,505 

SLA-CS260-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $34,880 5% $33,136 

SLA-CS420-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $6,560 5% $6,232 
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SLA-CS420-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $13,120 5% $12,464 

SLA-CS420-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $15,740 5% $14,953 

SLA-CS420-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $20,990 5% $19,941 

SLA-CS420-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $26,240 5% $24,928 

SLA-CS440-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $9,360 5% $8,892 

SLA-CS440-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $18,720 5% $17,784 

SLA-CS440-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $22,460 5% $21,337 

SLA-CS440-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $29,950 5% $28,453 

SLA-CS440-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $37,440 5% $35,568 

SLA-CS460-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $11,430 5% $10,859 

SLA-CS460-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $22,860 5% $21,717 

SLA-CS460-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $27,430 5% $26,059 

SLA-CS460-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $36,580 5% $34,751 

SLA-CS460-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $45,720 5% $43,434 

          

-- 4HR ONSITE ARRAY SUPPORT --       

SLA-CS210-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $3,720 5% $3,534 

SLA-CS210-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $7,440 5% $7,068 

SLA-CS210-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $8,930 5% $8,484 

SLA-CS210-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $11,900 5% $11,305 

SLA-CS210-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $14,880 5% $14,136 

SLA-CS220-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $5,500 5% $5,225 

SLA-CS220-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $11,000 5% $10,450 

SLA-CS220-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $13,200 5% $12,540 

SLA-CS220-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $17,600 5% $16,720 

SLA-CS220-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $22,000 5% $20,900 

SLA-CS240-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $8,900 5% $8,455 

SLA-CS240-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $17,800 5% $16,910 
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SLA-CS240-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $21,360 5% $20,292 

SLA-CS240-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $28,480 5% $27,056 

SLA-CS240-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $35,600 5% $33,820 

SLA-CS260-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $10,900 5% $10,355 

SLA-CS260-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $21,800 5% $20,710 

SLA-CS260-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $26,160 5% $24,852 

SLA-CS260-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $34,880 5% $33,136 

SLA-CS260-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $43,600 5% $41,420 

SLA-CS420-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $8,200 5% $7,790 

SLA-CS420-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $16,400 5% $15,580 

SLA-CS420-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $19,680 5% $18,696 

SLA-CS420-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $26,240 5% $24,928 

SLA-CS420-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $32,800 5% $31,160 

SLA-CS440-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $11,700 5% $11,115 

SLA-CS440-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $23,400 5% $22,230 

SLA-CS440-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $28,080 5% $26,676 

SLA-CS440-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $37,440 5% $35,568 

SLA-CS440-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $46,800 5% $44,460 

SLA-CS460-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $13,970  5% $13,272 

SLA-CS460-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $27,940 5% $26,543 

SLA-CS460-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $33,530 5% $31,854 

SLA-CS460-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $44,700 5% $42,465 

SLA-CS460-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $55,880 5% $53,086 

    
  

 -- FLASH CACHE FIELD UPGRADES --       

SLA-CS420-UPG-4HR UPGD 220 to 420 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000 5% $1,900 

SLA-CS420-UPG-NBD UPGD 220 to 420 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500 5% $1,425 

SLA-CS440-UPG-4HR UPGD 240 to 440 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000 5% $1,900 
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SLA-CS440-UPG-NBD UPGD 240 to 440 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500 5% $1,425 

SLA-CS460-UPG-4HR UPGD 260 to 460 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000 5% $1,900 

SLA-CS460-UPG-NBD UPGD 260 to 460 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500 5% $1,425 

          
-- NBD SHELF SUPPORT 

-- 
        

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 1Yr $1,580 5% $1,501 

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 2Yr $3,160 5% $3,002 

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 3Yr $3,790 5% $3,601 

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 4Yr $5,060 5% $4,807 

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 5Yr $6,320 5% $6,004 

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 1Yr $2,250 5% $2,138 

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 2Yr $4,500 5% $4,275 

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 3Yr $5,400 5% $5,130 

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 4Yr $7,200 5% $6,840 

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 5Yr $9,000 5% $8,550 

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 1Yr $2,930 5% $2,784 

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 2Yr $5,860 5% $5,567 

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 3Yr $7,030 5% $6,679 

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 4Yr $9,380 5% $8,911 

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 5Yr $11,720 5% $11,134 

          
-- 4HR SHELF SUPPORT -

- 
        

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 1Yr $2,275 5% $2,161 

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 2Yr $4,550 5% $4,323 

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 3Yr $5,460 5% $5,187 

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 4Yr $7,280 5% $6,916 

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 5Yr $9,100 5% $8,645 
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SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 1Yr $3,250 5% $3,088 

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 2Yr $6,500 5% $6,175 

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 3Yr $7,800 5% $7,410 

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 4Yr $10,400 5% $9,880 

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 5Yr $13,000 5% $12,350 

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 1Yr $4,225 5% $4,014 

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 2Yr $8,450 5% $8,028 

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 3Yr $10,140 5% $9,633 

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 4Yr $13,520 5% $12,844 

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 5Yr $16,900 5% $16,055 

          

-- 4HR ONSITE SHELF SUPPORT --       

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 1Yr $2,800 5% $2,660 

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 2Yr $5,600 5% $5,320 

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 3Yr $6,720 5% $6,384 

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 4Yr $8,960 5% $8,512 

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 5Yr $11,200 5% $10,640 

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 1Yr $4,000 5% $3,800 

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 2Yr $8,000 5% $7,600 

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 3Yr $9,600 5% $9,120 

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 4Yr $12,800 5% $12,160 

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 5Yr $16,000 5% $15,200 

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 1Yr $5,200 5% $4,940 

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 2Yr $10,400 5% $9,880 

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 3Yr $12,480 5% $11,856 

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 4Yr $16,640 5% $15,808 

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 5Yr $20,800 5% $19,760 
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-- NON RETURN DISK --         

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 1 Yr $1,800 5% $1,710 

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 2 Yrs $3,600 5% $3,420 

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 3 Yrs $5,400 5% $5,130 

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 4 Yrs $7,200 5% $6,840 

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 5 Yrs $9,000 5% $8,550 

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 1 Yr $2,400 5% $2,280 

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 2 Yrs $4,800 5% $4,560 

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 3 Yrs $7,200 5% $6,840 

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 4 Yrs $9,600 5% $9,120 

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 5 Yrs $12,000 5% $11,400 

SLA-NRD-ES1-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 1 Yr $1,200 5% $1,140 

SLA-NRD-ES1-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 2 Yr $2,400 5% $2,280 

SLA-NRD-ES1-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 3 Yrs $3,600 5% $3,420 

SLA-NRD-ES1-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 4 Yrs $4,800 5% $4,560 

SLA-NRD-ES1-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 5 Yrs $6,000 5% $5,700 

          

-- SPARE KITS --         

SP-KIT-1G 1 GbaseT Field Upgrade Kit and Installation; (one per array) $4,000 5% $3,800 

SP-KIT-10G 10 GigE SFP+ Field Upgrade Kit and Installation; (one per array) $10,000 5% $9,500 

SP-KIT-CS210 Spares kit for CS210; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-KIT-CS210-X2 Spares kit for CS210-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-KIT-CS210-X4 Spares kit for CS210-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,500 5% $14,725 

SP-KIT-CS220 Spares kit for CS220; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-KIT-CS220G Spares kit for CS220G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $17,000 5% $16,150 

SP-KIT-CS220G-X2 Spares kit for CS220G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,000 5% $19,950 

SP-KIT-CS220G-X4 Spares kit for CS220G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $22,000 5% $20,900 

SP-KIT-CS220G-X8 Spares kit for CS220G-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $24,000 5% $22,800 
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SP-KIT-CS220-X2 Spares kit for CS220-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $18,000 5% $17,100 

SP-KIT-CS220-X4 Spares kit for CS220-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000 5% $18,050 

SP-KIT-CS220-X8 Spares kit for CS220-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,000 5% $19,950 

SP-KIT-CS240 Spares kit for CS240; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $17,500 5% $16,625 

SP-KIT-CS240G Spares kit for CS240G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,500 5% $18,525 

SP-KIT-CS240G-X2 Spares kit for CS240G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $22,000 5% $20,900 

SP-KIT-CS240G-X4 Spares kit for CS240G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $25,000 5% $23,750 

SP-KIT-CS240-X2 Spares kit for CS240-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000 5% $18,050 

SP-KIT-CS240-X4 Spares kit for CS240-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $23,000 5% $21,850 

SP-KIT-CS260 Spares kit for CS260; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000 5% $18,050 

SP-KIT-CS260G Spares kit for CS260G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,500 5% $20,425 

SP-KIT-CS260G-X2 Spares kit for CS260G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $26,000 5% $24,700 

SP-KIT-CS260-X2 Spares kit for CS260-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $23,000 5% $21,850 

SP-KIT-CS420G-X2 Spares kit for CS420G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000 5% $25,650 

SP-KIT-CS420G-X4 Spares kit for CS420G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $30,000 5% $28,500 

SP-KIT-CS420G-X8 Spares kit for CS420G-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $32,000 5% $30,400 

SP-KIT-CS420-X2 Spares kit for CS420-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $24,000 5% $22,800 

SP-KIT-CS420-X4 Spares kit for CS420-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000 5% $25,650 

SP-KIT-CS420-X8 Spares kit for CS420-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000 5% $27,550 

SP-KIT-CS440 Spares kit for CS440; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $25,000 5% $23,750 

SP-KIT-CS440G Spares kit for CS440G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000 5% $25,650 

SP-KIT-CS440G-X2 Spares kit for CS440G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $28,000 5% $26,600 

SP-KIT-CS440G-X4 Spares kit for CS440G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $31,000 5% $29,450 

SP-KIT-CS440-X2 Spares kit for CS440-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $26,000 5% $24,700 

SP-KIT-CS440-X4 Spares kit for CS440-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $28,000 5% $26,600 

SP-KIT-CS460 Spares kit for CS460; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000 5% $25,650 

SP-KIT-CS460G Spares kit for CS460G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000 5% $27,550 

SP-KIT-CS460G-X2 Spares kit for CS460G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $31,000 5% $29,450 
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SP-KIT-CS460-X2 Spares kit for CS460-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000 5% $27,550 

SP-KIT-H25 Spare kit for ES1-H25; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $9,000 5% $8,550 

SP-KIT-H45 Spare kit for ES1-H45; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $10,000 5% $9,500 

SP-KIT-H65 Spare kit for ES1-H65; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $14,000 5% $13,300 

          

-- SPARE PARTS --         

SP-CRTL-CS210 Spare Single Ctlr for CS210 $12,000 5% $11,400 

SP-CRTL-CS220 Spare Single Ctlr for CS220 $12,500 5% $11,875 

SP-CRTL-CS220G Spare Single Ctlr for CS220G $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-CRTL-CS240 Spare Single Ctlr for CS240 $12,500 5% $11,875 

SP-CRTL-CS240G Spare Single Ctlr for CS240G $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-CRTL-CS260 Spare Single Ctlr for CS260 $12,500 5% $11,875 

SP-CRTL-CS260G Spare Single Ctlr for CS260G $15,000 5% $14,250 

SP-CRTL-CS420 Spare Single Ctlr for CS420 $18,000 5% $17,100 

SP-CRTL-CS420G Spare Single Ctlr for CS420G $21,000 5% $19,950 

SP-CRTL-CS440 Spare Single Ctlr for CS440 $18,000 5% $17,100 

SP-CRTL-CS440G Spare Single Ctlr for CS440G $21,000 5% $19,950 

SP-CRTL-CS460 Spare Single Ctlr for CS460 $18,000 5% $17,100 

SP-CRTL-CS460G Spare Single Ctlr for CS460G $21,000 5% $19,950 

SP-HDD-1TB Spare HDD, 1TB, with carrier $800 5% $760 

SP-HDD-2TB Spare HDD, 2TB, with carrier $1,400 5% $1,330 

SP-HDD-3TB Spare HDD, 3TB, with carrier $2,200 5% $2,090 

SP-HDD-CS210 Spare HDD for CS210, with carrier $800 5% $760 

SP-HDD-CS220 Spare HDD for CS220/G, with carrier $800 5% $760 

SP-HDD-CS240 Spare HDD for CS240/G, with carrier $1,400 5% $1,330 

SP-HDD-CS260 Spare HDD for CS260/G, with carrier $2,200 5% $2,090 

SP-HDD-CS420 Spare HDD for CS420/G, with carrier $800 5% $760 

SP-HDD-CS440 Spare HDD for CS440/G, with carrier $1,400 5% $1,330 
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SP-HDD-CS460 Spare HDD for CS460/G, with carrier $2,200 5% $2,090 

SP-HDD-H25 Spare HDD for ES1-H25, with carrier $800 5% $760 

SP-HDD-H45 Spare HDD for ES1-H45, with carrier $1,400 5% $1,330 

SP-HDD-H65 Spare HDD for ES1-H65, with carrier $2,200 5% $2,090 

SP-PCORD-AU AU Power Cord $0 5% $0 

SP-PCORD-EU EU Power Cord $0 5% $0 

SP-PCORD-UK UK Power Cord $0 5% $0 

SP-PCORD-US US Power Cord $0 5% $0 

SP-PCORD-CN CN Power Cord $0 5% $0 

SP-PSU-1200W Spare Power Supply Unit for CS Arrays, 1200W $900 5% $855 

SP-PWR-C13-C14-0 C13 to C14 Power Cable for PDU connectivity (as part of Storage Array purchase) $0 5% $0 

SP-PWR-C13-C14-1 C13 to C14 Power Cable for PDU connectivity (standalone) $50 5% $48 

SP-SASCABLE-1M 2x1 Meter Nimble Qualified SAS Cables for ES Shelf Connectivity  $450 5% $428 

SP-SASCABLE-3M 2x3 Meter Nimble Qualified SAS Cables for ES Shelf Connectivity  $550 5% $523 

SP-SSD-160GB Spare SSD, 160B, with carrier $2,000 5% $1,900 

SP-SSD-300GB Spare SSD, 300GB, with carrier $2,300 5% $2,185 

SP-SSD-600GB Spare SSD, 600GB, with carrier $4,700 5% $4,465 

SP-SSD-80GB Spare SSD, 80GB, with carrier $1,000 5% $950 

SP-SSD-H25 Spare SSD for ES1-H25, with carrier $2,000 5% $1,900 

SP-SSD-H45 Spare SSD for ES1-H45, with carrier $2,300 5% $2,185 

SP-SSD-H65 Spare SSD for ES1-H65, with carrier $4,700 5% $4,465 

          

 -- CONTROLLER FIELD UPGRADES --       

UPGD-CTLR-CS420 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS220 to CS420  (must include UPGD-FLC-300GB) $40,000 5% $38,000 

UPGD-CTLR-CS420G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS220G to CS420G $40,000 5% $38,000 

UPGD-CTLR-CS440 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS240 to CS440 $40,000 5% $38,000 

UPGD-CTLR-CS440G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS240G to CS440G $40,000 5% $38,000 

UPGD-CTLR-CS460 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS260 to CS460 $40,000 5% $38,000 
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UPGD-CTLR-CS460G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS260G to CS460G $40,000 5% $38,000 

          

 -- FLASH CACHE FIELD UPGRADES --       

UPGD-FLC-80GB Cache field upgrade to 320GB; 2x80GB SSD, only for CS210 $3,600 5% $3,420 

UPGD-FLC-160GB Cache field upgrade to 640GB; 4x160GB SSD, only forCS210, CS220 $9,000 5% $8,550 

UPGD-FLC-300GB Cache field upgrade to 1.2TB; 4x300GB SSD, only for CS220, CS240, CS420, CS440 $13,500 5% $12,825 

UPGD-FLC-600GB 
Cache field upgrade to 2.4TB; 4x600GB SSD, only for CS220, CS240, CS260, CS420, 

CS440, CS460 
$27,000 5% $25,650 

          

 -- CONTROLLER UPGRADE SUPPORT --       

SLA-CS420-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS420 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS220 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500 5% $2,375 

SLA-CS440-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS440 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS240 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500 5% $2,375 

SLA-CS460-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS460 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS260 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500 5% $2,375 

          

-- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES --       

PRO-INSTALL-ARRAY Installation for Nimble Array / Expansion Shelf  $2,500 5% $2,375 
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Nimble Storage  

 

  
 

    

Baseline Price List  December 13, 2013     

        

Part Number Description List Price (USD) 
Change 

Description 
 -- STORAGE ARRAYS; 1 GigE --     

CS210 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 160GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $31,000   

CS210-X2 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $34,000 New product SKU 

CS210-X4 8TB Raw, 4-9TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 4x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $42,000 New product SKU 

CS220 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $55,000   

CS220-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $60,000   

CS220-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $70,000   

CS220-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $90,000 New product SKU 

CS240 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $89,000   

CS240-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1 GigE, High Perf Ctlr $99,000   

CS240-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $119,000   

CS260 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $109,000   

CS260-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $129,000   

CS420-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $82,000   

CS420-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $92,000   

CS420-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $112,000 New product SKU 

CS440 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $107,000   

CS440-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $117,000   

CS440-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $137,000   

CS460 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $127,000   

CS460-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 6x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $147,000   
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 -- STORAGE ARRAYS; 10 GigE --     

CS220G 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 320GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $60,500   

CS220G-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $65,500   

CS220G-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $75,500   

CS220G-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $95,500 New product SKU 

CS240G 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $95,000   

CS240G-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $105,000   

CS240G-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $125,000   

CS260G 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $115,000   

CS260G-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, High Perf Ctlr $135,000   

CS420G-X2 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $88,000   

CS420G-X4 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $98,000   

CS420G-X8 12TB Raw, 8-16TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $118,000 New product SKU 

CS440G 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 640GB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $113,000   

CS440G-X2 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $123,000   

CS440G-X4 24TB Raw, 16-33TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $143,000   

CS460G 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 1.2TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $133,000   

CS460G-X2 36TB Raw, 25-50TB Usable, 2.4TB Flash Cache, 2x10GigE + 2x1GigE, Ext Perf Ctlr $153,000   

        

 -- STORAGE EXPANSION SHELVES --     

ES1-H25 15TB Raw, 11-22TB Usable, 160GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $35,000   

ES1-H45 30TB Raw, 23-45TB Usable, 300GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $50,000   

ES1-H65 45TB Raw, 34-68TB Usable, 600GB Flash Cache, Hyb Exp Shelf, 2x1M Qual SAS cable $65,000   

        

-- NBD ARRAY SUPPORT --     

SLA-CS210-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $2,330   

SLA-CS210-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $4,660   

SLA-CS210-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $5,590   
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SLA-CS210-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $7,460   

SLA-CS210-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $9,320   

SLA-CS220-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $3,580   

SLA-CS220-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $7,160   

SLA-CS220-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $8,590   

SLA-CS220-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $11,460   

SLA-CS220-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $14,320   

SLA-CS240-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $5,790   

SLA-CS240-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $11,580   

SLA-CS240-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $13,900   

SLA-CS240-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $18,530   

SLA-CS240-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $23,160   

SLA-CS260-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $7,090   

SLA-CS260-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $14,180   

SLA-CS260-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $17,020   

SLA-CS260-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $22,690   

SLA-CS260-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $28,360   

SLA-CS420-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $5,010   

SLA-CS420-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $10,020   

SLA-CS420-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $12,020   

SLA-CS420-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $16,030   

SLA-CS420-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $20,040   

SLA-CS440-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $6,960   

SLA-CS440-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $13,920   

SLA-CS440-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $16,700   

SLA-CS440-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $22,270   

SLA-CS440-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $27,840   

SLA-CS460-NBD-1YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $8,260   
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SLA-CS460-NBD-2YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $16,520   

SLA-CS460-NBD-3YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $19,820   

SLA-CS460-NBD-4YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $26,430   

SLA-CS460-NBD-5YR NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $33,040   

        

-- 4HR ARRAY SUPPORT --     

SLA-CS210-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $2,790   

SLA-CS210-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $5,580   

SLA-CS210-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $6,700   

SLA-CS210-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $8,930   

SLA-CS210-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $11,160   

SLA-CS220-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $4,400   

SLA-CS220-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $8,800   

SLA-CS220-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $10,560   

SLA-CS220-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $14,080   

SLA-CS220-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $17,600   

SLA-CS240-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $7,120   

SLA-CS240-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $14,240   

SLA-CS240-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $17,090   

SLA-CS240-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $22,780   

SLA-CS240-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $28,480   

SLA-CS260-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $8,720   

SLA-CS260-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $17,440   

SLA-CS260-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $20,930   

SLA-CS260-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $27,900   

SLA-CS260-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $34,880   

SLA-CS420-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $6,560   

SLA-CS420-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $13,120   
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SLA-CS420-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $15,740   

SLA-CS420-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $20,990   

SLA-CS420-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $26,240   

SLA-CS440-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $9,360   

SLA-CS440-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $18,720   

SLA-CS440-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $22,460   

SLA-CS440-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $29,950   

SLA-CS440-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $37,440   

SLA-CS460-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $11,430   

SLA-CS460-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $22,860   

SLA-CS460-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $27,430   

SLA-CS460-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $36,580   

SLA-CS460-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $45,720   

        

-- 4HR ONSITE ARRAY SUPPORT --     

SLA-CS210-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 1Yr $3,720   

SLA-CS210-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 2Yr $7,440   

SLA-CS210-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 3Yr $8,930   

SLA-CS210-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 4Yr $11,900   

SLA-CS210-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 210, 5Yr $14,880   

SLA-CS220-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 1Yr $5,500   

SLA-CS220-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 2Yr $11,000   

SLA-CS220-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 3Yr $13,200   

SLA-CS220-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 4Yr $17,600   

SLA-CS220-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 220, 5Yr $22,000   

SLA-CS240-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 1Yr $8,900   

SLA-CS240-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 2Yr $17,800   

SLA-CS240-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 3Yr $21,360   
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SLA-CS240-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 4Yr $28,480   

SLA-CS240-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 240, 5Yr $35,600   

SLA-CS260-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 1Yr $10,900   

SLA-CS260-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 2Yr $21,800   

SLA-CS260-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 3Yr $26,160   

SLA-CS260-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 4Yr $34,880   

SLA-CS260-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 260, 5Yr $43,600   

SLA-CS420-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 1Yr $8,200   

SLA-CS420-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 2Yr $16,400   

SLA-CS420-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 3Yr $19,680   

SLA-CS420-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 4Yr $26,240   

SLA-CS420-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 420, 5Yr $32,800   

SLA-CS440-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 1Yr $11,700   

SLA-CS440-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 2Yr $23,400   

SLA-CS440-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 3Yr $28,080   

SLA-CS440-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 4Yr $37,440   

SLA-CS440-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 440, 5Yr $46,800   

SLA-CS460-4ON-1YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 1Yr $13,970    

SLA-CS460-4ON-2YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 2Yr $27,940   

SLA-CS460-4ON-3YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 3Yr $33,530   

SLA-CS460-4ON-4YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 4Yr $44,700   

SLA-CS460-4ON-5YR 4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - 460, 5Yr $55,880   

    
 -- FLASH CACHE FIELD UPGRADES --     

SLA-CS420-UPG-4HR UPGD 220 to 420 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000   

SLA-CS420-UPG-NBD UPGD 220 to 420 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500   

SLA-CS440-UPG-4HR UPGD 240 to 440 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000   

SLA-CS440-UPG-NBD UPGD 240 to 440 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500   
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SLA-CS460-UPG-4HR UPGD 260 to 460 4HR Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $2,000   

SLA-CS460-UPG-NBD UPGD 260 to 460 NBD Parts Del,SW Sup & InfoSight $1,500   

        

-- NBD SHELF SUPPORT --     

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-
1YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 1Yr $1,580   

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-
2YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 2Yr $3,160   

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-
3YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 3Yr $3,790   

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-
4YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 4Yr $5,060   

SLA-ES1-H25-NBD-
5YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 5Yr $6,320   

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-
1YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 1Yr $2,250   

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-
2YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 2Yr $4,500   

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-
3YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 3Yr $5,400   

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-
4YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 4Yr $7,200   

SLA-ES1-H45-NBD-
5YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 5Yr $9,000   

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-
1YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 1Yr $2,930   

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-
2YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 2Yr $5,860   

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-
3YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 3Yr $7,030   

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-
4YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 4Yr $9,380   

SLA-ES1-H65-NBD-
5YR 

NBD Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 5Yr $11,720   
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-- 4HR SHELF 
SUPPORT -- 

      

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 1Yr $2,275   

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 2Yr $4,550   

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 3Yr $5,460   

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 4Yr $7,280   

SLA-ES1-H25-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H25, 5Yr $9,100   

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 1Yr $3,250   

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 2Yr $6,500   

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 3Yr $7,800   

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 4Yr $10,400   

SLA-ES1-H45-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H45, 5Yr $13,000   

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-1YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 1Yr $4,225   

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-2YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 2Yr $8,450   

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-3YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 3Yr $10,140   

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-4YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 4Yr $13,520   

SLA-ES1-H65-4HR-5YR 4Hr Parts Del, SW Sup & InfoSight-ES1-H65, 5Yr $16,900   

        

-- 4HR ONSITE SHELF SUPPORT --     

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-
1YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 1Yr $2,800   

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-
2YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 2Yr $5,600   

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-
3YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 3Yr $6,720   

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-
4YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 4Yr $8,960   

SLA-ES1-H25-4ON-
5YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H25, 5Yr $11,200   
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SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-
1YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 1Yr $4,000   

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-
2YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 2Yr $8,000   

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-
3YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 3Yr $9,600   

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-
4YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 4Yr $12,800   

SLA-ES1-H45-4ON-
5YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H45, 5Yr $16,000   

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-
1YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 1Yr $5,200   

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-
2YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 2Yr $10,400   

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-
3YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 3Yr $12,480   

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-
4YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 4Yr $16,640   

SLA-ES1-H65-4ON-
5YR 

4hr Onsite Rep, SW Sup & InfoSight - ES1-H65, 5Yr $20,800   

        

-- NON RETURN DISK 
-- 

      

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 1 Yr $1,800   

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 2 Yrs $3,600   

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 3 Yrs $5,400   

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 4 Yrs $7,200   

SLA-NRD-CS2xx-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS200 series array, 5 Yrs $9,000   

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 1 Yr $2,400   

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 2 Yrs $4,800   

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 3 Yrs $7,200   

SLA-NRD-CS4xx-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 4 Yrs $9,600   
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SLA-NRD-CS4xx-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a CS400 series array, 5 Yrs $12,000   

SLA-NRD-ES1-1YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 1 Yr $1,200   

SLA-NRD-ES1-2YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 2 Yr $2,400   

SLA-NRD-ES1-3YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 3 Yrs $3,600   

SLA-NRD-ES1-4YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 4 Yrs $4,800   

SLA-NRD-ES1-5YR Non Return Disk for HDDs and SSDs in a ES1 shelf, 5 Yrs $6,000   

        

-- SPARE KITS --       

SP-KIT-1G 1 GbaseT Field Upgrade Kit and Installation; (one per array) $4,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-10G 10 GigE SFP+ Field Upgrade Kit and Installation; (one per array) $10,000   

SP-KIT-CS210 Spares kit for CS210; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000   

SP-KIT-CS210-X2 Spares kit for CS210-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS210-X4 Spares kit for CS210-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,500 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS220 Spares kit for CS220; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $15,000   

SP-KIT-CS220G Spares kit for CS220G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $17,000   

SP-KIT-CS220G-X2 Spares kit for CS220G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,000   

SP-KIT-CS220G-X4 Spares kit for CS220G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $22,000   

SP-KIT-CS220G-X8 Spares kit for CS220G-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $24,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS220-X2 Spares kit for CS220-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $18,000   

SP-KIT-CS220-X4 Spares kit for CS220-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000   

SP-KIT-CS220-X8 Spares kit for CS220-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS240 Spares kit for CS240; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $17,500   

SP-KIT-CS240G Spares kit for CS240G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,500   

SP-KIT-CS240G-X2 Spares kit for CS240G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $22,000   

SP-KIT-CS240G-X4 Spares kit for CS240G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $25,000   

SP-KIT-CS240-X2 Spares kit for CS240-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000   

SP-KIT-CS240-X4 Spares kit for CS240-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $23,000   

SP-KIT-CS260 Spares kit for CS260; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $19,000   
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SP-KIT-CS260G Spares kit for CS260G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $21,500   

SP-KIT-CS260G-X2 Spares kit for CS260G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $26,000   

SP-KIT-CS260-X2 Spares kit for CS260-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $23,000   

SP-KIT-CS420G-X2 Spares kit for CS420G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000   

SP-KIT-CS420G-X4 Spares kit for CS420G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $30,000   

SP-KIT-CS420G-X8 Spares kit for CS420G-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $32,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS420-X2 Spares kit for CS420-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $24,000   

SP-KIT-CS420-X4 Spares kit for CS420-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000   

SP-KIT-CS420-X8 Spares kit for CS420-X8; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000 New product SKU 

SP-KIT-CS440 Spares kit for CS440; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $25,000   

SP-KIT-CS440G Spares kit for CS440G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000   

SP-KIT-CS440G-X2 Spares kit for CS440G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $28,000   

SP-KIT-CS440G-X4 Spares kit for CS440G-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $31,000   

SP-KIT-CS440-X2 Spares kit for CS440-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $26,000   

SP-KIT-CS440-X4 Spares kit for CS440-X4; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $28,000   

SP-KIT-CS460 Spares kit for CS460; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $27,000   

SP-KIT-CS460G Spares kit for CS460G; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000   

SP-KIT-CS460G-X2 Spares kit for CS460G-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $31,000   

SP-KIT-CS460-X2 Spares kit for CS460-X2; Ctlr, Power Supply, HDD, SSD $29,000   

SP-KIT-H25 Spare kit for ES1-H25; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $9,000   

SP-KIT-H45 Spare kit for ES1-H45; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $10,000   

SP-KIT-H65 Spare kit for ES1-H65; Ctlr, Pwr Supply, HDD, 1M SAS Cable; (SSD not included) $14,000   

        

-- SPARE PARTS --       

SP-CRTL-CS210 Spare Single Ctlr for CS210 $12,000   

SP-CRTL-CS220 Spare Single Ctlr for CS220 $12,500   

SP-CRTL-CS220G Spare Single Ctlr for CS220G $15,000   

SP-CRTL-CS240 Spare Single Ctlr for CS240 $12,500   
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SP-CRTL-CS240G Spare Single Ctlr for CS240G $15,000   

SP-CRTL-CS260 Spare Single Ctlr for CS260 $12,500   

SP-CRTL-CS260G Spare Single Ctlr for CS260G $15,000   

SP-CRTL-CS420 Spare Single Ctlr for CS420 $18,000   

SP-CRTL-CS420G Spare Single Ctlr for CS420G $21,000   

SP-CRTL-CS440 Spare Single Ctlr for CS440 $18,000   

SP-CRTL-CS440G Spare Single Ctlr for CS440G $21,000   

SP-CRTL-CS460 Spare Single Ctlr for CS460 $18,000   

SP-CRTL-CS460G Spare Single Ctlr for CS460G $21,000   

SP-HDD-1TB Spare HDD, 1TB, with carrier $800 New product SKU 

SP-HDD-2TB Spare HDD, 2TB, with carrier $1,400 New product SKU 

SP-HDD-3TB Spare HDD, 3TB, with carrier $2,200 New product SKU 

SP-HDD-CS210 Spare HDD for CS210, with carrier $800 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS220 Spare HDD for CS220/G, with carrier $800 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS240 Spare HDD for CS240/G, with carrier $1,400 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS260 Spare HDD for CS260/G, with carrier $2,200 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS420 Spare HDD for CS420/G, with carrier $800 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS440 Spare HDD for CS440/G, with carrier $1,400 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-CS460 Spare HDD for CS460/G, with carrier $2,200 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-H25 Spare HDD for ES1-H25, with carrier $800 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-H45 Spare HDD for ES1-H45, with carrier $1,400 EOL SKU 

SP-HDD-H65 Spare HDD for ES1-H65, with carrier $2,200 EOL SKU 

SP-PCORD-AU AU Power Cord $0   

SP-PCORD-EU EU Power Cord $0   

SP-PCORD-UK UK Power Cord $0   

SP-PCORD-US US Power Cord $0   

SP-PCORD-CN CN Power Cord $0 New product SKU 

SP-PSU-1200W Spare Power Supply Unit for CS Arrays, 1200W $900   
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SP-PWR-C13-C14-0 C13 to C14 Power Cable for PDU connectivity (as part of Storage Array purchase) $0   

SP-PWR-C13-C14-1 C13 to C14 Power Cable for PDU connectivity (standalone) $50   

SP-SASCABLE-1M 2x1 Meter Nimble Qualified SAS Cables for ES Shelf Connectivity  $450   

SP-SASCABLE-3M 2x3 Meter Nimble Qualified SAS Cables for ES Shelf Connectivity  $550   

SP-SSD-160GB Spare SSD, 160B, with carrier $2,000   

SP-SSD-300GB Spare SSD, 300GB, with carrier $2,300   

SP-SSD-600GB Spare SSD, 600GB, with carrier $4,700   

SP-SSD-80GB Spare SSD, 80GB, with carrier $1,000   

SP-SSD-H25 Spare SSD for ES1-H25, with carrier $2,000   

SP-SSD-H45 Spare SSD for ES1-H45, with carrier $2,300   

SP-SSD-H65 Spare SSD for ES1-H65, with carrier $4,700   

        

 -- CONTROLLER FIELD UPGRADES --     

UPGD-CTLR-CS420 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS220 to CS420  (must include UPGD-FLC-300GB) $40,000   

UPGD-CTLR-CS420G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS220G to CS420G $40,000   

UPGD-CTLR-CS440 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS240 to CS440 $40,000   

UPGD-CTLR-CS440G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS240G to CS440G $40,000   

UPGD-CTLR-CS460 Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS260 to CS460 $40,000   

UPGD-CTLR-CS460G Dual Ctlr field upgrade; CS260G to CS460G $40,000   

        

 -- FLASH CACHE FIELD UPGRADES --     

UPGD-FLC-80GB Cache field upgrade to 320GB; 2x80GB SSD, only for CS210 $3,600 New product SKU 

UPGD-FLC-160GB Cache field upgrade to 640GB; 4x160GB SSD, only forCS210, CS220 $9,000 

List Price 
Reduction & 

Product 
Description Update 

UPGD-FLC-300GB Cache field upgrade to 1.2TB; 4x300GB SSD, only for CS220, CS240, CS420, CS440 $13,500 
List Price 

Reduction 
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UPGD-FLC-600GB 
Cache field upgrade to 2.4TB; 4x600GB SSD, only for CS220, CS240, CS260, CS420, 

CS440, CS460 
$27,000 

List Price 
Reduction 

        

 -- CONTROLLER UPGRADE SUPPORT --     

SLA-CS420-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS420 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS220 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500   

SLA-CS440-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS440 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS240 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500   

SLA-CS460-UPG-4ON 
4HR ONSITE Serv/Softw Support for CS460 Ctrl Upgd on existing CS260 4HR ONSITE 

contract 
$2,500   

        

-- PROFESSIONAL SERVICES --     

PRO-INSTALL-ARRAY Installation for Nimble Array / Expansion Shelf  $2,500   
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MN WSCA-NASPO  

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 

COST PROPOSAL – PRICE WORKBOOK V4 
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